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ABSTRACT

Thematic units, the basis of organization for this
guide, work in many ways toward the dual goals of language and
content area instruction. The thematic units presented here address
topics of high interest to limited English-proficient (LEP) students,
including: robots; using a computer data base; activities with
plants; building terrariums; architecture; and cooking. In order to
provide LEP students with an active role in the learning process, the
units incorporate many opportunities for them to play games,
participate in movement activities, enter into role playing, create
art works and constructions, cook and manipulate materials. To bridge
the gap between the classroom and the real world, the unit:.
incorporate field trips and other activities that provide LEP
students with motivational experiences to facilitate their learning
of the new culture as well as the new language. To help LEP students
toward full literacy, the units use a whole language approach,
including many experiences with rich literature, and opportunities to
develop writing skills. In addition, the units are planned to
incorporate the language, math, and science objectives of the Georgia
Basic Curriculum. Each of the units in the guide includes an
introductory statement of purpose, learning objectives, key concepts,
a brief outline of activities, grade levels for which the unit is
intended, and a list of suggested resources. Each unit addresses a
range of several grade levels. Georgia Basic Curriculum objectives
for each activity are displayed on a grid. Each activity includes
recommended grouping and teacher role, a list of materials needed,
detailed procedures, suggestions for evaluation, and possible
extensions of the activity. (KR)
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INTRODUCTION

Limited English-proficient (LEP) children have always
been a put of the Uniael States educational scene, but it is
telly in the last fifteen to twenty years that a clear national
awareness of the unique learning needs of these students
has emerged. In the late 196(Ys and early l9701s, legisla-
tive and judicial mandates dealing with the rights of LEP
students to equal educatimal oppornmity led to the crea-
tion of bilingual educational pogroms specifically
designed to meet LEP =lents' nee& Most of these
programs involved instruction in two languages (the
students' native language and English) and were organized
for programs with high concenuaticsis of stucknts from a
single language background (e.g., Spanish/English
programs in Texas; Vietnamese/English Programs in Cali-
fornia). Most of the existing published curriculum
materials prepared for teachers of LEP students have beat
aimed at these dual language programs.

In 1987, both the demographics and the pedagogy of
bilingual education are changing. Department of
Educatim census projections indkate that the number of
LEP students in the American popultaion between the
ages of 5 and 14 will continue to rise dramatkally for at
least the remainder of this century. No longa are LEP
students concentrated in a very few gat= rather,
linguistic minority households are now found in
communities across the country, in places wheze such
differences have never existed or have been able to be
ignored in the past. This trend has resulted in a much
wider and a much more diverse disnibution of LEP
students in the public schools than ever before, with more
and more school systems each year facing the avollment
of LEP students from several different language
backgmunds in various grade levels and schools. This
trend is evident in the state of Georgia, where the numbee
of LEP students has increased an average of 12% per year
since 1981 (Georgia Department of Education, December,
1984). Currently 72 school systems in Georgia report
7,052 non-English background students from at least 61
different language groups. Of these auckins, 2,884 are
reported as LEP. Of these 72 school districts with non-
English background students only two offer bilingual
programs, and 14 offer English ase a second language
programs. Obviously, many regular classmeen teachers,
parapokssionals and other public school persamel who
have littk special training and few materials are faced with
the challenge of meeting dr educational needs of LEP
students.

School personnel face a further challenge in working
with LEP students. While they must find time and means
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to help these students to acquire English woficieacy, they
must find ways to see that these students also learn the
content 8Tell material expected of their age and grade level.
Dwing air work in training wachers of English as a
Second Language (ESL), we have often observed how
language minority children am foreclosed from instruction
in math and science until their English language skills are
at a certain level. Schools in the state of Georgia lack
bilingual teachers in over fifty languages spoken by
Georgia's LEP school children, and are thus unable to
provide bilingual instruction in native languages in
muse areas. In many ways, the "pull-out" model
followed by most ESL programs, in which students are
taken out of the regular classroom for ESL instniction for
part of the day, conflicts with the goal of providing
content area instructim to LEP students. Though
studens miss instruction in content areas when they are
taken out of the regular classes, the teachers of pull-out
classes often see their roles as language teachers only, and
do not see their responsibility to function as content arca
teachers as well. Students in "pull-out" programs,
because of time limitations, are also likely to miss
enrichment experiences such as classes in computer use.
When they do have opportunities to use computers, they
are generally for drill text practice in English, and Jo not
introduce students to the language or logic of compute's.

Problems are not diminished for LEP students who do
not have npull-our ESL instruction. Their regular
teachers se faced with the difficulty of giving the time and
indivklual insuuctice necessary to teach these students
while not taking instructional time from the rest of the
class. At best, teachers resourcefully use peers and
methods of their own device to include LEP students. At
mese, the LEP students am neglected or isolated. Though
LEP students may be present far content area instruction.
they mils much of what is being taught because they are
unable to read the texts or comprehend the lectures.
Content area material may be cognitively appropriate for
LEP students, but the presentation of the material may
exclude them.

Fonunately, the recent literature examing the
processes of language development has yielded a number
of new insights whkh have dm potential for being
transformed into insauctional practices for assisting LEP
students M both the ESL and regular classroem.
Increasing evidence from recent multi-dimeasional,
qualitative studies (see reviews by Berko-Gleason and
Weintraub, 1978, and Lindfors. 1980) suggests that
children's language development is a strongly interactive



process. one which relies not only on specific (arxi
perhaps innate) cognitive and lingaistic mechanisms, but
also on the child's active cadd4w in a linguistic
environment attuned to the child's canmunicative needs.
This communicative view of language development is
expressed in many forms baday, and has been proposed as
a set of assumptims and criteria as a basis for a
"commtmicative or "nature ciuriculum (Savignon,
1983; Krashen and Terrell, 1983; Enright and
McCloskey, 1985).

In the communicative approach children are seen as
learning language as a means of co:nmunication. The
second language is acquired by purposeful interaction with
the language arvironment, and this icquisition is enhanced
by input that is meaningful and interesting to them
(Uryza, 1985; Dulay, Burt, and ICra ;hen, 1982), and takes
advantage of all of students' available resources: linguistic
and nonlinguistic, intemal (cognitive, affective) and
external (social, envirarmental). Tne input is provided in
a comfortable classroom atmosphere which encourages and
celebrates efforts at communication and which focuses on
the meaning of utterances MIXT than on their fomi,
treating errors as part of the language acquisition process.

ilecause this communicative appioach is wholistic
and integrative, it can be an effecrive way to solve the

problem of teachers who find themselves faced with the
language - content" dilemma Conununicative lessons
can be designed which teach language 1,1=4 content,
using a xesentaticm that requires active participation on
the pat of students. Teaching language through content
will help suxlents to sequin language mom quickly and to
master content area skills at the same time.

This curriculum guile was written to setve two
purposet (I) to trovide consnunicative teaching units
which teach= can immediatdy pat to use to teach both
corm* area and language objectives, and (2) aa provirk
teachers with a model for planning curricular activities
which meet WI the specific content atea mid specific
language needs of their own students. After using these
units, teachers will be able to we the model and their own
materials to construct &Miami units of their own which
seive these imposes.

The marries are intended for the use of both
elementary taxi= of English as a second language and
for regular classroom teachers who have sturkats learning
English as a second language in their classrooms. These
integrated units have been field-teaed in both ESL and
grade level classrooms, and while they were seen to
promote laaguage-learning for ESL students, they
increased interest level and motivation for all.
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Description of the Guide

Thematic units, the basis of organizatktn for this guide,
work in many ways toward the dual goals of language and
content area instruction. The thernatk units adchess topics
of high interest to studetus. These include robots, using a
computer data base, plants, buiking tenarituns,
arehiamture, and cooking. In order to give students an
wive role in the learning process, the units incorporaz
many opportunities for students to play games, participate
in movement activities, role play, create art works and
constructions, cook and manipulate materials. In order to
provide a variety of types and levels of input, the units
incorporate large grow activities, small group activities,
independent work at learning mans, and many different
teacher toles. To bridge betweat the classroom and the
real world, provide students with motivoional experiences
and help children learn the new culture, as well as the new
language, the units incorporate field trips. To help
sualents toward full litetacy, the units use a whole
language approach, including many experiences with rich
literature, and opportunities to develop writing skills. In
addition, the units are planned to help students achieve
language, math, and science objectives of the Georgia

Bark Curriculum, Most importantly, the thematic units
help 'cachets and students to integrate teaching and
kerning in lansurge and content areas.

Each ca the wits in the guide includes an
introductory statement of impose, including objectives,
key concepts, a brief outline of activities, and grade levels
for which the unit is intended. Each unit addresses a range
of several glade levels. Teachers are encouraged to pt
activities to their own stud= within that range. Way,
of the activities can be arlapwd beyond the range, as well.
Georgia Basic Curriculum objectives for each activity are
displayed on a grid. Each ixtivity includes recommended
grouting and wacher role, a list of materials needed,
detailed prmethrres, suggestions for evaluation, and
postele extensions of the activity. A list of suggested
resources is included at the end of each unit.

Teachers who use the guide will have a rich
resource for teaching language, math, science, and
computer skills together. It is the hope of the writers that
after using these units, teachers will go cm to create
arkiitional units of their own which use content as a
medium kr teaching language.
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ROVING ROBOTS

Robots -- flying on TV, saving mankind in the movies, turning into space ships in
toy stores, and shaking hands in shopping malls -- have become an integral and
exciting part of the modem child's life. Students of all ages and cultures are affected
by this motivating, cross-cultural tool for eaching a multitude of computer science
and language concepts.

As future members of a computerized society. all of
today's students must learn to differentiate between fantasy
robots and real-life wraith's robots. Students need a
realistic understanding el the functions, possibilities, and
limitations of robots in today's workL Because the
concepts and vocabulary of conqmor science are usually
unfamiliar to both English-speaking and atm-English
speaking students, all studems begin this unit on equal
footing. There:fat this unit may help to bridge the
culture taxi language gap between these groups.

This unit integrates diverse teaching strategies,
including role play, puppetry, large and ana groups, peer
teaching, centers, field hips and games. It also encom-

passes many subject area conceins, including science,
mathematics, language ans, visual arts, aml physical
education. Tluoughout the less= and exteraions,
students are encouraged to apply the language acquired at a
variety of levels.

Many of dx activities within the unit build upon
language and concepts introduced in a pi:or lesson. In
order to assure that students gain a clear understanding of
the computer science concepts being taght, the sequence
within the wit should be followed.

1 -3
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Activitks
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ROVING ROBOTS
OBJECTIVES

Objectives Unit 1 / Grades K-3

MATHEMATICS

Recognizes, names, and mums whole numbers from I to 10 in the comext of everyday
activities (GBC Lux.*

Recognizes elements of sets in the comet of everyday activities (GBC K.1.z3).

Sons, compares, and arranges objects according to size end sbape (GBC K.1.2,3).

Demonstrates spatial orientation in completing a product.

Recognizes and uses ordinal numbers (GBC 1(1,2,3).

SCIENCE / HEALTH

Identifies motion such as push/pull (GBC K).

Recognizes interdependence of machine parts (GBC 1,23).

Creates and uses simple machines (GBC

Sorts and describes objects by shape, color. size, texture, and other attributes (GBC
10.2.3).

Identifies directional mode= back/forth; up/down; etc. (GBC 1).

Demonstrates ways to care for the teeth (GBC K#1#2.3).

Names terms for body parts and senses.

Panicipates in developmental activitia related to strength, heart-hmg endurance and
flexibility (CRC K,I,2,3).

Understands directions of left, rightolp and down (GBC 1).

Identifies basic emotions (GBC 2).

COMPUTER SCIENCE

Demonstrates an understanding of the relationship between a robot feature and its function.

Demonstrates an understancling of robots as specialized computers which work for people
who design them.

Illustrates which parts of the body function as input, output, input/output mut memory
devices.

Demonstrates an understanding of the conimpts of specific robot functions, memory, and
inpanIoutput devices.

1-4
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Activities

3 4 5 6 7 8

0

ROVING ROBOTS
OBJECTIVES

Objectives Unit I /Grades K-3

Denumstrates an taiderganding of the need for specific language and sequence in ejving
directions to robots.

Demonstrates an undentancrmg that robots perfcem =ceding to a specific, sequenced list of
commands called a ptogram.

Demonstrates an understanding of the use of robots on an assembly fine

ART

Convnunicates ideas and experiences through artwork (GBC

Using elaborated language. students express thoughts, feelings and ideas regarding their
own anwcaks (MC K.1,2,3).

OWES ofiginal artworks in associatirm with writing. stotyvelling, events, and creative
dramatics (GBC 1(1,2,3).

Creates artworks which demonstrate an awareness of details obsetved in the environment
(GEC K,

6 7 8 LANGUAGE

0

*

0

111

Participates in oral activities as active listener for appreciation, gathering information,
following directions. recovizing cause and effect relationships, sequencing, and making
predictions (GBC K.l.2.3).

Tells stories or describes experiences clearly and in sequence (GBC

Distinguishes between fantasy and reality (GBC 2.3)-

Understands and uses a basic fimetional v ..adaly related to the environment (GRC

Uses elaborated language to describe, analyze, and imerpret objects, events, feelings, and
their relationships (GBC 1(1,2,3).

Classifies words (GBC K.L2,3).

Demonstrates a variety of ways to communicate, including dramatic, oral, written and
artistic presentations.

Interprets written instructions (GBC 23).

*Georgia Basic Cuniculum Objective for listed grade level(s),

1-5
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1. ROBOT FANTASY

Be prepaxed for wonderful daydreams. Also be careful that students don't fall into
the trap of imitation. I had to work hard to lead students away from creating 15
robots who would get rid of the "bad guys" for me, but our final results were 15
unique robots!

Procedures:

Large group, teacher directed
Individual, independent work

1. Introduce your snalents to the
robot. Have students tell the robot
what they think about when they
kar the word "robot." Have the
robot ask students to fantasize about
what they would like it to do fa
them. By elaborating on student
comments, encourage students to use
verbs and objects in their sentence
structures, e.g., clean my closet,
wash my car, and ;reposition&
phrases, e.g., fly me to the moon,
throw a ball out of the fiekl, catch

a frisbee with one finger. As
students dictate their ideas, write
them on chan pryer. If sane
students have difficulty with dicta-
tiai, have them act ma the tasks the
robot might do and have peers
Mterpret the actions for dictation.

2. After all students have made
statements about the functices of
robots, ask them to desaibe in tvords
or twtias a necessary feature their
robots must have to perform their
functions. Use follow-up questions
to be sure the students describe the
reason for this feanue and what it
will do. Fa- example, a robot which
cleans mit a student's closet might
have eyes that extend to see on top of

shelves or around
boxes in order to
find missing toys.
As students talk,
draw each needed
feature co a large
poster or chart in
order to come up
with a class com-
posite fantasy robot.

3. Display the
natements and the
fanuuy robot in the
classroom to moti-
vate further explora-
tion and to facilitate

review. Use the robot's features as
context clues for reading the
StateMellis dictated by the students.

Evaluation:

Complete Extension #1 and have
students talk to you about the parts
of the robot they are creating.
Observe whether each student is able
to name the part, its function, and
hisiher reason for makirg it look the
way it does.

Extensions:

I. Using the composite robot as
a starting plaze, have each sualent
choose one feature for &thermion
using constructim papa and
matters. In order to mate a mural-
sized collage of fantastic specialized
robot parts, attach each labeled
student creation to a bulletin board.

2. Invite an expert who would
demonstrate and explain to students
the fumians and limitations of a
"real" robot.

3. Fernando Krahn's Robot-Boi-
Bot is an excellent picture book of
what robots can do for people. See
references at the end of this mit.

Materials: Large posters or chart paper
Robot Puppet - Since young children are often more open with a puppet, this
lemon is best inuoduced by a "robot puppet." You can easily construct we
from cardboard tubes and cans painted or covered with foil, and then attached
in whatever shape you with (see mmple). Pans of tlz robot should be
removable for use in a later lesson (see Activity 2).

1-6



2. NPUT/OUTPUT

This is a peat ice breaker, especially if you set the mood for fun! Acting is universal
and communication through more than just words points out student similarities rather
than differences. If you believe your students are not ready to role play, you might use
the more concrete "senses" activity in Extension #1.

Procedures:

Large group,teacher directed
Center/peer teaching groups

1. Bring out your robot puppet,
but have various parts (e.g., eyes,
cars, mouth) missing so that it
cannot "talk" with the students. The
robot can no longer take in
information or give out infonnatkm.
It has forgccen the students because
it has no memory and cannot
communicate. Before the sturkznts
can "fix" the robot, they must
explore their own bodies and their
means of communication.

2. Set up, through descsipon,
magazine pictures, or "seemly,"
some of the situations listed below
for input/tmtput and memory role
play. Have students dramatize the
situations in order to discover what
parts of their bodies allow them to
take in information or "inpue What
parts of their bodies tell than to act
on this information? What parts of
their bodies allow tiwm to give out
infamation or "output?" Are there
some that can function both as input
and output?

The audience should ckscribe
clearly the acuis' movements and
reacthms, and their causes. Empha-
size this ftmctional vocabulary:
input, output, mennwy, action,
reecho', communication, and the
terms fo the pans of the body and
senses involved in the scans and
reactions.

3. Later, at a center or in peer
teaching groups, have students
interpret the "key" or code in order to
label the input, output, input/output,
and memory parts of the body on the
attached blackline master on the
following page.

Possible Role Play Situations:

I. You walk into the kitchea and place your hand on a hot stove.
2. You look across the sueet and recognize a friend.
3. You walk batefooted across the sidewalk on a summer day.
4. You make lemonade with salt instead of sugar.
5. You see your new baby sister/lsother for the first time.
6. You put ice cold water in your bathtub acckientally.
7. Your friend, without seeing a car coming, is about to step off

the curb.
8. Your favorite song is playing on the radio.
9. There ate strange sounds in the dark.
10. Your friend puts ice down your back.
11. You're eating your favoiteileast favorite food.

Materiais: List/magazine piatues of role play possibilities.
Space fo acting out situation&



INPUT/OUTPUT

Key

O Blue - Input only

O Red = Output only

O Blue \Red = I \O

Label the parts of the body.
Use the key to show Which
parts are used for input,
output and input\output.

1-8
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Evaluation:

Observe the quantity and
comigexity of body and language
communications used by the students
during the role play activity. Assess
students' pzrfamance in labeling
inPut, output, and inputioutput
features on the blackline master.

Extensions:

1. Have a series of items for
students to compare by taste, sight,
touch, sound, and smell. Use items
that will trick one sense and allow
students to depend on another. For
example:

Can students tell white vinegar
from water? White vinegar could
certainly look like water, but though
it fools the eye it won't fool the nose
or tastebuds.

Can students distinguish
between hams and bells? If students'
eyes are screened, they can no longer
help distinguish between horns,
bells, etc. Students must use only
their hearing.

Can students choose tetween
sweetened or unsweetened tea or
Koolaid by sight or smell?

Can students choose a designated
color chip from a bag if they are
blindfolded? Can they choose a
described shape from a bag if they are
blindfolded?

As students participate in these
activities have students draw and
describe their reactions to these items
and what part(s) of their bodies took
in the information and acted on it

2. Have students pantomime an
action and reaction and have other
students liFt various situations which

could have evoked the responses.
For example, a dog jumps on a
student, or a student releases an
inflated balloon.

3. Show studems pictures which
evoke reactions or feelings and have
them describe their reactions or
feelings. Photographs from The
Fandly of Man are excellent as are
photographs in human interest
magaziries.

4. "Eliminate a sense by
blindfolding or bandaging students
and have students experience and then
discuss this Ion" How does the
loss affect students ability to react or
communicate?



3. ROBOT CREATIONS

Making children's fantasy robots concrete widr art materialseliminates language gaps.
Sharing these imaginative robot creatures lxlps to bridge both cultural and age
differences. A group of kindergarten and first grade students who created magniftent
"robots" appeared to lose many inhibitions when they made their robots "perform" for
third and fourth graders.

Procedures:

Lwge stoup, teacher directed
Indivkbud, bldependent

1. Bring out the "incomnumi-
cative" robot from the previous
lesson. Build on the role play or
sense experiences to help students
decide which pans of the robot need
to be changed or added to in order for
the robot to "see* them, "bear" them,
"recognize" them, "speak" to them.
Have students discuss what "senses"
the robot must possess. What might
these devices for communication
lordc like? How woukl the robot
remember? Where would it sun
needed information and what might
these devices look hie? Have
materials out so that students can
actually "fix" the robot by making
and adding eyes, ean, mouth, hands.
etc. Remember that appearance and
placement of these sensors in robots
may be radically diffract from their
appearance and location in humans.
Far example, eyes may be located at
the end of the antennae on a robot.

2. Give students a variety of
material for Liming their own two-
dimensional et three-dimensional
robots. Rembrd them to have the
robot's functions in mind as they
build it. As they buibi, ask students
ni point out pans for input, output
and mourn.

3. Display creations. Have
students name and descae the
functions of their robots, owe again
reinforcing the tenns Input, output
and memory. Stmlents, depending
on age and proficiency, should ekher
dictate to you or label, on their own,
the parts for input/output and
memory.

Evaluation

Observe students =venetian
when playing robot roles.

Extension:

1. Have groups stage "robot"
performmices far one another.

2. Have small groups of students
allow their robots interact to aeate a
community that would be nut by
robot power. Have students discuss
the "good" and "bad" of this concept.

3. Use the two-dimensional
"mbar!" aeated by the students as
covers for computer folders.

4. Read robot liter:ewe to
students. Have them wrim or dictate
adventure stories about their own
mkt creations. We reconnnend
Betty Baker's Worthington Botts and
the Stearn Machine and the chapter
ou "The Dough= Machine* in
Robert McCloskey's Homer Price.
See the reference section.

Materials: Construction paper, poster board.
Mtn, tape.
Marken, crayons, pinta,
Glum shank= foil, sddons.
Pasha; pipe cleaners, wires, ants end Wits
Boxes, tubes, cans.

(Plan ahead and have parents help contribute workshop and kitchen lour to nab your robots inost exciting.)

1-10
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4. THE ALIEN

Relax with this one. We've discovered that the more outlandish the alien costume the
easier was the task of involving students and the less important our sldll at mime.

Procedures:

Law stoup, teacher directed
Small stoups, teacher available

I. Don the alien cosnune.
inform studems that although your
body has similar parts to theirs,
many of the things that they do on
emth are not done on your far-off
plant. Teti them that you were sent
to earth ka understand their custonn
and the first thing you want to learn
is how to luush your teeth.

2. Have saulents direct you to
the bathroom either a seal or an
imaginary one, and have them get
you to !mush your teeth. Act out
each direction, using props or
pantomime. Make it clear that if
studems do not use sped&
vocabulary or if they tell you to do
something out of sequence, there will
be a probleni. Go out of your way
to act things out literally.
For example

If they tell you to squeeze the tube
before taking off the top, squeeze had
and show that nothing will come out.

If they dont describe the
toothhouh, pick up the bothpaste or
soap when they say loothbrisle

If they don't tell you what to do
with the brush when you put it in
your mouth. try to eat it.

If they dont tell to stop twistiog
the silver bob, spray water all over
the batluooni.

If they don't tell you what the sid
looks hire, go to the shower or
window.

3. After you have acted out a
commend, prontpt students with
"What wines nest? or "limn what
happens? or "What do I do after
this? Emphasize the following
sped& language

a. Body language ami
fingeris, hand, right
fact, mouth.

b. Approprine nouns
toothbrush, toothpaste,
teeth, water, linnet,
bathroom, sink.

c. Description -- the small
eml of the white tube, the
smooth part of the brush,
the silver knob on the
right.

d. Actin.* veibs - twist,
nun, pick up, brush,
move, walk

e. Adverbs -- next, then,
now, MA second.

4. As mistakes are acted out,
have students help each other conect
their commands in order to ke the
action work. Students must work
out statements which will provkie
clear directions. If necessary, appoint
a Wein to take on tin Job of telling
you what the whole group has
decided comes next.

5. In small peer teaching groups,
assign each group a simple task to
teach to an alien. Possibilities

might inchule making a bed, making
a peamit butter sandwich, wrapping a
present ru taking a shower. Have
students draw, write, or dictate the
directions for their task on a chart so
due the directions are clan and in
primer order.

6. Have each group *perform"
each task for the other groups. If, as
the tasks are acted out, problems
appear, have the whole group help
rewrite die directions.

Material: Chart paper and marker.
paper and pea.
Alien Ckstsme, ifdasired (we used "deelie hoppers: and e lightuins-bok tie;
use your knaghtation end whatever murk* yt might find amend the house).
Toontwesb sad toothpaste (optional)

1 9



Eva Insilco:

Onerve the sequence and clarity
of directices used in performance by
each snail group.

Extensions:

1. Keep chills of directions and
have students Must= the activities
mcomplished by their own "alien."

2. From the directions dictated,
give students strips which me out ci
order and ask students to put them in
proper sequence. Have studerds
illustrate the outcome of the activity
before and after resequencing.

3. Play "The Alien" at different
times when you watt students to
folkow specific directims. Before
lunch, have students tell the alien
how to go throtolth de cafeteria line.
After lunch, have students tell the
alien how to &an up. MOM recess,
have sualents tell the alien how to
play kkiball. Reline going home,
have students val the tan kw to
pack bis/her books cc papers.

4. Have groups of students
develop directions for a simple game
and then have then teach it to
younger students.

5. For Hanefun, discuss
activities which only occur in the
classroom, e.g., library book

checkout, morning calendar check or
gerbil feeding. Ask students to try to
teach their parents one of these
activities wing the dimetims they
have worked od. Have parents
choose a home job to teach their
child threugh verbal instructitms.
Create a simple evaluation checklist
to have parents describe the
effectivenes of the teaching. For
limited English-speaking parents, a
pktuse checklist with happy and sad
fams might be used.

S. Have students create "Rube
GoldbergY (complex machines
designed to perform singe tasks) and
list in proper sequence the aeps it
takes to smnplete the task. See the
example below, created by a student.

How To Get A Warm Towel
By Barbara Kramer

Step 1: While rinsing off in your shower. pull the string
at the side of your shower stall. This will cause the end of
a small stick to go up and tilt the large shelf holding
baseball&

Step 2: The fest baseball will fall through the hole in the
center of the shelf and drop onto the mbber band below.
The second baseball will roll toward the cabinet.

Step 3: When the first baseball bounces onto the rubber
band it will pull the door of the cabinet open.

14 Ow "to Get o. Warr" ToweA

Step 4: The second baseball will then fall onto the stack
of towels inside the cabinet. This will cause the bottom
one to fall through into the "Automatic Towel Wanner" and
onto a skateboard. The baseball will continue rolling into
the tube at the side of the towels.

Step 5: The baseball will fall onto the "ON" button and
the "Automatic Towel Wanner" will nun on. As the
temperature rises, the needle of the gauge moves to 120
degrees. At this point the needle hits a switch which
stretches a rubber band that opens the door to the
"Automatic Towel Warmer." This allows the warm towel to
roll out on the skateboard.

Step Ite The warm towel rolls across the plank and rings
the bell at the side of the shower stall. You may turn off
the water and reach right outside the curtain for a nice,
warm towel.

1-12
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5. THE PROGRAMMED ROBOT

Turning students into robots to get to the cafeteria or to exercise at PE is an easy way
to manage a group! If your students have not had much experience sequerwing or
following pictorial directions, you should divide this activity into several smaller,
sequenced lessons.

Procedure=

Large group, teacher directed
SIMI amps, teacher avultthle

1. Gather the students together
in a large group. Say that you need
help to "get th shape." Explain that
you think exertise is the My way to
make this happen, but you're just too
tired after a long day at school to do
any exenises. Since they thought up
fantasy robots to do special things
for them, you want them to help you
develop a program for an exercise
robot.

2. Ask for a volmiteer to act as
the first "mbot." Display the first
cardboard exercise card and tell the
student that as soon m you turn
hinither on, hashe must do exactly
as the picture shows. The suelent
performs a "jumping jack." Ask the
students if you appear any more fit.
Say that perhaes you need to do
another exercise to become fit. In
front of the first pictwe, place an
exercise card depicting "toe touch-
in." Ask the students how you can
have the robot know which exercise
to do first. They should tell you to
number the exercises. Put a large 1
or 2 by mich picture. Now ask for

another volunteer robot to follow the
rust two steps in your program.

3. Continue this process until
the studems have helped you create a
euogram that contains several
exercises. Disigay smaller minibus
with exercise cards in order to show
die number ci repetitions. Guide
students to repeat first, second, third,
etc., and how many times each
exercise is done. Have students
champ the order of the exeches and
the number of repetitions as they
become a group of exercise robots for
you. Reinfoice the terms toe
toudting, jumping Pek, side bends,
calf stretches, hops, jumps, as well
as the cardinal and tetanal numbers.

4. At a center, have stud=tts
create "action robots" by following
the directions co the Neckline mem
on page 1-14. Display a sample
finished induct that you have
created. Help students experiment
with folding strips to show bends in
elbows, knees, waist, ankles awl
wrists.

5. Display "action robots" and
have students continue to cmate
different programs for each other to
follow by combining several robots
and the number cards.

Evaluation:

Oluerve how students follow
pictatial and numerical directions
given in various privrams. You
may choose to use a checklist.

Extension:

1. In small peer-teaching groups
have students design their own
"programs" ftw robot functions, such
as making clay shapes in a particular
pattern, building a pattern block
"train," building a house of blocks,
ringing different bells in a sequence,
playkrg different instniments in a
sequmice, awning different tunes
with a sequence of notes, ordering
things, completing a puzzle, or
making designs. Each step in the
seqiunte should be ca a separate
piece ci paper. lf, for instance, two
circles am needed to make a pattern,
then the number 2 should be put on
die step showing a circle.

2. Use sequenced pictures in a
varkty ci ways in your classroom -
- to give directions at learning
centers, to play instruments at music
time, to build patterns with attribute
blocks, numbers or letters, or to
mew dances.

Materials: Cardboard drawings of exercises (see blackline master, p. 1-14).
Large ordinal numbers to show sequencee first thromh seventh (Use ordinal number words

if your students am beghmitg to lead diem, if not use minicab).
Small minims to show repaid= 7 of each, 1, 2, and 3.
Large paper clips, chalk tray, pocket chart, or other means of display.
"Action Robot" Neckline master (p. 1-15), cut up and mounted on cants.
Construction paper circles and strips of dupe different lengths and calm
Glue,
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How to Make a Robot
2

Ads 1 blue circle for Pick .1 green rectan9le

for the robes body.the robot/6 head.

Pick 2 red recton3Ies

for the roboi. arms.

5

Glue the robot to
a sheet, of poper.

1 - 1 5

4

Pick 2 iellowrectoncjes
for the robot's ie3s.

6

Use markers to
finish the robot.

23
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7. ROBOT RELAY

Follow your instincts about this activity. Only you can decide how much benefit your
students are able derive from the experience. The lesson can be applied at a variety of
levels. Younger students might just want to have relay races and build "products,"
while older students might become embroiled h. a discussion about mbots taking over
the world. Remind students that the competition is between methods of manufacture
rather than between students.

Procedures: Team 1: Incrividual Job

Small gimps

1. "Robot Relay" is a garne
which allows students to demonstrate
the possible benefits of robot
assembly line manufacturing. Prior
to the lesscm, design and create a
"product" for the game from available
builcling materials. Task cards for
making a sem* "proth" a
daffodil, we attached. You may wish
to mate mom simple or more
canplex items depending on your
students' abilities. You might
choese to make a product with a
practkal use, e.g., a decoration for
the class. Reinember that the
product must be easily assembled
using simple steps in sequence. You
must also create task cards which
show the steps that need to be
canpleted at each mat station and
must !Novick enough mmerials with
whkh to complete the task three
times.

2. There will be 3 teams of 3-5
people each, depending on the
nwnber of students in your clam, and
the number of steps your task
requirm.

The first team will sit at a table cm
whidi has been placed a box
containing all the pieces necessary to
build three to five "products." Each
team number win build one "pro-
duct" by looking at the prototype.

Team 2: Station Job

The second mam will line up at a
table at which the sets of minaials
fm each task have been lai:1 out at
sequenced work stations. The rust
student will perform the task at Wodc
Station #1 and when he/she moves
on to Wak Station $12, the second
student moves to Work Station #1.
This conthium until each student has
gone down the line and created a
fmished product by following the
task cards in sequence.

Team 3: Assembly Line

The third team will be made of
specific function "robots." Each
robot will be assigned a wort statics)
and will perform only that task. As

the first robot finishes its task, it
passes the unfinished "randuct" to the
next robot and begins a new "pro-
duct." This continues until the
robots have crewed the specified
number of "products."

3. Call the smdents
«sfaher and explain that the
ceesident of the manufacturing plant
is tryimi to see what sat of system
she skald employ in her plant. In
order to test the systems she would
Ince three teams of waters and
robots to compete so that she can
determine which team is the most
efficient in building her products.
Show the students the prototype of
the *produce they are creating.

4. Divide the students into the
above teams and seuings. Be sure to
explain that the workers are expected
to do their own tasks and that the
robots work only on the task for
which they have been programmed.

S. You or another student should
seive as tinier and tally person to
keep track of time and number of
"products" manufactured on the record
chart (see example).

MaterildS: Legos, blocks, thikemys, pipe cleaners or other building materials
enough to ante at least 9 of the prods= desivied.

"Thoduct" aeated from we of the tthove materials.
Task ands for work stations to mcmate die "product" with the building

materials (See page 1-20).
Record-keeling chest (See page 1-21).
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6. During the lesscal, reinforce
the use of words of sequence, e.g.,
first, next, last, and factory
vocabulary, e.g., assembly line,
job, product, manufacture, work,
schedule, task, plant, supplies.

7. After completing the task,
stuttnts should discuss what
happened and why they think it
happened. Create and discuss
lists of:

Which line did best/worst?
Which was easiest/hardest?
Which was most/least fun?

8. The following discussion
should be used for more sophisti-
cated studentE

Many factors will enter into the
final outcome of the relay. Men
important than the winner is the
discussion that follows. Swe
sample points to bring out include:

What affected the outcome of
the lace? Which was the most
important? Why?

What was the outcome you
expected?

How would an inermse in de
number of "products" affect the
outcome of the race?

Should the time it wok to set
up the work station be considered
in the fmal outcome?

What do you think abota the
cost of robots in +=prism to
human salaries?

Are humans still needed in the
Nom? As many as if there were
no robots? For what type positions
would humans be hired?

In large group dictation, or as
peer glow assignmems which will
be discussed at a later time, have
students create lists of the pros and
cons of industrialized robots.

Evaluation:

Observe language and ideas
supponed in discussico and written
assignments.

Robot Relay Record Chart

Extensions:

1. Graph manufacturing method
results.

2. Have students design a
"product" and wed station task cards
for building U. At a center, set out
materials so that others may
manufacture these "inoducts."

3. Have sax:lents write about
their experiemes in the
"manufacturing phuit."

4. Have students build a
"product" and challenge other
students to crvy it exactly.

5. Have student peer groups
direct the building of a liproduct" by
giving only verbal directions to tleir
teammates. Have them compare the
difficulty levels of following verbal
and pictorial directions.

Time To Complete Individual Station L Assembly Line

1 Product
...

2 Products _
_

_

3 Products

4 Products

5 Products

..

_

Average Time/Product
..__

1-21
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8. ROBOTS AT WORK

Preparation for a field trip is paramount to its success. During the trip, play up the

moment. You'll be able to experience the excitement and spontaneity of your students.

We've experienced situations where the president of a company carried one of the

younger students on the tour and gave insights no other tour guide could provide.

Later, the experience can become such a powerful motivator that you will be able to

build a myriad of extension activities upen it.

Procedures:

Large group,teacher directed
Individual, teacher available

Preparing fur the trip

I. Arrange for a trip to a
manufacturing plant in your vicinity.
Many plants have have tours for
students. Try to arrange your
scheduled trip so that students will be
allowed to weak to at least one or
two people who work with robots.
We have arranged several trips so that
students could eat lumh with the
employees. Conversation with
children can be a pleasant break from
work.

2. Through the use of pictures
and books, spark student discussion
about various manufacturing
methods. Have students talk about
differences and similarities. Ask
them to compare their previota
"assembly line" experience with what
they see in the pictures or hear in the
stories.

3. Tell die students a little bit
about the manufacturing plant they
are going to visit. Ask them to

visualize what they think it will look
like. Have them illustrate their
predictions.

4. In a large gram, help students
rep= interview questions for
people at the plant. You might
assign one or two questions for exh
student to answer on the trip. The
complexity of the questions should
depend on the age and pmficieney of
your students.

On Ow trip

5. Be spontaneous. Use every
opponunity possible to reinfecce
names and functions of the
machinery. Use job vocabulary,
e.g., assembly line, job, product,
manufacture, work, schedule, task,
plant, supplies, conveyor belt,
machinery. Help students focus on
those aspects which you want to
emphasize, and then allow them to
enjoy the experience itself. Tell
them to lock carefully so that they
can draw what they have seen when
they return to the classroom.

6. Use yoar tour guide for both
structured and unstructured inter-
views.

After the trip

7. As soon as po%ible (even on
the bus trip home), have students
begin illtestrating their impressions
of the plant. Circulate through the
classroom and ask questions as
students draw. Have students dictate
names of some of the machinery or
have them label different areas of the
plant. Ask them to describe their
drawings so that they can tell you the
functions of the mwhines they are
illustrating.

8. Display the students'
illustrations and discuss them. Bring
out the prediction illustrations and
have students compare the real event
with what they had expected.

9. Have students answer verbally
a series of questions that focus on
superlatives of the trip, e.g., best,
worst, funniest, biggest, fastest,
most fantastk. These can be written
down and used in a group letter to
thank the company for its hospi-
tality. For older or more proficient
students, this activity might serve as
a warm-up for writing individual
letters of thanks.

Materials: Study pictures of a variety of manufacturing plants. These pictures should encompass both

old and new manufacturing methods so that students can see changes that have taken place.
Leonard Fisher's The Factories is an excellent resizrerce. Old encyclopedias will have illustrations

of old manufacturing methods, and new encyclopedias will have illustrations of modem ones.

1-22
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Evaluation:

Teacher and students can compare
&mated peedictions made prior to
the visit with those done after the
visit. Look for variety and
complexity of language used in
labeling drawings.

Extension:

1. Stuck= can art out the
manufacturing process. Some
students can be robots and others can
be bun= pmgrammers.

/ Students can 'create the kind
of robots dmy saw in the mann-
facturin plant in two- or three-
dimension! worts.

3. individual stuctnts can decide
on products they wish to manu-
facture. On graph paper each student
should design a plant to manufacture
a product, including robots that
would perfirm specific tasks.

4. Invite an industrial robot
specialist to talk to your class. Have
students take hintther on a school
tour to see if there are ways to use
the robot technology there. Ask
some of the questions that came up
when playing Industrialized Robot"
or "Robot May."

5. Invite the tour guide a- your
field trip liaison to visit your school.
Have dm students prepare a tour of
the facility fox them.

1-23
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HIT THE JACKPOT
AN INTRODUCTION TO DATA BASE MANAGEMENT

Computers are highly motivating across cultures and can be used to teach a multitude
of problem-solving and language objectives. The underlying basis of a thoughtful
overall school curriculum should be to teach students to take.; an active role in their
society. The use of computers as "real world" problem-solving tools should be
available to all students. Because access to computers for classroom use may be
difficult to obtain, this unit is designed to teach computer concepts with or without a
computer.

This unit is based on the premise that computer
science concepts should be taught within the
context of the school curriculum rather than
taught in isolation in "Computer Literacy"
courses. In the following data base unit, both
math and language objectives are achieved by
solving problems using computer concepts.
Because the concepts and vocabulary of
computer science are usually unfamiliar to both
English-spealting and non-English speaking
students this unit may help to tiridge the culture
and languagp gap between these groups.

The creation of a data base, which is an
organized collection of information, teaches
students to organize and manipulate s7cific lists
of numbers, and to use the data base they have
created to solve a variety of logical problems. In
manipulating the data base, students must
understand and apply the following mathematical
terms and concepts: set theory; relations such as

"equal to" or "greater than;" whole numbers;
counting numbers; even and odd numbers;
multiples and factors; prime and composite
numbers; squares, cubes, and their roots; and
palindromes and symmetry.

Because some of these concepts and terms
will be unfamiliar to students, an appendix
follows the data base lessons This appendix
includes a glossary of terms, center activities for
reinforcing mathematical concepts and lists of
sample logic problems to be solved.

In all of the unit activities, the teacher
introduces the concepts to the whole class, and
then reinforces and extends these concepts in
small groups, in the learning center, and through
Homefun activities. Lessons encompass hands-
on manipulation of objects and numbers, debate,
dramatic expression, graphing and, if computers
are available, the use of computer data base
software.



Activities

HIT THE JACKPOT
OBJECTIVES

Objectives Unit 2 / Grades 4-6

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 MATHEMATICS
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Interprets and uses ordinal numbers to 12th (GBC 4).1°

Compares and orders whole numbers and fractions (GBC

Adds, subtracts, multiplies, =I divides with whole munbers (GBC 4,5,6).

Selects appropriate operation for a given problem situation (GBC

Plans the solution for simple word/logic problems with one, two, or more operations
(GBC

Uses deductive reasoning in manipulating organized lists (GBC 4,5,6).

Determines a missing number from a set givat a Me (GBC 4,5,6).

Identifies place value for a given digit in a rumba (GBC 4),

Collects quantitative data by measuring awl reading chins and graphs (GBC 5,6).

COMPUTER SCIENCE

Demonstrates skill in processing information using a data base.

Demonstrates an understancling of the meaning of data base terms.

Creates a data base using sets of numbers. Collects and writes information in a data base.

Determines data for este:Kling a data base.

Demeastrates skill using the data base to search records to solve systematically lin*
problems of varying degrees of affray.

Determines the correct category or field on which to search records in order to solve a
problem with a data base.

Determines the best canditkmal relation to use in a record search in order to solve a
problem with a data base.

Decides on compatison inkamation kr a record search in order to solve a poblern with a
data base.

Demonstrates an understanding of the specialized uses of data base software.

Demonstrates an understanding of the meaning of data base terms specific to data base
software.

Using data base software, creates a data base using sets of rumbas, collects aMi writes
infonnatem in a data base, searches records systanatically to solve logic problems of
varying degrees of difficulty.

2-4
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Activities

HIT TILE JACKPOT
OBJECTIVES

Objectives Unit 2 / Grades 4-6

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 LANGUAGE
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Panicipates in oral activities as an active listener in the envinmment (CRC 4,5,6).

Listens and responds to language presented orally for the impose tO gathering infcanation
and following &cede= eof one or multi pans. making judgements, recognizing came and
effect mlationships, IVICOgnialg SOLIUMICe of events, drawing conclusiom, and making
comparisons (GBC 4.5,6).

Defines and interprets a word by example, description, and through comparison and contrast
(GBC 4,5,6).

Develops meanims for new words through experiences (GBC 4.5.6).

Classifies words in the context of everyday situations (CSC 4),

Interprets syntactic relationships in the context of both academie and everyday situations
(GBC 4.5,6).

Uses conventional language panems (GBC 4.5.6).

Demonstrates a variety of ways to commtmicare and describes experiences clearly including
dramatic, oral, written and artistic presentations (GBC 4,5,6).

Understands and uses a functional vocabulary related to the environment (GBC 4,5.6).

Uses elaborated language to describe experiences mei environment (GBC

Interprets and follows Witten itISUUCtiOTIS and labeling information (GBC

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 SOCIAL STUDIES

Collects, organizes, writes, and interprets information in tables (GBC 4.5.6).

Recognizes the relevance of data (GBC 4,54).

Uses resource Palmists mid mob including encyclopedias, mathematical clictionaries, and a
variety of calculators (GBC 4.5,6).

Worb effectively in groups with peers and adults.

*Georgia Basic Curriculum Objective for given grade level(s).



1. YOU BET YOUR LIFE

You Bet Your Life can be played with any lesson throughout this unit in orckr to
reinforce math or data base vocabulary. The game can be varied and continued
thmughout the year to build vocabulary.

Procedures

Large group, teacher directed
Small groups
Center activity

I. Have you ever wen Grouch°
Mara, who hosted "You Bet Yotw
Life?" During the course of the
show there was always a Magic Word
known to Groucho's "behind the
scene" co-worker. If, in the course of
playing tire game, a player said the
Magic Word, a duck puppet would
drop down, bells would ring, music
would play and the contest= would
win money. Then the word would
change and play would =time.

2. Don your Grouch() costume
and explain to students that as they
wort throwhout the day, you will be
listening to hear if they use the new
words they have been learnkv.
Choose a list orMagic Weeds" for
the day, and write them on a chart.

3. Assign a student to be
Groucho's assistant and listen out for
the "Magic Word" at the tcp of the
list. When it is used, the assimant
plays the recording or toots a horn
and waves the duck puppet to catch
the amnion of the class. Then
he/she writes the Magic Word on the

class graph neat to the name of the
student who said it. The next word
on the list becomes the new "Magic
Word" and play continues.

4. Refer to dre graph frequanly
to reinforce impotent terminology
and numivate students to use new

language-

Evaluation:

Use the graph to Mill=
Makin progress in learning and
using vocabulary.

Materiab: Groucho Marx glasses, nose and moustache.
Lists of *Mee Words" from various lessons.
Magk "Duck' ptypet or doll.
Tape recording of bells, buzzers, =I musical phrase (optkmal).
Class ran graPb (see example).

Duck Wonis

,11
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2. TWENTY QUESTIONS

Twenty Questions is an old favorite ofmany teachers. The game fits
easily into these lessons and reinforces both math terminology and problem
solving strategies.

Procedures

Large group, teacher directed
Small groups

1. Secretly determine a number
such as 16 and sar "rm thinking ci
a number." Students must uy to
guess the number by first naming
possible sets to which the number
belongs, such as: Even, Multiple of
4, Square awl Square Root, When
the students guess a set the teacher
must answer only "yes" or "no."
Then, froan the answers given,
students may try to name the
number.

2. Sty:lents may ask up to, but
not mme than, 15 qmstions about
the mystery number and may make 5
direct guesses. Questing mug be
pluased so that they can be answered
only by "yes" or "no." Questions
shoukl also progress from general to
specific. For instance, "Is the number
a muhiple of 5r should be one of
the first questions, whereas, Is the
timber 15?" should be one of the
last.

3. As your students progren
through this unit, their expanding
language and mathematical skills
should allow them to take over the
leadership of this game.

Materials: None

Evaluation:

Observe the level and quantity of
questions asked by students, as well
as their ability to correctly guesq the
answers, and their assumption of
leadership roles.

Extension:

By changing the types of
questions, this game can also he
adapted to computer terminology and
usage. For example, begin a game
with "I'm a part of a data base," and
students can ask qmstions to
determine what you are. The one
essential rule asking questions that
can be answered only by a *yes" or
"no" should still apply.



3 THE DILEMMA OF THE BOXES

Before beginning this lesson, remind students of the number funnies that are subsets of
the set of whole numbers. Set concepts such as "divisible by" or "even" or "square" are
very important to this unit You and your students may wish to read the book Number
Families by Jane J. Srivastava.

Procedures:

Large group, teacher directed
Center activity

1. On the chalkboard write this
pattern: 1, 9, 25, 49. Ask your
students to add three more numbers
to the pattern. Ask them to explain
the logic they used to genwate these
numbem and then as a grow to
decide on a name fix the pattern,
"square numbers that are odd" or
"uneven squares." Ask stucknts to
think of mat sets of numben that
are named by mere than one
attribute, such as "even multiples of
five" or "numbers greaser than 10
that are odd and multiples of three."

2. The goal of tlw box activity
is for students to use classification to
solve problems. Tell students that
they are going to use the same idea
they just employed to solve "The
Dilemma of the Boxes." Help
students define the term "dilemma" if
necessary.

3. Before begin-
ning this rsublem, set
up your claswoom:
Label four sets of
seven boxes or cards in
the following =ulna:

A. 1112, 1324, 1568, 1030, 1998,1002, 1754
B. 9, 49, 81, 169, 9, 25, 121
C. 105, 195, 150, 135, 115, 185, 120
D. 17, 19, 29, 31, 2, 3, 11

4. Place the fust four boxes or
cards of set A on the first shelf, set
B on the second awl so on. In each
box of set A place one poker chip.
If you are using cards and a pocket
chart, tape chips to the backs of
cards. All the chips in set A shoal
be the swim color. PW chips in each
box el the remaining sets, wing a
different color chip for each set.
This will make the problem self-
checkin. Keeping the chips hidden,
mix up the last dare boxes or cards
of each set and Ole them all on the
flow.

5. Prizes of all kinds stickers,
plastic chaims, free reinforcers (such
as a chance to w..1,1 the class a joke or
Ave minutes cf library time) can
be used as consequences for correctly

shelving the boxes. Prizes am be
determined by coordinating them
with the chip cokes.

6. Show your sus:lents the
dilemma. Tell a story about the
boxes, e.g., you are a shoe sales-
person and the store was so busy
you didn't have time to put the shoes
away. Now they we all mixed up.
You tried to put the boxes on your
shelves, but have forgo= how the
shelves are organized. Yee need help
nimembering so that thwe other
boxes can be shelved.

7. Have students look at the
numbers on the shelved boxes in
orda to determine the set(s) to which
those boxes belong. Have students
sort and shelve the mixed up boxes
warding to their set names.

The sets of boxes that
go on each shelf are:

Shelf A. Even numbers > 1000 and < 2000
Shelf B. Odd, square numb=
Shelf C. Multiples of five > 100 and < 200
Skil' D. Prime numbas

AMP

Materials:

Bookcase, slxlves, or pocket clan with at least four levels.
Boxes that fit Mao your bookcase, shelf or cards for your pocketchart at least four pes level.
Otips or swares of paper for each lax in at least four &foam colors these colors are matched to prizes or rewards.

2-8



S. While solving the problem,
emphasize ordinal when and tit.
Mowing mathematkal tern=
evenlockl, greater than/less than,
muldides, Ware& pima/atm-
pokes, sets, and ones, tens,
btradreds, thousand&

9. Students can find out if their
boxes are correctly shelved by
checking to see that all the boxes
each shelf contain the same cola
chip.

10. When you are finished with
the problem, tell your students that
they will be "paid" for their work.
Then jumble the boxes in a pile,
allow students to randomly choose a

box. His/Her "paycheck* is dual
matched to the rewwds you have
decickd won. Change the numbers
on the boxes and repeat this problem
as a caw activity.

Evaluation:

Observe the strategies that smdents
use to analyze and determine sets.

Extensions:

1. Change the number labels on
your boxes or cmds so that students
can play this problem as many times

as they like in a center or in small
groups. Prepare sheets with box
problems for Homefun or ftw use in
the learnin center to reinforce the
use of sets m solve willow.

2. Set up eClassification
Cent e r.H Provide groups of items
for swims to son into cetwries
according to given attributes. Place
several items in a bag that "belong"
together because of a particular
charactaistic and include ate which
does not *belong." Have =lents
decide on a classification system for
a group of items and challenge their
classmates to come up with the
anribute(s) upon which the system
is based.

2-9 4 0



DATA BASE BULLETIN BOARD: This bulletin boat skald be at least 6 feet x 4 feet Use colored paper for
the overall backgnamd. Alternate two or tlree different pastel shades of paper for tixt cohunns. Use a dark color (black
or dark blue) for the numbers, lettering, and lines. This data base skeleton can be made into a transparency for use on the
overhead projector, and into individual student copies.
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4. ORGANIZING DATA

This lesson plan introduces the concept of data bases and data base component. An
exciting enhancement to this lesson might be a field nip to a bank or other business that
uses computer data bases. Ask for a demonstration of the fields and records that the
business uses in its work.

Procedures:

Large group, teacher directed
Small groups

1. Remind students that to solve
the problem hum the previous day
they needed to consider specific lists
of numbers defined by patterns such
as "divisible by 5" or "square
numbers." Tell them that the large
table on the wall is a ckita base
template skeletal in which they are
going to arrange numbers arul
information about numbers in order
to solve some interesting problems
with ease.

2. Indicating the column marked
"Whit" tell students that this is a
"field" called "whole numbers that are
less than 26." Help students who
are familiar with the term "field" see
that it has a new mathematical
definition. Write "17" on a card and
place it on the first row of the
column saying, "This is a data entry
in the field 'whole numbers less than
26:" Ask a student to give you
another data entry that would fit into
this field. Write it on a can! and
place it in the second row of the
field. Continue in this manner,
emphasizing the words "data entry"
and "field."

3. As you get toward the end of
your stack of cards, students will
find it more difficult to come up with
data entries that have not been used.
Suggest that arranging the data

entries in an orckirly manner would
be helpful. Let them rearrange those
nanbers already entered, and then
finish filling in the field, with 1 in
the first box and 26 in the last.

4. Tell studans that this dina
base has other fields besides "Wh#."
Ask them to look across the top of
dm data base and name them. Data
waits across a row all belong
together and aft called a "record."
Each recad has data entries in every
field.

5. Ask students to help you
enter the data fa the record "10."
Say, "The first field is 'evai: Does
the number 10 belong to the set of
even numbers? The students will
tell you "yes" and then you will
place a "yo" card in the comet data
entry space. Say, "The next field is
Ilivisaile by 3: Does 10 belong to
the set of numbers which am
divisilile by 3?" Your students will
say "no" and then you will place a
"no" card in the cOlTeet data entry
space. Continue in this marmer until
the entire recad is filled in.
Emphasize the wards "record," "data
entry," and "field."

6. "Yes" raid "No" are the entries
for all dos except in the fields called
"Squ# (Number Squared)" and
***Cube (Number Cubed)." In these
fields place the °affect numerals,
such as "100" and "1000" for the
record "10."

7. Wcak through the record "0"
in the same way, but let the students
fill in the curies across the low.

8. At this point your class can
fin in the remaining records of the
data base. Depending on tlx size of
your group and their abilities, assign
the completion of the remaining
records to individuals or groups.

9. Use the following terms for
"You Bet Your Life" during the
week field, record, column, row,
data base.

Evaluation:

Observe students for the accuracy
with which they fill in the data
base and the number of words that
appear in the "You Bet Your Life"
chart.

Extensims:

1. Set up and u.w the "Math
Center" in Appendix A.

2. A data base of the class is an
interesting activity. Create a poster-
sized data base chart of your class.
The first field is "Name" and the
other fields include interesting
categaies of data aka your
students, such as "birthdate,"
"country of crigin," etc. Each
student should fill in the record that
begins with his/her name.r Materials: Bulletin BOaid (see sample on page 2-10).

364 small blank cards that fit the columns and rows of the data base skeleton.

2- 1 1
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5. SOLVING PROBLEMS

Often young students fmd answers to simple problems, but cannot explain how they

arrived at these answers. The use of this data base teaches students to organize and

manipulate specific lists of numbers as they develop strategies to solve a variety of
logic problems.

Procedure&

Large group, teacher directed
Small groups, teacher available

1. Present your students with the
following "Magical Mystery Num-
ber" problem: "I am the only 2-
digit, odd, composite number less
than 20."

2. Ask the students to determine
the sets of organized lists needed to
solve Ow problem. These will
include (a) all 2-digit numbers; (b) an
odd numbers; (c) all composite
numbers; and (d) all numbers that are
less than 20.

3. Of the 4 possible fields, the
easiest to search is "whole number
less than 20." Poster #1 lists all
fields, poster #2 lists all relations,
and poster #3 asks for comparison
information. As you walk students
through this process, from poster #1
they will choose "Wh#" as the field
to search; from poster #2 tlxy will
choose less than" as the appropriate
relationship; and for poster #3 they
will enter "20" as the number to be
compared.

4. A student, acting as the
computer, will place a red pushpin
to the left of each record that satisfies
the sentence, "Whole Number is las
tic. X" There should be push pins
next to the numbers 0 through 19.

S. Now wall students through
the process once again to search all
the red records fee those that are
"odd". From poster #1 they will
choose "even" as the field to search;
from poster #2 they will choose "is
equal to" as the apworriate relation-
ship; and for poster #3 they will
enter "no" as the necessary entry.

6. A different student, searching
only the red records, will place a
yellow push pin to the left of each
red record that satisfies the sentence,
"Even equals No." There should rxisv
be push pins next to the numbers 1,
3, 5, 6, 9, 11, 13, 15, 17, and 19.

7. Now search all the red /
yellow records for those that are
"composite." From poster #1 choose
"prime" as the field to search; from
poster #2 choose "is equal to" as the
appropriate relationship; and for
Poster #3 enter "No" as the necessary
entry.

8. A third student, searching
only the red/yellow records, will
place a blue push pen to the left of
each red/yellow record that satisfies
the sentence, "Prime equals No. "
Red/yellow/blue push pins will be
next to 9 and 15.

9. Tell the =dents that there are
no more colors of push pins. h is
now up to them to search the red/
yellow/blue records kw the answer to
the problem. The founh set is 2-
digit numbers. Therefore 15 is "the
only 2-digit, odd, composite number
less than 20."

10. From "Tangled Problems"
choose several problems that can be
solved with this data base. Divide
the students into small groups, pass
out copies of the three problem
salving posters, and assign an
appropriate problem to each group.
As students discuss strategies, advise
and encourage them.

Materials: Push pins or dot stickers in 3 different colors, at least 25 each.
"Tangled Problems" (See Appendix D).
Record Search Posters and dittos (See sample below).

2-12
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#1

FIELD TO SEARCH

I. WH#
2, EVEN
3. D1V3
4. DIV4
5. DNS
6. DIV7
7. DIV8
8. D1V9
9. SQU
10. SQU#
11. CUBE
12. CUBE#
13. PRIME
14. PALINDROME

11. Have students reassemble to
dramatire their solutions on the data
base. Play "You Be Your Life"
during these dramatizations ushrg the
tenns equals, Is greater *as, is less
tlum, comp:rim, data, evadodd,
multiples, squares, sets, Held,
primes/composites, record, entry,
and data base.

Evaluation:

Observe students' solution,
strategies, and use of terms.

RECORD SEARCH POSTERS

#2

RELATIONSHIP

1. equals
2. is greater than
3. is less than
4. is not equal to
5. is blank
6. is not blink
7. contains
8. begins with
9. ends with
10. does not contain
11. does not begin with
12. does not end with

Extensions:

I. Send honn problems the
stelents have solved in class to uy
out on their families. Be sure the
students are comfortable with the
explanations of the solutions so that
they can share them with their
parents.

2. If you have created the
classroom dea base suggested in
"Organizing Data," Extension #2,
create "Who Am ir problems using
fields from the data base chart
Students will search the fields as they
did above to find the perscer or

#3

CMIPARISON INFORMATION

person who fit the mem
descriptions. Have led, yellow, and
blue sticky dots available to use
instead of push pins.

3. Make up a BINGO game with
the data Wee categories. Use cards
ruled off in inch square grids. Put
whole numbers from the large data
bee in each square in random
fashica The calW munes numbers
to be covered by naming categories,
relations, information. For example:
*Under the B column, a number that
is even and divisible by 5." Using
the large data base as a reference
students decide on the number or set
of numbers the can be covered and
search emir card for those numbers.



6. EXPANDNG THE DATA BASE

In this lesson, students increase the usefulness of their data base by completing the
records for numbers to 100 and beyond. As they work together to fill out their new
records, they will use a wide variety of mathematical tetras and will discuss
computation strategies and results.

Procedure=

Small group, teacher dkected
In&Tendent work at center

1. Divide the students into small
groups of 2 to 4 each.

2. Give swh group a copy ef the
data base template. A set of 25
whole numbers should be listed on
each group's template. Group 1
should have munbers 26-50. Group
2 should have 51-75, etc. Help each
group begin to fill in its data base.

3. At a math center at which
there can be found manipulativa
such as pebbles, cuisenaire rods,
tables found in dictionaries or
encyclopedias, and calculateffs, each
group must fill in the data base for
its set of numbers, just as the whole
class did for the numbers 0-25.

4. When all group data haus are
completed, groups should trade data
bases and check to verify the accuracy
of the &us.

5. Give each group 26 of the
large strips, each snip representing
one record (or row) of the data base
On one strip the data base field titles
should be written. The other strips
should be filled in with the data.

6. Play "Twenty Questions"
using the expanded data base.

Evaluation:

Use the data base molds made by
the students to evaluate =dents'
understanding of the data base use of
the properties of numbers and
knowledge of unit termimgogy.

Extension:

In your cemer create a new data
base chan on cars. Include fields
such as make, cobs., year, number
of doors, roof type, and finely' or
donustic. Have students fill in die
data base for the car(s) their families
own. Reproduce the chart, and
suggest that students keep copies in
their family cam. As they travel
around the neighborhood, students
can fill in records on the cars they
see. What studrats have filled in
records for an cms they can enter
thine new data into the class data
base.

Materials: Ditto of the Dina Bate temphue.
Strips of poster bowl. approximately 1 inch x 22 inches, marked off into fourteen 1.25 imh

sections with one 4.5 inch section a the ead.

2-14
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8. After Team #1 has detamined
fields for record searching, all teams
must search their data base strips fir
records that satisfy the first condi-
tional sentence and place them on
Bulletin Board IL Team #1 must
then di= the host to mark those
records which fit the seccmd
conditional sentence and delete those
which do not. Repeat this process
for the third conditional sentence.

9. Team 01 then has two
minubes for any eye searching or
cak:ulations necessary to arrive at a
final solution. Let a studan set the
timer and count limn the final thirty
seconds in 5 second intervals. At the
end of team In's searching and
figuring, members must name the
Magical Mystery Number.

10. As soon as Team NI has
fmished, Team #2 gets ks probkm
and the game ccatinues until all
teams have had a chance m identify a
number. Prizes or salads can be
determined acceding to your own
judgment. This game can be tiayed
often with many different problems.
As the teams progress, allow
suutnts to take tuns playing the
role of host or hostess and add *You
Set Your Life" to the game.

Evaluation:

Observe team introductions for
students' use of language fonns such
as those used in making introdtw-
lions. Observe students' discussion
of problem-solving strategies, and
the success of their solution.
Continue to use the "You Bet Your
Life" chart to assess sub:lents' use of
MIMS.

Extensions:

1. Send home met problens
that students have solved in class to
try out on du* families. Re sure the
students can explain the solutions to
their paten.

2. Once the autanobile data base
is complemd, questions about the
cars of your commtmity can be
answered in the same sty quations
about numbers me answered above.
Survey the group for questkna,
determine the Gelds to search rmd the
best relation to use for the search.
Creme graphs of the information
ancVor a display to sham with the rest
of the school. Reports on the cars
which nun up mon often in the
search may be included.



8. ON THE COMPUTER

This lesson is optional, and if used should be spread over a period of several days.
Using it depends on easy access to computers and data base software, and on your
willingness to play with the machines. Use the following procedures with the manual
which goes to your software.

Procedures:

Large group, teacher directed
Small groups at computes center

I. Before beginning this lesson
you should create and save a data
base on your computer called "WIrde
Numbers* using the data and fields
from the previous lessons. Follow-
ing your manual, create posters of
the screens and directions for awing
a data bine and filling in reards.

2. Explain and danonsuate the
commands needed to create the fields
for the number data base on the
computer. Pretend you are the user
and let students guide you in filling
in the fields on your data base poster.

3. On the chalkboard, demon-
smite the computer's instructions for
creating fields and for entering new
records. Let the students direct you
as you auer your records.

4. Having decided or the final
number of your conwuter data base,
give student teams equal sets of
numbers to be emend into the
"Whole Numbers" Data Base, These
sets should begin where your
computer data base ended.

S. Briefly revw the mathema-
tical fonnulae cc actions needed to
detamine the data for the numbers
on the students' lists. Let students
begin working at the calculation
center to fill in their data base
records.

6. When this work is completed,
ins= each group to dal:mine who
will perform the necessary data entry
tasks at the computer. Direct the
groups to create a data base file on
their computers called "Whole
Numbers" Data Base. These sets
should begin where your compact.
data base ended.

Evaluation:

Check students' accuracy and
independence in completing data
bases, listen for their use of
vocabulary and forms in conversa-
tions with peas. Notice how well
they help one another in pairs and
small groups.

Extension:

Ask groups of students to create
folders of instructions for all the
commands and screens used with
your data base. These can be used
with other classes or fee. a "sharing
night" at which parents are taught
about computers and data bases.

Materials: ReeOld Searcb Posters (See Activity 5).
Ditto of data base table (See Activity 4).
Computer&
Data Base Softwam, for onomPle:

Applewodm for die Appk Computers
PC Piles for most PC& Apples & Alamitos!), 'MS 8O&TI
Data Manager for Commit= &I and 128.

Check Stuan Braes T h e Whole Earth Software Catalogue for others.
Calculation Center.



9. SOLVING PROBLEMS THE COMPUTER WAY!

The previous lesson is a prerequisite for this lesson. Students begin to see that when a
great deal of data must be searched to solve a problem, the computer's ability to handle
massive amounts of data with lightning speed makes it an invaluable asset.

Procedures:

Large gimp, teacher directed
Small groups in computer

I. Before beginning this lesson,
follow your data base manual in
order Ks arrange and clip together all
of the student data bases into a large
data base called "Whole Numbers."

2. Explain and demonstrate to
the entire class the common& needed
to search recerds and print repots.
Assign the roles of Usez, CPU
(Central Processing Unit), and
Output to vtukfus studons. Using
the Data Base Posters for selecting
and printing recceds and several record
strips from the previous lessons,
simulate the computer's commands
and actions needed to create and print
the solution to a proNem. Solve
several problems in this way. Play
"Yee Bet Your Life" using as "secret
words" the specific commands of
raw dam base software.

3. Solve sone of the stune
problems that students previously
solved manually. Help students
comp= the amount of time that
solving the probkm takes manually
and the time it takes using the
computer.

4. At tlw computers, give each
group a set of foms fo creating
reports, searching records, and
painting repots. Give each group
several problems to be solved.
Direct each group to open the data
base, load *whole numbers," and
solve the problons. As teams create
and print ow their reports, provide
assistance and encomagement.

5. A.* groups to present their
palms, reports, and the steps they
followed to reach their solutions. In
this way they can discuss the wide
variety of neps one can follow to
solve a problem.

Evaluation:

Observe students' discussion, and
assess their computer solution.
Note whkh students are willing to
present group infonnatitm to the
clam Intervkw individual students
who are reluctant to speak befor the
group to assess their understanding of
the problem solving steps when
using a data base.

Extensions:

1. On a bulletin board create a
large crossword puzzle conposed of
number problems that can be solved
by searching the data base. Assign
parts of the puzzle to each group for
solutions. As solutkins me found,
students can put them on the bawd.
Groups with interlocking solutions
may find ths they disagree and will
then have to help one another with
solution steps until agrozment is
reached.

2. Make a diuo +I a word search
puzzle using the important mathema-
tical words and field titles such as
Divisibk by 5, Square Root, Ix
Digit Sum.

Materials Record Search Posters (See Activiy 5),
Ditto of data base table (See Activity 4).
Computers and dam base software..
Completed Data Base "Wbokt Numbers" - 1 pew computer.
Problems to be solved by the Data Base.
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set

THE MATH CENTER

Disjoint Sets

Child=
with no
siblings

Players

AU
Soccer
Playeaa
who are not
rids and

who have
siblings

Set With Subset

All Soccer Players All Girls

Intersection of 2 Sets

All boys
who cb not play

soccer and have no
siblings

An boys ',bp
play sooner
sad him no

ribllop

All Orb ito dp
bap* soccer

ind hoe iso
ilbllopAli plrb

"to play maw
who boa no

stew

AB pith who
pup soccer isbo
beam ebb.

All
Girls who

do not play
soccer and

who have
siblings

Intersection of 3 Sets
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Appendix A

THE MATH CENTER

This math center contains sample kinesthetic and visual activities for reviewing math
concepts and terms that students will need as they solve problems with their data base.
It should be set up before you begin your Number Dim Base and left up throughout the
unit. Use it for individual, small group, or whole class assigmnents. The manipula-
tives and possibilities for such a center are myriad. Feel free to adapt, or add to these
ideas with activities you have used before in order to teach the necessary concepts to
your students.

SET THEORY

1. Special Sets: Let students play with "attribute
blocks," "people pieces,* cr groups of various objects that
have attributes they can describe and place into sets.

2. Family Circlez Give students circle diagrams of
sets, wts with subsets, disjoint sets, and imenections of
two and three sets (See ilhnuation on page 2-20). In ter.;
circle diagram, let the students draw andler write descrip-
tions of friends or relatives who fit into sets and subsets
they have decided on. Or have =dents ca.! out pictures of
people from magazines, divide them into catwies of
their own, and paste them into the appropriate circles.

3. Computer Setae Use the computer software
"Gertrude's Punks," "Moptown Parade," and "Moptown
Hotel" by the Learning Co. for work with auributes
(available for Apples, IBM PCs and compatibles and
Commodores).

EVENS AND ODDS

1. Graphing the Odds: Give students various
quantities of little objects bums, coins, chips, blocks
and a duplicated bar graph an which each block represents
two items. By dividing diese objects into sets of two, let
students color the spaces on the graph. A halfspace
shows that there is only one in the last set. Students can
then determine if the number of objects is even or odd.

2. Operations With Evens and Odds: Let students
make addition and multiplication charts for only even
numbers, only odd numbers, and for even numbers on one
side of the table and add numbers on die ether. Lead them
to make generalizations about the wittems they find.

3. Rules of the Game: Create charts of numbers that
have been determined odd cr even. Let them discover that:

a. Counting every other number, beginning
with 0, produces the set of even numbers.

b. The final digits of even numbers will always
be a 0, 2, 4, 6, or B.

c. All even numbers are multiples of 2.
d. All numbers whkh are not even are odd.

MULTIPLES AND FACTORS

1. Arrays: Use batons, chips, paper circles or
squares, in order to make up arrays. Given various
numbers of chips, *Wens should create all possible
rectangles. For example, 12 chips yield 3 x 4, 2 x 6, and
1 x 12 rectangles, and the Embers emus the top and
down the side are labeled as factors of the whole. Students
can compile lists of factors ri numbers using this method.

2. Picture Factors: Have graph paper and seisms
available, Let students tack a number from a bag and eut
out the graph paper rectangles that show the factors of the
number. Students can create a factor/multiple bulletin
board by designing a "glittery" number and then gluing
beneath it the labeled graph paper rectangles which
describe its factors. Your room can become a large
storehouse of multiples of &curs for numbers I to 100.

2-21
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3, Dh'lalbThty Ruks: Give students the following
divisibility rules and let them classify various numbers
according to their factors.

a. A number is Avisible by 3 if the sum of its
digits is divisibk by 3.

b. A number is divisible by 4 if it is last two
digits are divisible by 4.

c. A number is divisible by 5 if it is last digit
is 5 cc 0.

d. A number is divisible by 6 if it is divisible
by both 2 and 3.

e. A number is divisible by 8 if the last three
digits are divisible by 8.

f. A number is divisible by 9 if the sum of its
digits is divisible by 9.

g. A number is divisible by 10 if its hot digit
is 0.

PRIMES AND COMPOSITES

1. Prime Arrays: See "Arrays" under Multiples and
Factors, only this time let students discover numbers
which have only one possible rectangk, 1 x the number
itself. Students should create ways for a chart of the
prime numbers to 100.

2. Goldbach's Clmjecture: Goldbach's Conjectwe
states that every even number greater than four can be
exwessed as the sum of two primes. Them is no
mehematical woof ci this statement, therefore it is fun to
have students test the possibilities. La mudents fmd
prime sums for all the even 2-digit numbers. Can they
find ME than one solution for thine lumbers? For
example: 68 . 61 + 7 or 17 + 51 or 3'7 + 31. A chan of
all the primes under 100 would be helpful in this exercise.
Give student sets of 5 consecutive even 3-digit numbers
for which to fmd pairs of prime addends.

3. Prksevtd Forest Cmate triangular templates (see
examples) for students to me in factorig various numbers
into their primes. Ciente eprimeval forme rf these
trees. Play with larger sambas as students learn more
about tests of divisibility as m aid to factoring. Remem-
ber in testing a number, students need to divkie only by
primes that are less than the square mot of the nungrer.

Eumple: 468.3 x2x 2 x 2 x 7

AVA
AVAVA
VA I WA

AVAVA1 TA1 TA

SQUARES AND SQUARE ROOTS

1. Let's Make a Square: Cut out 100 I" paper
squares and number them l - 100. Create a dino of the
following chart extending the numben to 100 and leaving
the columns *Square" and "Side Length" blank. Checking
the numbers in cyder, students try to create squares and rill
in the chart.

'The number 1 stands aka* and is a square. It is
impossible to combine either the number 2 or number 3
squares with the lumber I square to create a larger square.
Combining the number 4 square, students can mate a
larger squire.

Why is the prime numixr two never used to create the sums?

An even number plus an odd number is always odd.

2-22
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Appendix A

4, Pretty Palindromes: Cut paper into 5 distinct
shapes, making many copies of each. Assign a different
minther to each shape. Write the corresponding limber
on instances of each shape and have saalents create
symmetrical designs using the shapes. Once they have
made their designs, from end to end in any siva) line, the
numbers of the shapes will "made the same backwards and
forwards. These designs me palintkomes. Students should
design petty palindromes of different lengths, slumes and
numbers.

6, Mysterious Palindromes: Numbers may be turned
into palindromes by reversing and adding. If you take 123
and add 321 to k, you will get 444, a palindrome. If you
mke 86 and reverse it and add 68, your sum k; 154.
Reverse that and add 451 to get 605. Add 605 and 506,
you get 1111 a palindrome in three steps. Let students
wide out palindromes from different numbers. How
many steps does each take? Does this procedure always
work? Itirhaps, if you're pout. A cmnputer program
can be mated to wotk these problems. Coffer with your
resident crammer expert.

S. Wordy Palindrmnem Wmds can also be
palindromes. Let stuck= discover same in English or in
their (mother) language. Here are a few English ones to
get you started: mom, dad, peep, radar, gag, bib, noon,
civic, sees, ewe, iked, pop, Madam I'm Adam, Able
was I ere I saw Elba.

PERFORMING CALCULATIONS

Have a variay of manipulatives available at the center,
such as pebbks and cuisenatre rods. Include reference
sour= such as tables found in dictkmaries or encyclo-
pedias, and calculators, so that ruir students can perform
the many calculations necessary for filling in your data
base. A computer spreadsheet, if it is available, is a great
way to calculate the needed information.
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GLOSSARY OF MATHEMATICAL TERMS

Attribute - A defining quality Ix characteristic Example:
An auribute of a car would be its caw.

Composite - A number that has more than two factors;
not prime. Example: 15 is a composite number, since
its factors are 1, 3, 5, and 15.

Counting Number - The infinite sequence of numbers
beginning with 1; all whole numbers except 0.

Cube (cubed) - 1. The resulting roduct when one number
is used as a facia' three times. 2. The process of
multiplication through which one number is used as a
factor thrx times. Examples: 27 is a cube (9 x 9 x 9), 8
is a cube (2 x 2 x 2)

Cube Root - For any numbet A, the number that when
multiplied by itself twice equals A. Example: The cube
root of 8 is 2, since 2 x 2 x 2 = 8.

Denominator - The expressitm below the line in a
fraction. Example: 2 is the denominator in the fraction

Difference - The result of subtracting a smaller value fruit
a larger value. Example: 3 is the difference bdween 5
and 2.

Difference of digits - The result of subtracting the value of
a smaller digit from that of a larger digit. Example: The
difference of the digits in both the numbers 83 and 38
is 5.

Digits - The symbols of numerical value that ampose a
number system: 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9. There are
mily ten digits and they may occupy any place value.
Example: The number 56 has two digits - a 5 and a 6.

Even - Any whole number evenly divisible by 2.
Example: 2, 4, 6, 8 and 10 are the first five even
numbers.

Factor (of a number) - A number that divides a given
number, producing a whole number quotient. Example:
Facters of 12 we 1, 2, 3, 4, 6 and 12.

Appendix B

Factors (ixoper) All factors of a number, excluding 1 and
the number itself. Example: The proper facters of 12 are
Z 3, 4 and 6.

Fraction (imixoper) - A fraction in which the numerator is
greater dm the denominator. Example: 413, 1212, 9/5
are improper fractions.

Fraction (proper) - A fractim in which the numerator is
less than the denominates% Example: In, 5/9, 13118 are
proper fractions.

Fractitm (unit) - A fractim in which the numerator is 1.
Example: 112, 1/8, 1110 are unit fractions.

Hundreds' digit - In decimal notation, the digit in the third
place from the right. Exampld 5 is the hundreds' digit in
all four of these numbers: 1543, 11542, 532, 3582.

Mixed number - A numeral composed of a whole number
and a fraction. Example: 3 1/3 is a mixed number.

Multiple (of a number) - The result of multiplying a
given munber by another number. Example: 15 is a
multiple et 5, since 5 x 3 = 15.

Numerator - The expressim above the line in a fraction.
Example: 1 is the numerator in the fraction 1n.

Odd - Any whole number not divisibk by 2. Example:
1, 3, 5, 7 and 9 are the first five odd numbas.

Palimirome (palindromic) - A number whim value is the
same when read left to right as it is what read right to
left. Exam* 12321 is a palindrome; 333 is also
palindranic.

Prime - A number that has only two factors - 1 and the
number itself. (1 is not a prime.) Example: 2, 3, 5, 7,
11 are the rust five primes.

Prime factors (of a number) - Of any number A. the prime
numbers that will divide A. Example: The prime factors
of 30 me 2, 3, and 5.



Appendix B

Primes (twin) - Two Trime numbers that differ by 2.
Example: 17 and 19 are twin prim= 41 and 43 are twin
primes.

Product - The result in a multiplication problem.
Example: 14 is the product of 2 x 7.

Product rf digits - The result of multiplying all the digits
in a given number. Example: 24 is the product of the
digits in the number 46; 30 is the product of dr digits in
the number 253.

Quotient - The result in a division problem. Example: 3
is the quotient of 18 divided by 6.

Quotient or digits - The result of divi:ling the value of a
larger digit by that of a smaller digit. Example: The
quotient of the digits in the number 93 is 3.

Set - Collection of items related by a common attribute.
Example: All children born in the month of May are a set
defmed by the attribute of birth moth.

Simplest (lowest) terms - The ezpression of a fraction in
which all factms common to the numerator and the
denominator have been divided out. Example: 6i8 = 2 x
3/2 x 2 x 2 = 3/4; 3/4 is expressed in simplest terms.

Square (squared) - 1. The resulting product when we
number is used twice as a factor. 2. The process of
multiplying a number by itself. Example: 4 is a square,
since 2 x 2 = 4.

Square root - For any number A, the number that when
multiplied by itself equals A. Example; The square Tom
of 9 is 3, since 3 x 3 = 9.

Sum - The result of additica Example: 8 is the sum
of 5 + 3.

Sum of digits - The result of adding all the digits in a
given number. Example: 8 is the sum of the digits in
the number 134; 6 is the sum of the digits in the fraction
11/13.

Symmetry - Equal corespondence of opposite sides,
divided by a central line.

Tens' digit - In decimal notation, the digit in the second
place from the right. Example: 1 is de tens' digit in all
three of thine numbert 12, 517, 18, 319.

Thousands' digit - In decimal rotation. the digit in the
fourth ;dace from the right. Example: 3 is the thousands'
diet in all four of these numbers: 13,442; 3,567;
33,532; 2,343,782.

Unique - Different from all other; consisting of one.

Units' digit - In decimal notation, the digit in the first
place frail the right. Example 2 is the units' digit in all
fotr of these numbert 242432 3782.

Whole numbers - The set of Counting numbers and 0.

Adapted from:

Gregory, John and Seymour, Dale. (1978). I'm A
Number Game. Creative Publications: Palo Alto, Ca.



GLOSSARY OF DATA BASE TERMS

Comparison Inlbrmation: Data used to discover
relationships for reand selection.

Data: Infmmation ormized for analysis or used as the
basis far a ckcision.

Data Base: A computer program or table which organizes,
stores, retrieves, modifies, aml reports data.

Entry: Each item of data emered Una the data ba= a
record contains an entry for each field of the data bast.

Field: Category by which data is organized; the columns
of a data base.

Appendix C

File: A colhaction of information stored as a named unit
on a disk.

Record: AU the data *boa one item axed M a data base
file; the rows d a data base.

Record Search: Selecting only certain reards frail
particular fields; choosing records which satisfy a sets of
attribute&

Relathmship: Condition on which to base recce
selection, such as "equal to," "greater / less than," "begins
with: "contains."



Appendix D

TANGLED PROBLEMS

These problems can be used as they are and can become fomnats for problems you
create yourself. They cover a wick range of numbers as well as various whole number
subsets. Problems marked with "*" can be solved with numerals from 0 - 25. Problems

matted with "**" can be solved with numbers from 0 - 100.

I. DISGUISED DIGITS

These problems all expect the thinker to understand
that each individual letter represents a single digit. These
publems can also be created with the stipulatkm that they
are double or triple digit numbers of a finite set of twenty-
six elenwnts.

* 1. A,B,C are all divisible by 3; A+A+A+A=
BC; B x C= divisible by A; B + C = A
Solution: A = 9, B = 3, C = 6

* 2. A+BA+A+CA= 100;A,B.andCamall
odd prima; C < B
Solution: A = 5, B = 7, C = 1

* 3. A+B+C+D=BE;A,B,C,D.Eareall
even:C>A>D>B
Solution: A=6,B=2,C=8,D=4,E=0

* 4. ABC + DBE = 812; A, B, C, D, E are all even,
A+D=C;A<D
Solution: A= 2,B=0,C= 8,D=6,E=4

* 5. AB + CB = 134; A, B, C are all odd; A and C
are divisible by 3; C > A
Solution: A = 3, B = 7, C = 9

* 6. AB + CB + DEB = AFB; A, B, C, D, E are all
odd; F is not a counting !lumber, C > E > A
Solution: A = 3, B= 5,C=9,D = 1,E= 7

* 7. A+B+C=21:A,B,andCareallodd:
A>B>C
Solution: A = 9, B = 7, C = 5

* 8. A xB+A+ B= C; A,B,andC are all squares:
2B+C=A
Solution: A = 9, B = 4, C = 1

* 9. AB + AB + B = CD: A, B, C, D are all counting
numbers that are composite; A and C are square;
(C13) x 2 = B
Solution: A=4,B =6,C=9,D= 8

*10. AxAxA=A+A+A+A;Aistheonly
cm" prime.
Solution: A = 2

II. UNEARTHING THE UNUSUAL

"Unearthing the Unusual" can be done with sets named by
mme than one attribute, such as "all even prima:or "odd
multiples of 3 > 100 and < 200, etc.

1. Fmd the number that does not belong, 66, 333,
99, 111, 100,
Saluda': 100. Tlz aher numbers are
palindromes composed of repeated digits.

**2. Find the number that does an belong: 6, 12, 18,
30, 28, 9
Solution: 28. The other numbers are divisible
by 3-

**3. Fmd the number that does not belong: 12, 20, 24,
16, 22, 28
Solution: 22. The other numbers are divisible
by 4.
Alternate solution: 16. The other numbers
contain a 2.

2-28

4. Find the one that does not belong. 66, 121, 707,
99, 101, 86
Solution: 86. The other numbers are palindrarms.

*5. Find the one that does not belong: 21, 5, 9, 13,
14, 17
Solution: 14. The other numbers are odd.



6. Find the one that does not belong: 100, 98, 49,
604, 32, 998
So lutim: 49. The other numbers are evai.

**7. Find the one that does not belmig: 10, 40, 60, 56,
80, 20
Solution: 56. The others are all divisible by 5.

8. Fmd the one that does not belong: 9, 169, 65, 81,
49, 121
Solution: 65. The other numbers are odd squares.

9. Find the one that does not belong: 193, 191, 337,
467, 31. 499
Sdution: 193. The other numbers are thiee digit
primes.

10. Find the one that does not belong: 4096, 64, 729,
1, 625, 15625
Solution: 625. The other numbers are both
squares and cubes,

IIL MAGICAL MYSTERY NUMBER

These problems are an especially good inuoduction to
the use of Algebra as a deliberate, publem solving
stiategy. They place =Oasis on using the language of
mathematics,

** 1. Name the 8 sets of twin primes (primes that differ
by two) less than 100.
Solutiom 3-5, 5-7, 11-13, 17-19, 29-31, 41,43,
59-61, 71-73

** A. We are twin primes, Our sum is a two-
digit number whose ten's digit is twice its
unit's digit. What are our names?
Solution: 41, 43

** B. I am a wime, and I have a twin. The
product of my twin's two digits is 8 more
than the product of my two digits. Who
am I?
Solution: 41

Appendix D

/ There ate only 16 prime palindromic numbers less
than 1000, What are they?
Solutim: 11, 101, 131, 151, 181, 191, 213, 353,
727,757, 787, 797,919. 929

* A. I am the only 2 digit palindromic prime.
Solutimc 11

B. I am a three-digit palindromic prime. My
digits could be written as the variables A B
A. I have a partner who is also a three-digit
palindromic prune, Hs digits could be
expensed as B A B. The sum of my digits is
the first member of a set of single digit, twin
primes; dm second member of which is the
stun of the digits of my paitner.
Solution: 131

3. I am the only three-digit, prime counting number

A. Whose digits are all different and odd
B. Whose digit sum is 13
C. Whose digh product is greater than 30
D. The sum of whose tens and hundreds digit

is less than my units digit.
Who am I?
Solution: 157

4. I am the smallest three-digit square number whose
digit sum totals a number that is not a square.
Who am I?
Solution: 256

** 5 I am the smallest number other than 1 that is both
a square and a cube. Who am I?
Solutiya: 64

6. I am the only palindrornic, three-digit cube. Who
am I?
Solution: 343

* 7. I am a factor of 50 and an even multiple of 5. I
am one mese than a square and two MO= than a
cube. Who am I?
Solution: 10
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8. I am an odd thme-digit number. I am the sum of 3
different odd cubes. My units and tens digits are
able. Who am I?
Solution: 855

9. I am dr only number who, when added seearately
to 100 and 164, will make them bcgh perfect
square numbers. Who am I?
Solution: 125

*10. 1 am the smallest one-digit odd prime number.
Who am I?
Solution: 3

*11. I am a square number and both my digits are
square numbers. Who am I?
Solution: 49

*12. I am the ally two-digit odd, conposite number
less than 20. Who ant I?
Solution: 15

*13. I am a prime number and a frwtor of 105, 20 and
30. Who am I?
Solution: 5

14. 1 am the only three-digit square other than 400
containing all even digits. I am a palindrome.
Who am I?
Solution: 484

**15. I am a square. The sum of my two digits is my
square root. Who am I?
Solution: 81

16. I am larger than 15A2 and less than 16A2. I'm odd
and divisille by 3. The pmduct of my digits is
24. Who am I?
Solution: 243

*97. I am a multiple of 7. I'm a factor of 210. The
product of my two digits is odd. Who am I?
Solution: 35

**18. I am an even multiple of 3. I'm greater than 5A2
and less than 7A2. The product of rly two digits is
a cube. Who am I?
Solution: 42

*99. We are two-digit *nes. If our digits are reversed,
we become different primes. The yr oducts of cur
digits we also prime. We are four numbers. Who
are we?
Solution: 13, 17, 31, 71

20. I have 3 digits. One of my digits is a square and
two are cubes. All three digits are different. My
digits are ordered smallest to largest, left to right.
The troth= of my digits is greater than 10. Their
sum is less than 15. Who am I?
Solution: 148

*21. I am divisible by ally one prime number. The
sum of my digits is a prime, and the difference
between my digits is another prime. I am less
than 40. Who am I?
Solution: 16

22. I am a three-digit palindromic number. The nun
of my digits is a prime, and the difference between
my digits is another prime. I am less than 40.
Who am I?
Solution 333

23. I am a three-digit palindrome. The sum of my
digits is even. I am the difference between a
palmdromic cube and a palindromic square. Who
am I?
Solution: 222

*24. We are 6 consecutive multiples of 5 which, when
added together, make a sum between 340 and 350.
Who we we?
Solutke: 50, 55, 60, 65, 70, 75

**25. We are 2 consecutive prime numbers whose
pnxtuct is 899. Who are we?
Solution: 29, 31

*26. I am the decade between 50 and 150 in which there
are four prime numbers. Who am I?
Solution: 51 to 61

**27. I am an odd two-digit prime number whose digit
sum is 11. My tens digit is greater than my one's
digit. Who am I?
Solution: 83



All whole number problems can be reworked to become
fraction problems as ate the three below:

*28. I am a Troper fraction. The sum of my numerator
and denominator is a cme-digit square. Their
pmduct is a cube. Who am 1?
Solution: 1/8

*29. 1 am the proper fraction whose denominator and
numerator when multiplied is a multiple of 7 and

when added is a perfect square. Who am I?
Solution: 217

*30. We are three fractkns each of wImm has a value
less than one-half. Both our numerators and
denominatees are ime-digit primes. Who are we?
Solutice: 215, 2/7, 3/7

IV. STIMULATING SIMULATIONS

*1. Sara took her younger brothers and sisters to the
park. She and her siblings are an two years apart.
All the children are less than twelve years old, and
all their ages are even numbers. There we three
possible ages they could be. What are they, and
which one is bliely to be true for this family?
Solution: 2 4, and 6; or 4, 6, imd 8; or 6, 8,
and la The children are likely to be 6, 8, and 10
became most mothers would not entrust anyone
younger to escort siblings to a put

2. Scenario: Worker must sort boxes and number
sets. (See "The Box Problem.")

A. Boxes labeled:
1. multipla of 8
2. square numbers > 10
3. even multiples of 5
4. odd prime embers
5. cubes less than 250
6. squares whose roots are less than 10
7. etc.

B. Sets of numbers to put in boxes:
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

8, 16, 24, 32, 48, etc.
16, 25, 36, 49, 64, etc.
10, 20, 30, 40, 50, etc.
3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, etc.
1, 8, 27, 64, 125, 216
1, 4, 9, 16, 25, 36, 49, 64, 81
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*3. Time are five !rumbas in the boxes below. Each
number is associated with the prize lised below.
Using the fallowing clues, determine the prizes that
go with the boxes by deducing which numbers are
in the boxes. Whkh priza cammt be won?

present present

pesent

present

1. Thae are no prima in the horizontal row of three
boxes. The sum of the numbers in the horizontal
row is nra prime,

2. That we no composites in the vertical column of
three boxes. The sum of the numbers in the vertical
column is not comosite,

Prizec

apPle
2. dress
3. watch
4. car
5. package of stkkers
6. soma ball
7. two weeks paid tuition to camp
8. Apple fie computer
9. book

Solution: the dress, stickers, ball and computer
carmot be won.

2-31
62

7-tuition

1-apple

3-watch
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*3. This is the same type of problem as #44.
These is a pattern of boxes in which there are
numbers. The problem is to deduce which
numbers go in which boxes. Attributes of the
numbers arc given to direct the problem solver.
Three different verskms of this problem are
given below.

I. Pattern to follnw:

RULES #1

1. Use all digits from 1 to 9.
2. 'The numbers in the four comer boxes are all

odd.
3. Row one has three consecutive odd numbers.
4. One of the diagonals contains prime factos

of 84.
5. Row one's numbers are factors of 30.
6. The numbers in column 1 are factors of 72.
7. Column 3's sum is twice column l's sum.
8. Column l's sum is equal to row 3's sum.

Solution:

2-32

RULLS #2

1. Use all the digits from 0 - 8.
2. No number is used twice.
3. The sum of row 2 is 13.
4. Row 3 has even, consecutive numbers.
5. 'The sum of the four comers is equal to the sum

of the first row.
6. The numbers in columns 2 and 3 and row 3 are

counting munbers.
7. All the numbers in row 2 are odd.
8. The sum of column 1 is less than 8.
9. There are no composites in Row 2.
10. There are no primes in Column 2.

Solution:

0

5

8

1

2 4
_

RULES #3

I. Three is the only digit not used.
2. No digit is used twice.
3. The digits in the third row are all odd.
4. The digits in the second row are all even.
5. Seven is not in the same row as live.
6. Six and eight are in the same row but different

columns.
7. Two and eight are in the same column but in

different rows.
8. The sums of row 1 and colurrm I are 13.
9. The sums of row 2 and column 2 are 14.

10. The sums of row 3 and column 3 are 15.

Solution:
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CULTIVATING PLANT CONCEPTS
AND COMMUNICATION

Is there a drought in your classroom? Has the supply of motivation and excitement
for learning dried up? Here'a a remedy: the rain of ideas and activities to get you
blooming again!

This unit integrates science, math, and language, and is
designed fca. English as a second language students and
native English speakers in kindergarten through second
grade. A field trip activity, a nature walk around the
schoolgrounds, introduces the unit. The information and
materials gathered on the walk are used for various
activities and learning centers in the classroom. Learning
centers provide the primary !exiling structure for the unit.
After a careful introduction to centers by the teacher,
students participate individually or in small groups in
activities at the centers independently or with teacher
support.

The lenons, nature experiences, learning centers,
games arwl hands-cm expaiences used in this unit
encourage and povide many apportnnitks for listening,
observing, talking, creating. compiling, collecting,
sorting, classifying, cowling, immuring, weighing,
paphing and thinking.

Water this unit with your enthusiasm and ideas and
turn your clazroom into a learning garden where all your
students bloom!

3-3



CULTIVATING PLANT CONCEFTS
AND COMMUNICATION

OBJECTIVES

Activities

1 2 3,4 5 6 '7 8 9 C

114. 4
I

4 I

Objectives Unit 31 Grades K-2

MATHMATICS

Organizes elements of sets according to characteristics (GEC 1(.1,2)."

Recognizes sets that ree equivalent (GBC

Identifies standard geometric shapes and relations (GBC K.1,2).

Measures length using nonstandard and standard (customary and metric) units
(Glac

Determines amounts of money - a collection of up to $1.00 and change less than 530
(GBC

Interprets data on simple graphs (GBC 1,2).

Uses the operation of addition in context of academic material and everyday acts
(GBC 1,2).

SCIENCE

Differentiates between living end nonliving material (GBC

Observes changes in living things: growth cycles (GBC

Recognizes certain needs of living things: water, foods, temperance (GBC 1,2).

Identifies and compares objects by characteristics such as texnees, lighter, heavier, and
larger, smaller (GBC K.1,2).

Identifies the parts of a plant: roots, stem. leaves, flowers, fruit, seeds.

Recognizes that plants get food fnen the soil through roots.

Identifies parts of plants that are eaten.

Recognizes that paint or dyes can be made from certain plants.

3-4
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CULTIVATING PLANT CONCEPTS
AND COMMUNICATION

OBJECTIVES

Activities

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 C*
4-

* -

_ 1 t, .

Objectives Unit 3 / Grades K-2

LANGUAGE ARTS

Uses elaborated language to descnlie and imerpra experiences. objects., pictures, end
feelings (GBC

Uses conventional language patterns (GBC K.1,2).

Interprets oral and/or written instructions (CRC K.1.2).

Retells information presented orally (GBC 1,2).

Makes predictions (GBC 1,2).

Makes judgements (GBC K).

Describes expaiences (GBC K).

Tells a story or happening in sequence (GBC K).

Recognizes explicitly stated main ideas, details, sequence of events and cause-effect
relationships (CRC 1,2).

Identifies main character (CRC K,1,2).

Matches beginning sounds, ending sounds, letters and rhyming wants (CRC K11,2).

Writes creatively (GBC 1,2).

Dictates meaningful information to adult for experience story (GBC K).

Copies simple shapes. designs, numbers and letters (GBC K).

Understands left to right pattern of writing (GBC K).

Obsemz for a earpose and uses language to describe observations.

AraeCiitteS the real object with the spoken word. written word, and picture of the object.

Uses question and answer form.

Uses language in full group, small group, and peer situations for specific sociolinguistic
purposes such as planning, decision making and sharing tasks and materials.



CULTIVATING PLANT CONCEPTS
AND COMMUNICATION

OBJECTIVES

Activities Objettives Unit 3 / Grades K-2

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 C*
t

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 C

ART

Pastes, draws, weaves, models and cuts with an tools and materials (GBC K).

Repeats a design (line,shape, color) to form a pattern (GBC 1,2).

Creates original an work expressing ideas and feelings (GBC

PHYSICAL EDUCATION

Develops gross motor skills (GBC

Creates, performs. and panicipates in simple games (GBC K,1,2).

Works with other students in a team situation.

* Centers
" Georgia Basic Curriculum objective for listed grade level(s).



1. A NATURE WALK

Introduce this unit about plants by taking a walk outside and enjoying and appreciating
the wonders of nature. Students will collect many nature materials which will be used
in the centers. This trip, as every field ttip should be, is like a sandwich. The meat, the
trip itself, is secured between two slices of bread which make it easy to hold and add to
its flavor. The "bread slices" are the activities of preparing students for the trip before
the experience, and of following-up on trip experiences afterwards.

Procedures:

Large group, teacher directed
Small groups, teacher available

Before the trip

1. Ask students to sit on the
floor in a circle. Place the plant in
the middle of the circle. Ask the
students to tell you everything they
know about plants.

2. As the students discuss the
plant, write down what the students
know about plants en the chart
paper. Using the information
students have provided and your goals
for the lesson, write four questions
about plants for the stmkats to
answer after their flange walk.

3. Discuss the nature walk
procedures and safety rules. Advise
sturkmts to take only fallen objects
such as leaves and seeds and not
Jawing things. Warn students away
from dangerous plants: plants with
thorns, poison ivy or poison oak.

4. Divide the class into four
groups. Give ea& group a qiention
to answer during the walk and a large
bag in which to put leaves, mots.
seeds, etc., that they collect on the
walk.

During the trip

5. Organize students into their
groups hum the pre-field trip lesson.
Encourage gudents to use all of their
senses for observations. Refer to the
five senses pictures as a help.

6. Elicit talk about what
students are finding and experiencing.
Listen to the students as they talk to
each other. Help the students to find
the answers to the questions they
asked while preparing for the trip.
Elaborate on the students' language.

7. Make sure there are at least
ten or twelve of each found item (12
leaves, acorns, etc.) to be used later
in the center activities.

After the trip

8. Have students sit in their
greeps mi the floor. Read a question
fawn the chart that you made before
ttw trip. If students have trouble
answering the questimis, encourage
them to ask fec help from other class
members. Write the answers to the
questions on additional chan paper.

9. Give each student the
opportunity to describe an item
heishe found. Prepare the students to
dictate an experience stay by
encouraging them in remember and
recount the sequence of events of the
trip. Write as students dictate. Ask
more proficient students to write
their own stories.

10. Have students read their
stories to the class individually or
have them read the class story in
chorus.

11. Reproduce the class stoiy so
that each student has a copy to read
and illustraw.

Materials: Oiart paper.
Maiker.
Potted plant.
Flower.
Leaf.
Seed.

Four shopping bap.
Moans of the sense organs: mouth, nrse, skin, eye, ear.
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2. GROWING A SOCK

This activity is especially appropriate for late summer or fall. Students walk in tall
grass and weeds somewhere near the school. Seeds collect on their socks. They bring
the seeds back to the classroom to water and watch.

Procedures:

broup, teacher directed

I. Talk about seeds and how
they travel. Ask students if seeds
have ever stuck to them before. Tell
students they will be collecting
things on a walk, but that they will
not use their hands to collect items
as they did last time. Ask questions
that will help the students think of
ways to collect things without using
their hands. Help them discover that
this time they will collect seeds on
their sacks.

2. Have students put on their
special socks, right over their shoes
if the socks are big enough. Take
the students for a walk through tall
grass and weeds.

3. Ask students questions about
what they feel, hear, see, and smell.
On the walk back to the classroom,
ask the students to look at their
socks.

4. In the classroom, provick
time for a discussirm at how and
why the seeds strwk to the socks.
Discuss methock of seed dispersal.

5. Divide ex class into pairs and
give each pair of students one pan.
Instruct the students to remove one
sock carefully and place it in the pan.
Have the students label their pans
(name and date on tape). Ask each
pair of students to prop their pan up
on a block and fill the bottom of the
pan with water. Have each pair of
students place their pan in a warm
place to sprout.

6. Check each sock for seeds.
Help students sprinkle some grass or
radish seeds cm the socks to assure
that something will grow. Ask
students to predict what will happen.
Instruct them on the needs of plants
and necessary care for their seeds.

7. Prepare "sock journals" using
blank sheets of paper and adding a
cover. You may choose a plant or
sock shape for the journal. Ask

stuck:its to think of and write down
or dictate titles for their journals.
Encourage students to ;Al
illustrations.

8. Set aside a certain time each
day for students to observe the socks,
and to sketch and write in (or dictate
for) the sock journal about what they
have seen.

Materials: Old, mismatched, long. fuzzy socks (ask students to bring these from home).
Tall grass to walk in.
Large rectangular pans or trays.
Water.
Blocks to prop pans up an an angle.
Radish Seeds.
Grass Seeds.
Paper and writing and drawing materials for sock journals.



3. FARMER GREEN EATS VEGETABLES

This outdoor game is patterned after the familiar, "What time is it, Mr. Fox?" Games
like this can be an enjoyable way to practice language patterns and reinforce science
vocabulary and concepts.

Procedures:

Large group, independent

1. Pick one student to be the
first "Farmer Green." Place the
student about five yards away from
the resi of the class. Divide the rest
of the class into groups of four or
five and ask each group to decide
what vegetable it will represent (e.g.,
potatoes, carrots. broccoli).

2. The fanner starts the game by
saying, 'Tm very hungry today!"
Tlw class asks him, in chants,
"Fanner Green, what are you going
to eat today?" The first few times
the question is asked, the fanner
gives an answer that is not a
vegetable, e.g., chicken, pancake,
cheerios, hot dogs.

3. Each time they ask the
questicm, the child= in the class
may creep closer to the farmer.
When the fanner names a group's
vegetable, however, they must nm
back to the toning line before the
Farmer catches them. If a person is
caught, he or she must exchange
places with the Farmer. If the
Farmer does not catch anyone he/she
will be the Farmer again.

Evaluation:

Observe the students' use of the
language patterns of the game, and
their classification of vegetables.

Extensions:

1. The possible variations of
this game are infmite. The game
may be altered to practice many
aspects of the unit. The categories
=Id be plam/nonplant, fruits, cor
plants of which particular parts are
eaten, such as seeds, stems, roots, or
leaves.

Materials: None.

3-10
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4. TEXTURE RELAY

This activity uses all the "junk" collected on the namre walk in still another way.

Procedures:

Large grouP

I. Review text= terms as you
and the students study and discuss the
contents of om of the bags.

2. Divide students into teams of
about five children. Tell each team
you will call out a texture such as
"soft," and a member from each team
must run to the bag and find the item
that is soft Then heishe must run
back to the group. Each student on
dm team will be asked to find a
different texttwe.

3. Assign points for being the
first team to find the item with the
correct team. Fee example, each
winter could get fekw points, second
place three points, third place two
points and fourth place one point.
Explain that if a student Ims the
wrong texture his/her team will not
get a point for his/her turn.

4. Amign a =dolt scorekeeper
hum each team to help tally the
points, and explain to the students
how to keep tally marks.

5. Encourage the students to
practice command forms by cheering
for their teammates, e.g., "Come on,
Than, fmd rough!"

Evaluation:

Observe students' use of language
forms, correct klentification of
textures, and scorekeeping. Ask
individtmls to count up points to
check counting skills and knowledge
of number tams

Extensions:

The game can be Klapted for
many other classification categories
related to this unit, including foods
that are a particular part of plants. Of

objects that can be classified as
animal, vegetable, or mineral, etc.

MateriaiS: 4 Imp of found materials, eau% containing items of various
textures, sucb at burdock prickly

rock - hard
acorn (bottom) - smooth
flower - Kift
pirw cone - rough
Blackboard and chalk, or paper =I pencils for scosekeeping.

3-11
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5. WHAT PARTS OF A PLANT DO WE EAT?

Snack time can be a learning time, too. As an ongoing activity during the unit, have a
tasting time, during which your students can try and evaluate foods from all the parts
of a plant.

Procedures:

Small group, teacher led

I. Discuss the various pans of a
plant which can be eaten: leaf, root,
stem, flower, seed, fruit. Put one
plant part at the top of a column on
the blickboard or chan paper, and ask
stucknts to name foods which belong
in each column.

2. During the unit, name each
day after a part of a plant, e.g., "Icaf
day: and have a snack each day
which comes from that part of a
plant. You may be able to get
parents to volunteer to bring in the
various foods.

3. As you eat the foods, discuss
with the students what they are
eating and what part of the plant the
food Ls taken from. Encourage the

students to think of other foods that
fit in) the categay of the day. Ask
sturknts about the taste, smell, feel,
color shape, size and sound (breaking
and chewing) of etch item they
choose.

4. Have students record their
preferences, and graph the
infmmatkm. Encourage students to
interpret the graph and practice
comparative language forms by
asking questions such as:

What part of the plant do the
most =lents like?

What food is the favorite in
this class?

What food is liked least?
How many more people liked

strawberries than okra?

Ask the students to think of more
questions to ask one another about
the graph.

Evaluatice:

Select a sample of the questions
about the graph, and ask students to
answez them inrkpendently. Use
taped quanions with a picture answer
sheet kr sualents not yet comfirtable
with reading English.

Extension:

Have a big tasting event on one
day, rather than tasting one plant part
each day. Ask each student to bring
in one edthle plant cooked, or, if raw,
cut in small parts to sham with the
class. Have the gaients categorize
all the foods that they have to
sample. Encourage students from
other countries to bring favorites
from their native cultures to share
with the class.

Materials: Blackboard and chalk ar chart paper and markers.
Knife.
Hammer (for the coconut).
Napkins.
Leaf Day - lettuce, spinach, cabbage.
Root Day - sweet potato, beet, carrot, potato.
Stem Day - broccoli, asparagus, celery.
Flower Day - cauliflower, broccoli.
Seed Day - sunflower, peanut, coconut.
Fruit Day - mato, kiwi, apple.



6. TIE AND DYE WITH PLANTS

Plants not only provide good eating, they also serve as great material for art
projects! In 1:-tis activity, students will make plant dyes and then use them to create
tie-dyed masterpieces.

Procedures:

Small group, teacher directed

I. Work with ore third of the
class at a time to make each dye, and
prepaie fabric for dyeing (the others
can be wirking at centers). Ask
students to name the fruit or
vegetable to be used to make dyes.
Ask the students to tell you what
part of the plant you will use. Lead
a discusskm on how each food
swIls, tastes and looks.

2. Ask the students to tell you
what color the water will be when
each fruit or vegetable is cooked.
Explain that. plants can be used to
make paint or dye.

3. Cut up the items and boil
them for 20 minute& Add salt to the
boiling item to reserve the color
(dyes will still tend to wash out).

4. While dm ions boil, ask
each student to bring hisiher shbt or
material to the gimp. Show the
studems how ki tie air parts of the
material or shirt with rubber bands,
see examples on page 3-14.

5. Once tlw item is boiled,
show the group the dye made in the
process.

6. Cool the dyes completely.
Have the children take the fabric and
dyes outdoors for dyeing. Have the
sudents dip different "banded' parts
of the material into the different dyes.

7. Have the students choose and
name the coke or colors they wish to
use. Talk about the plant and the
part of the plant used to make each
dye. Ask the students who we
finished dippin to undo all the
rubber bands. Admire the beautiful
products, and have the students hang
up their shirts or fabric to chy.

8. Ask the chikhen to write,
dictate or draw stories about the
experience of making dyes and tie-
dyeing. Have the whole class dictate
a story for you to write. You might
choose to fold the paper into fourths,
and show the sozps in the sequerwe of
tie-dyeing.

Materials: Ikn plate.
Three old pots for cooking dye.
5 lemons - yellow.
Btmch of spinach - green.
8 beets - red.
Salt
Water.
Rithber bands.
Knife.
Old white T-shirts (ought from home) or old white sheet, cut into squares.



9. Ask the students to read the
class story or their individual stcwies
to the class. Have students wear
their tie-dyed shins to another class
and ask raw students to explair to
the class how they made their
designs.

Evaluation:

Limn carefully to claims'
responses in the small groups. Do
they know the coke terms? Can
they tell whill part of each plant was
made into dye?

Th "lake. -L-amet or svaey-
weD, whom sermest+ +a 4..

Extension:

If you dyed fabric squares, ycer
may chow to use them as flags or
bampers, to mat than and display
them on the wall, or to glue them
mural canthoard rectangles to make
very attractive covers fee hand-bound
books or plant journals.

3-14
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7. THE LITTLE RED HEN

Children love to don costumes and act out stories! Such activities enhance language
skills and help children learn story structure and sequencing.

Procedures:

Large group, teacher directed

1. Read or tell the story of The
Little Red lien. Encourage the
students to join in as you tell the
story, making predictions about what
the animal will do, and joining in on
repeated phrases.

2. Lead a discussion about the
story that encourages the students to
tell the sevxnce of events. Ask the
students why they think the dog, cat,
and rat did not get any bread.

3. Choose students to play the
pans of the characters in story. Give
them props and costumes to su est
the story action. See illustration
below for costume suggestions.
Encourage the non-actors to
participate as a chorus by joining in
on repeated phrases.

4. Repeat the play with different
students playing the animal roles.

Materials:

The Little Red Ben, by P.
Galdone (or another version)

Seeds.
Tall grass or real wheat stalks.
Sack of flour.
Bread pan.
Markers, chart paper, pencils,

PaPer.
Simple paper costumes

(optional) for dog, cat,
chicken and rat.

Evaluation:

Ask individual students to tell
you the gory at lumh or playground
time, and note the sophistication of
their language and their memory of
story structums and sequence.

Extensions:

3. Provide felt board characters
and felt board in the language arts
learning center so that students can
retell the story to one another.

2. Write an original class story
using the known story structure or
The Little Red Ilen.

3. Encourage students to write or
dictate stories about a task they had
to accompliAL

3-15
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8. HOW A PLANT GROWS: A MURAL

Let everyone in the school krow how much you have learned by making agiant mural
that shows how plants grow.

Procedures:

Small groups, teacimr available

1. Divide the students into small
groups of dwee or four.

2. Discuss the growth ci a plant
with the class and have each group
choose something that day have
learned about plants to describe, e.g.,
the pans of a plant, plants we eat,
how seeds travel, how plants grow

from seechr, what plants members of
this class like to eat, what plants
need in order to grow. Encourage the
students to apply what they have
learned about plants in constructing
the mural.

3. Encourage the students xi
choose which group will do what.
Have each group work on its pan and
then paste the puts on the final
mural. Provirk help when needed in
designing and labeling the mural.

4. Have each student write or
dictate a description of a pro of the
mural. Ma descriptkons and post
them on or near the mural.

Evaluation:

Use this activity as an
assessment or the students'
knowledge of the plant concepm and
vocabulary taught in the unit and
their ability to apply the knowledge
to the construction of the mural and
the writhrg or dictating of the story
about plants.

Materials: Large butcher papas.
Paint.
Cokied chalk
Crayons.
Scissors.
Glue.

Tape,
Paper.
Pencils.
Diffnent colors of constniction papa.
Found materlab (roots, status, knives, seeds, flows).

3- 16
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9. UNIT Ev ALUATION: SOPHY'S GARDEN

In this fmal activity, students listen to a story about growing plants and then answer
questions about what they have learned throughout the unit. Adjust the activity
according to the levels of your students. The assessment may be administered
individually, in small groups or with the full group. Students may read the story
themselves, or it may be read to them.

Procedures:

Large group, small grow
or individual

1. Read the story to the gudems
(or place the tape at the listening
centa, or have students read it
themselves, &pending on )our
students' independence).

2. Ask the questions on the
following page (or have students real
them) and have the students bul*le
in the answers on the answer sheet.

Extensions:

I. Explore a mini-environment
(such as organisms under a rock) and
map dw food chain.

2. Plant a class ganien in pots or
in a plot near the schooL Keep
journals and charts on plant growth,
and celebrate your harvest with a
salad feast

Sophy's Garden

Swhy wanted some fresh canots but she didn't want to get
them from a gcst. She wanted to pow them herself. Sophy
asked ha mother if she would buy some carrot seeds. The next
day when they went to the store ha mom bought the caned
seeds. Sophy could not wait to get home and plant the seeds.

Sophy picked a special sunny place in the back yard for her
girden. Her mom hdped ha dig up the dirt and mix it with
special faith= whkh helps plants glow.

Sophy used the hose to wet the din and then she made link
holes in the ground with ha finga. She nude two straight
lines of holes. Then she dropped one seed in each hole,
coveted each az with dirt and watered it.

Sophy watered her garden every day and pulled up any
weeds that started growing around her garden.

One day she saw tiny green kaves growing. They wae in
two straight lines. Fmally the day caw when her mother said.
"Sophy, your carrots are ready a) be picked? Sopthy was so
excited! She ran to her garden and carefully pulled up all her
carrots. She had twany-four carrots! Sophy could hardly carry
all those carrots to the house. She washed all the cams and
then picked the pettiest one to eat. enmeh-cnmch, it was the
best carrot Sophy had eva eaten!

Materials: Sophy's Garden, the story above..
Picture or verbal answer sheet (see sample on page 3-18).



Questions: 1. Who was the story about?

2. What did Sophy want?

3. What did Sophy ask her mother?

4. What did Sophy do rust?

5. Whin did site do every day?

6. How did Sophy know the camas Vitle stowing?

7. What mak Sophy so excited?

8. How many carrots dki Sophy grow?

Answer shea -Vor run: mae.rs

3,E2sw)

1. aophy the 413 &buy
0 0

(-try tahoe 5 CaCVLIDA

0 0

J.
wt. itatv

o
-lazy

scgas0

V

4.

Artsvier sheet -Foy recukrs
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LEARNING CENTERS

CaEATING A LEARNING-CENTERED CLASSROOM

Learning centers are integral to this unit. In the centers, children discover and verify
unit concepts while they practice unit language. Since some teachers are not familiar
with managing a classroom with learning centers, this section includes suggestions for
setting up the physical environment for learning centers, teaching children to use the
centers, grouping children for centers, and scheduling center use.

Setting up the Physical Environment

Learning centers demand a versatile mon design that
allows for full group insinrction, small group instruction,
and independent activities of individuals, pairs, and small
groups of children at centers. The sample room design,
on page 3-20, shows such a versatile classroom. Because
centers are to be used by students without direct teacher
supervisim they should be designed to make their use and
purposes clear to students. Label centers clearly with
numbers or rebus symbols. Make the locations of
materials within the centers clear by using picture labels,
so students can easily find things and put them away.

Teaching Children to Use the Centers

At the beginning of the unit, introduce the activities
for each learning center to small groups of students. You
may choose to divide the class into three groups. Two of
the groups can work en independent teacher assigned
activities while you are introducing the centers to the
other group. The students can be rotated at short intervals
until all groups have had the center explanations.
Although a paraprofessional or perent volunteer would be
very helpful in managing the centers with young children,
careful design et activities, which children should be able
to do independently, and careful introd-ction of these
activities will permit you to manage this classroom alone.
Thorough instruction in center procedures and sevend "dry
runs" will help children become competent center users.

Grouping Children for Centers

To provide the best language learning opportunities in
centers, group the students yourself. Pay special attention
to separat-mg nationalities as much as possible so that
children will lave to speak English to communicate.
Place strong language models in each group if at all
possible.. For independent work at the centers, groups of
about four work best.

Scheduling Center Use

A center Group Assignment Board (see example on
page 3-72) enables the students u) fmd their assigned
groups for each day. Each shape represents a group
assignment. Each group has its own rotation b4...'Fid,.1e.
Few example, the "Hearts" will go to centers 3, 4, 8, 6, 5
on the day shown in the example. Students are assigned
to a different shape each day so that they will have a
chance to use all the craters. Students' names are moved
to the next pocket at the end of each do,. If necessary,
students can take their rotatizin schedules with them to the
centas in the form of tags to be wom amend their necks
(see example below).



Appendix

To roura groups from center to center, have the
groups wor); in the first learning centa assignment
for a designated period of time. At a peedetermined
signal (bell, flickering lights, drum, special recoul,
etc.), the groups move to the next center. Eact day
a different student can be assigned to give the
signal.

You and any helpers you may have
(paraprofessional, parent volunteer, older student
volunteer, more proficient sttwlenk) function as
facilitators during center time. Actively observe,
interact and assess the students as they week in the
centers. You can make a simple skills checklist
and use it along with individual conferences to
evaluate each student's progress.

Students will also enjoy scene opportunities to
choose to spend extra time at favorite centers. Keep
some of the centers open during free choice periods
of the day, or schedule a "choice day" once a week.

Cemier AsswInten±

LANGUAGE ARTS CENTER

Grab Bag Lotto

Trifle LEA! ^cool

Pi NE
1KELOVE FLovia. LOOTS

Maimicals:

Paper bag containing 5 duplicates of six objects and
other assorted objects, e.g., leaves, twigs, etc.
24 - 3 x 5 cards with names of objects (Use
pictures for non-readers).

Err..h object has four identical cards.
4 lotto boards with a different word for each square

represented on the cards (see illustration).

Emszabmw

Each siudent draws a card, reads the card and reaches
in the grab bag to fmd the object. The student puts the
object cm his/her board. The student who completes
hister board first is the winner.

3-22
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Communication Game

2 lunch bags with matched sets of six found objects
(leaves, flower, root, etc.).

2 pieces of paper (8 112" x 11") with a circle drawn
at the top and a triangle at the bccom.

1 piece of poster board to use as a partition.
Written direction cards kr readers.

Etgosium

This game is played by two studems yaw sit with a
poster board screen between them, blocking vision. One
student is "it" and gives the other student directions for
putting the items film the bag on the paper while he/she
is phwing the items in the same position on his/her paper.
The directions can be read from teacher-ma& cards, or can
be made up by the direction-giver. When all items are
placed, the students compare their papers and discuss the
results. The students then switch roles.

c Pi mita.

Can You Find It ?

Matt&

Appendix

2 ltuch bags with matched sets of
textured found objects (e.g., pine ems).

Emabas

The student who is "it" places his/her hand in the bag
raid, without looking in the bag, describes the object
he/she is touching. The ether student feels in the bag to
find the object that matches the description. When the
maser is ready, helshe says "1 feel it," and they take the
objects out simultamously. When a match is made, the
guesser becomes "it."

Parts of the Plant

Maierials

4 bags of found materials (leaf, stem, root,
seed, flower).

1 game board.
1 spinner.

brad=
This gam can be played by two or four players. The

students take turns spinning and fusling the item which
matches the spinner wad and plawing the item on the
correct space on the game board. The game is west by the
fust student who has placed all his/her items on the board

FOUND 1'1045
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Flower in the Pot

amrhala:

Teacher-made flowers and flower pots (see sample).

Email=

Students match capital and lower case letters,
beginning sounds with letters, ending sounds with letters,
andAr rhyming words by pictures. Students place flowers
in the pots. Activities are self-checking, with answers on
the back of each flower.

Clothespin Match

Materials

Large, teacher-made flowers with pictures on each
petal (see example).

Clothespins in 3 different boxes.

Students use the clothespins to match the rhyming
picture, beginning or ending letter. Activity is self-
checking with answers on the inside top of each box of
clothespins.

"guns
ES:==C1
rival

What am I?

Maiszials:

Picture cards of fruits, vegetables, tree, leaf,
flower, acorn, etc.

Safety pins.

Pn =gums

1. Introduce the center by reviewing the names of the
items on the picture cards. Encourage students to describe
the parts of the plants shown, and to discuss the parts of
the fruit and vegetable plants that are men.

/ Have the students sit in a circle. Choose one
student to be "it." Pin a picture on the suxienes back.
Explain that the other students must give clues to what
plant et plant wirts "it" wears without actually naming
the item.

3. "It" must try to guess what is on the picture. Help
the students provide hints until "it" is successful, and then
give another student a turn. Cmninue until everyone has
had a turn.

Egcnsion:

Have students make their own sets of picture cards so
that they can take them home and play the game with
family members.
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Shapes of Nature

Materials:

MATH CENTER

Teacher-made shape board (a laminated poster board
with black line shapes of various sizes, see
example).

I bag of found materials you have seleced to
=respond to the shapes on the board (e.g.,
leaves, twigs, etc.).

haulms:

This game can be played with two, three, or four
students. The students take turns picking an object from
the bag, telling the name., shape and size of the object and
placing it on the board. The game is over when all
objects ate used.

Appendix

Egg Carton Graphs

2 egg carols with tops cut off.
2 bags each with 2 sus of objects of different

quantities (e.g. 4 pine =es, 2 leaves).
2 bags each with 2 sets of objects of equal number

(e.g. 3 acorns, 3 seed pods).

PmsaturAs

Students can work alone or in pairs phwing the like
objects together. Students then place like objects in the
egg carton starting a tin bottom on each side. Students
orally interxet the results. They may also draw the graph
al PaPer.

3-25
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Sorting and Classifying

Magda ls:

1 bag of found materials (rocks, seeds, leaves, etc.).
Plain paper.
Pencils.
Crayons.
Large-squtve graph paper, 8 1/2 x 11.

Pascdim:

1. In the first part of this activity, stndents wait in
pairs sating and classifying the objects in the bag
according to their characteristics. Stedents record their
findings by drawing or writing how many of each object
they found.

"Owes

wont"

2. In the second part of this activity, students make a
graph of the findings. Using the paper ruled for the graph,
!he students draw or write the word for each category. The
students then record the informatico by coloring in one
squares per object, or drawing one object in each squam.

3. After students have completed their graphs, ask
them specific questions which require interpretation of the
graph such as, 'How many more seeds than pine cones did
you find?"

Measuring

hisuids:

Meter sticks.
Rulers (with inches and centimeters).
Plastic cube snap blocks or small "Lege blocks.
Pencils.
Paver.
1 bag of stem, grasses, twigs of various lengths.

En1QMill=

Stndents work in pairs finding the lesigest and shcatest
objects. Then the sunlents measure mid record their
findings, using the units of measure that they best
understand. Young children can use blocks tx cubes.
(Older students might ise rulers in inches or centimeters.)
The students =mil their findings by tracing t.l.e object on
a piece of paper and writing its measurement.

3-26
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SCIENCE CENTER

Weighing

Bala=
2 paper cups.
1 bag of found materials (worns, pine cones, etc.).
Paper and pencil.

accullwa:

Allow pairs of students time to expkre the balance
using the found materials. Then give each student a
constant (e.g., a paper cup with 2 acorns) and ask them to
rind the objects that, when put in the cup on the other side
of the balance, will make it balance. Students compare a
variety of materials to experience making iredictions and
then record their findings.

= (Aioctcirlig

cocks,

What is Inside?

Ma Wriala:

jar of large fresh lima bean seeds(soaked overnight).
magnifying glass.

Paper towels.
Plastic knife.
Pencil.
Paper.

Emodurra:

Have students work in pairs to find what is inside the
seed Given the materials, they must experiment to find
the answer. (They will find a tiny plant embryo.)
Students make predictions and discuss the outcome. They
may draw and ,airite about their findings.

Parts of a Plant

Materials:

Appendix

One whole plant (e.g., a weed with flower,
leaf, stem, root).

Large teacber-made puzzle of a plant (14 pieces).

Madams:

1. Introduce tlx center by reviewing the parts of a
plant. Show the students the weed and ask them to point
to the flower. While pointing to the stem ask the
students if they know what it is called. Supply the terms
when there is no correct response.

2. The students put the plant puzzle together. As
they fmd pieces, they identify what part of the plant they
found.

Find the Seeds

Any seed pads.
Flowers.
Tall grasses.
Fruit (Avocado, apple, orange, tomato).
Vegetables (bean, potato).
Plastic knives.
Potting soil.
Cups.
WOW.

Prsaslats

Have students find the seeds in the collection of
materials and compare them according to characteristics.
Students may plant some of the seeds they have found.
Ask the students question about their findings, e.g.,
"Which seeds are edible?" "Which seed was the biggest?'
"Which plant had the most seeds?" "What does the setxl
need to help it grow?"
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Pattern Printing

Different colors of liquid tempera paint.
1 bnsh for each color.
Paper.
Found materials (seed pods, accan tops, bark,

mcks, leaves).

Email=
Sem:tents brush the found objects with paint and press

ce. stamp them on paper to make a penult

Weaving

Maxiii is:

Cokred burlap in rectangular shapes.
Found materials (twigs, grasses, pine straw, etc.).

Erceedunts:

&Warts weave found materials into the burlap.
When weavings are finished, wrap the top over a twig
and gltw. Use yam to hang the tapestry.

Appendix

Create a Plant Picture

Metals

Colored papa.
Scissms.
Crayons.
Pencils.
Glue.
Chart of pans of a plant.

Plead=

To introduce tie center, have students help you label
the parts of a plant (roots, stem, leaves, flower, seed) on
the charL Display the chart at the center. Students work
in small groups of five at the center. To make a group
Own picture, each student chooses a pan of the plant.
The student draws that part mid cuts it out. The parts are
then assembled and glued on a large piece of paper. The
students label their pan of the plant and hang the finished
product in the classroom.

3-29
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Appendix

The Carrot Seed

litacnals:

LISTENING CENTER

The Carrot Seed, by Ruth Krauss.
Tape recorder.
Earphones and jack fcr tape recorder.
Teacher-made cassette tape recording of the story.
Questions abaft the story, on the tape.
Paper.
Pencils.
Crayons.

Emma=

Studems listen to the recorded story and answer
questions about the stay by drawing pictures, writing the
answer, or "bubbling in" the =wets on an &fewer sheet
prepared by you. Yee may incluck on the tape
instructions for folding paper into eighths and numbering
boxes to make an answer sheet, and for turning the tape
recorder on and off to allow time fcc students to follow
instnictions.

Extensiaos:

See the reference list for other books that would be
appropriate for the listening center.

Plant Words

Materials:

Sample quegions:

I. Who was the stay about?
2. What was the stay about?
3. What did the boy do first?
4. What did the boy do next?
S. What did the link boy do every day?
6. Who believed the carrot would grow?
7. What happened at the end of the story?
8. What did yas think would happen?

WRITING CENTER

Pencils.
Crayons.
Paper.
Seeds in container.
Teacher-made word cards of plant unit vocabulary

and picture.
Box of sand (or sand table from kindergarten).
Large pictures of flowess, trees, vegetable garden,

fields, etc.

Punt=
To introduze this center, elicit plant wads fran

students and write them on the cards, adding an identifying
sketch Using the word cards as models, students write
the words with seeds in a box of sand. Then students may
write the word and draw the picture on a piece of paper.
Students may also write or dictate a sentence or story
about one of the pictures.
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Appendix

DRAMA CENTER

The Seed Store

Sign for "Seed Store."
Sips for 'war alx1 "closed."
Picture price list.
Real or play money.
Seed packages.
Different kinds of dried beans in bowls with woops.
Cash register sign with pictures of items and prices.
Old wallets and purses for custom's.
Paper lunch bags.

}Nog=
Demongrate the roles and interactions for the class

before having children uw the center. Students play the

roles of customer, cashier and clerk as they buy and sell

the seeds. The caAier takes the money and gives change.
The clerk greets the custom., gets the order, and puts it
in a bag. The clerk tells the cashier what the person is
buying. The students exchange roles and practice the
language used in each of the roles.

3-31
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Appendix

Seed Candy

Matcrial

COOKING CENTER

Rebus recipe on chart paper.
Bowls.
Measuring spoons.
Plastic knife.
Mixing spoon.
Ingredients fix recipe (coconut, hulled sunflower

seeds, peanut butter, hcemy).
Waxed paper.
Napkins.
Paper towels.
Sponge.
Dish towel.
Liquid dish detergent.

Banda=

1. During the introducdon of the center, denmnstrate
the recipe with a "dry nm." Make stav that each student
has a role and participates in the cooking. Emourage
students to talk about the =ell, feel and taste of the candy
while they prepam and enjoy it. As students wash the
dishes, encourage them to discuss how they help at home,
the jobs they hie to do, and how proud they are of their
amomplishmeats.

2. Hconefun : Su:dents take a piece of candy and a
copy of the rebus recipe home to share and discuss with
family.

2.

041) 15EED GAUDY0
Coconui

CfrstutAower se.exis

fi

peanut baler
holey

wea.

Rake it 'tvito a l03.

Cat k .16 stice5. 0 0
ENV!
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TERRARIUM TURN-ON

What would you say to some fun acfivities that killed three birds with one stone? Being
a good science teacher, you'd say, "Are you crazy? If every teacher killed three birds,
the State of Georgia could have an ecological imbalance, and we would be setting a
terrible example for our students!" And you would be rigtt. What would you say to a
unit full of fun activities that teaches science concepts, math concepts, and helps your
ESL students with English and social adjustment? That's more hie it. Let's have some
fun.

The main activity of this unit is making a
terrarium. In this process, students will have a
chance to get their hands on mud, sand, rocks,
snails, plants and other appealing materials.
They will also have the fun of acting out life
cycles and snails' walks. They will get to make
charts, graphs, pictures and stories. Me
activities are designed to peak student interest,
teach science and math, and encourage the
development of language. Because of their active

involvement, students will have fun and shared
discovery on their minds. This will help students
to relax and enjoy acquiring language and science
conFepts while teachers relax and enjoy condtwt-
ing interesting multi-leveled teaching activities.

This unit has been developed for English-
speaking and limited English-speaking students
in grades four, five or six. Students of mixed
proficiency levels can be included in all activities.



TERRARIUM TURN-ON
OBJECI1VES

Activities Objectives Unit 4 / Grades 4 - 6

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 MATHEMATICS

Identifies different names for numbers: whole numbers and fractions (GBC 4, 5,6).*

Compares numbers - whole numbers and fractions (GBC 4, 5, 6).

Locates points on a grid (GBC 4).

Selects appropriate units of measurement (GBC 4, 5, 6).

Determines amounts of money up to S20 (GBC 4).

Adds, subtracts, multiplies and divides with whole numbers and fractions (GBC 4..5, 6).

Selects appropriate operations for given situations (GBC 4, 5, 6).

Solves word pmblems (GBC 4, 5, 6).

Organizes and interprets data in charts, 'ables and graphs (CBC 4, 5, 6).

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 scw.NCE

Compares objects by special charactetistics (CRC 4).

Recnnizes and identifies evidence. of interdependence of living things (OBC 4, 5, 6).

Collects and writes information in tables, charts and graphs (CRC 4, 5, 6).

Reads information in tables, charts and graphs (GBC 4, 5, 6).

identifies the effects of soil/water interaction: observes rainwater, steam (GBC 4).

Deft= water cycle and related weather fiienomena (OBC 6).

Demonstrates heat and light as change agents (GBC 6).



'TERRARIUM TURN-ON
OBJEcnvEs

Activities Objectives
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 LANGUAGE

15.le 1211.
1121,

0

IIIIIIII
I.Mo.
5PLII
MI
3 .5

Ie. .5
111=15EMII.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Unit 4 / Grades 4 - 6

Determines meaning of unknown welds when heard in context (GBC 4, 6).

Uses conventkmal language panerm (GBC 4).

Recognizes explicitly and implicitly stated main ideas, details, IMMO= of events and
cause-effect relationships (GBC 4, 6).

Makes generalizations and draws conclusions (GBC 4).

Makes Fedictions and comparisons (GBC 4).

Recognizes the relevance of data (GBC 6).

Reads and interprets different types of material: books, newspapers, charts, gra* and
tables (GBC 5).

InterFets basic instructions and labeling infwmation (GBC 5).

Demonstrates understancring of specialized vocabularies relating to subject areas (GBC 6).

Selects appropriate wo:d usage (GBC 4, 5).

Summarizes information from a variety of sources on one topic (GBC

ART

Creates artworks using a variety of color, shapeafforms, sizes, textures, and space
wrangements (GBC 4, 5, 6).

Qeates artworks by overlapping objects and by making objects rangier and higher on
the picture ((BC 4, 5. 6).

Generates creative ideas thtough expabnentsion with afferent art materials, tools and
techniques (GBC 4).

PHYSICAL EDUCATION

Paforms basic locomotor skill combinations (GBC 4, 5).

Participates in inclividual, partner and group games (GBC 4, 5, 6).

*Georgia Bask Curriculum Objective for cited grade level(s).
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Science Fun Chart-

Names
,

Terry

Steve
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,

Joe

Tarnieg
-i

Fa rzanell

Aston

Rico

Nhan

Clair
-
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7. SCIENCE FUN CHART

The Science Fun Chart is one of the charts that will go up on your bulletin board as part
of this unit It is an example of how you aixl your students can recoid data. The chart
previews the unit for students who will appreciate tlx security and excitement of
blowing a little bit about what is coming next. The chart will also introduce activities
in reading and using charts by keeping a simple record of accomplishments, and will
give the students motivation and confidence to tackle dm more difficult charts later on.
It may even encourage school attendance!

Procedures:

Laige poop, teacher directed
Snail gnaws

1. Explain the chmt Note that
the Scboce Pim auut and the
Vocabulary Chart both list dm names
of all the students, but names are
listed in opposite °Wets on the two
charm This will help students learn
to read one another's names without
order cues. Besides, those students at
the end of the alphabet hie to be first
once in a while.

2. Each day as students complete
the activity Aar the day let them tape
symbob up on the chart beside their
names and =ler the ns ne of the
activity.

Evaluation:

This chart will help you to keep
a record of who has competed
activities. Notice students who miss
activities and get behind, and provide
Veda! helP (PethaPs a Pee*

Extension:

You may wish to let students
who finish an activity early help you
to make the symbols for the next
daY.

Materials: Science Pim Chart on Poster Board (see sanyle on pege 4451
Cutouts to symbolize activities (see sample on page 44)



2. ROCK HUNT

This activity will kick off the unit, building in an element of suspense. Insteul of
starting with a straightforward explanation from the teacher, the unit begins with a fun
physical activity the Rack Hunt which will peak interest and launch the students
into the world of graphs awl chaits. Tlw Rock Hunt will also help to create an open
environment for language exchange and to introduce three types of graphs; picture,
cimle, and bar. Each student will have a chaire to make a graph of each type.

Procedures

Large group, teacher dkected
Small gawp
httlivkkad

Preparationc

I. Put desks in groups of four or
five or plan to seat students four cc
five to a table.

2. Have powers on a bulletin
board under a big sign that says
"DATA COLLECTION CENTER."
Do this before students arrive.

3. Divkle 100 stones into
grouPs cf Z 3, 4, or 5. Put the
stones in bags, tk neatly and
place them in nooks and crannies
all over the classroom.

Material=

4. If students notice a hidden
bag or ask about posters. wink and
say only what's manly to keep
the teas= in place until die gams
begins. Tty to build curiosity.

The fim begins

5. Give each student a jar
labelled with his or her name. Tell
the students that over the nest two
weeks they'll have fun filling the
jars. Ask them if dwy can think
anything that would fit in the jaw.
Discuss size and shape. Encourage
language.

6. If the students mention the
bms of stones, begin the game (te.
begin when die &cession lags).
Have each student find one beg and
bring it back to empty imo his or
her jar.

7. Have tlunn scramble to find
the rest. Encourage Imiguage as day
go. "CM, Hwig his three bagsr
"Do you have any Ondy?" etc.

8. After the search, count the
stones in die jars. Giveaprizeto
the one with the most stales, if you
him

9. Recad your data on the
*nue graph. Ask a confidem
student to come to the "Data
Collectian Center" and fmd his or her
name. Beside the name, let the
student draw as many Hide stones as
lz or she found. °mime having
students avoid their results on the
graPh.

100 small stones.
String or ribbon.
Small plastk bags (20 .
Seisms.
Quairucdon Paw.
Ghia.
Madters or crayons.
hes (one for each surdas - our cafeteria saved enough large glass jars for

everyone in die class).
Thee prepared posters (see samples - large versions of Neckline masters).
Prepared student copies o Macklin* mamas (see sanyles).



10. Discuss the graph. Ask
students how many stones differs*
studaus fotmd. Ask if the chart has
data for each one. Ask if ifs easy b..)
understand. (Pictures will be of
differ= sires.) Suggest that other
ways ri recording data me even easier
to tmderstand.

11. Call on studaus to help you
fill in the circle graph. Have each
pick a cokr and fill in sections of the
graph to equal the munber of rocks
collected.

12. After the graph is filled, ask
questions about the graph, e.g.,
"Limb, how many stones did Jay
find?"

13. Make filling in the bar graph
a dass project.

14. After all three graphs are
=pine, have the child= wmk in
small grows to make a picture
graph, a bar graph, and a circle graph.
Students can use data from the group

for the *nue mph. Encourage
ther I to help each other. Did you
place nadve English-speaking
Modems and LEP (Limited English
Proficiency) students in mixed
groups? Good Weal Nave students
cut out little bags or "stones" and
paste them in reice. Always put
fewer rids= and bottles in a group
than the munber of students, so that
they will have to communicate to
sham, e.g., "Please pas the glue."
"Thant you."

Evaluation:

The students should have
completed three graphs on their own.
Have extra copkts on hod fix
students who need a) correct ems.
By working in groups, students will
observe and check one another. You
should circulate among students and
discnss work in each group. Check
for comprehension. The graiAts will
show you whether students have
g.asped the lemon content.

4-9

Extensions:

1. Rem to the circle graphs
and st& abom "one htuirketkh" of the
whole circle, to lead into a discussion
et percentage. Ask lots of oral
(potions about the hunt. "What
percent rld Joe find?" "What percent
dkl your what group fmdr 'Van
you add percents? 'Tell me who has
a Imga percent, Hugh or Thuyr
*Rico, who has the smalleu percent?
That's right," etc.
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CIRCLE GRAPH

Color pieces of the circle to show how many stones you found.
Use different colors to show how many stones your friends found.
Write names outside the circle and use arrows to show which
circle pieces go to each name.
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3. TERRARIUM TEASER

To heighten student interest, tell them that during this unit they will get to fill their
own jars with little ecosystems. We hope someone asks, "What's that'?" This lesson
will explain how the tenurium keeps plants and animals alive. It will introduce new
vocabulary and science concepts. The vocabulary chart and the promise of making a
terrarium will be sure to hold the interest of the students.

Procedures:

Large greaP

Enazsmixr

I. Decide which key wads and
concepts you will focus on. Keep a
list of key words beside you as you
;cooed to make sue you use them
alL

2. Have students sit in a
semicircle wound a tabk or desk near
the bulletin board (Data Collectiod
Center). You will be demonstrating
and writing on a poster on the board.

3. Begin by saying tha the jars
will be used to make teffariums.
Write the word "terrarium' on the
vocabulary chart Ask what a
terrarium is. Field .answers and
expand correct ideas. Gently correct
any erfOleOUS idea.

4. When you or a student use a
key word, wrke it on the vocabulary
chart. Explain its use later. For
now, just make sure the worch are
posted as they are used.

5. Discuss the water cycle that is
mated in the tamrium. Encourage
discusskm on the water cycle in our
Georgian envircemem, includirs
concepts of rain, rivers, water table,
evaporation, etc. Ask, "Do we share
water with plants and animalsr

6. Discuss the air. Ask, "Do we
share the air and the sunr Discuss
photosynthesis and the cycle of
oxygen and carbon dioxide. It's
exciting to learn how we share air,
for example. "Did you know the
plants have to Ineathe, but they &aft
uSe the same part of the air we dor
Continue with your explansica
Make it sound wonderful and
amazing (because it is!). Keep
student involvement high by asking
questions and encouraging
comments.

Materials:

7. When you feel you have done
well with your group discussion,
bpgin an experiment. Put out the
tine extra jam.

8. Show students soil, sand,
stones, gravel, plans and water in a
pitcher. Tell them you want to make
a good home for the plant. Ask for
suggestions as to kw you might
layer the soil, sand, stones and gravel
to make the plan happy. Accept
suggestimts. Call on each student
for some idea.

9. Seale on three different
layering theories, e.g., soil, sand,
stones; sand, stones, soil; and stones,
sand, soil.

10. Have the students set up
each suggested sequence in a jar.
Have different students add different
items. Fill each of the three
experimental jars differently.

Vocabulary chart (see saffade on page 4-14).
Medium and small stones.
Sand.
sail.
Weeds and moss.
Measuring cups.

Plastic wrap.
Rubber band.
Wavar in a pitcher.
Large is.
Three medium-sized jars.
Gravel.
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11. Finally, experiment. Add
the same unman (say 1(2 cup) of
water to each jar. Three different
students should panicipaz in this
phase of the experiment.

12. Observe and discuss marks.
Which is the best lune for plants?*
Lead students to the conclusion that
the best layering is larger stones,
gravel, sand, soil, plants!

13. Now Troceed to make a
sample terrariwn. Tell students to
watch carefully, because they will
get to make their own in a few days.
Have a different student add each
item, and talk about each item as it
is added. "Tbe sand is soft; tlz soil
is muddy or grainy; the water is
cool." Try to have each student do
something, e.g., pit in five rocks,
measure water, or pow water. When
the students finish, applaud the group
effest!

14. By now all your key words
are on the chart. Direct the attention
of the group to the chart. Explain

that you hope all the students will
use the words on the than. They
will get to record their own muds. If
they use a word and a friend hears it,
dwy each get a triangle. The one
who hem the word will get to fill
both triangles. Any time dwing
science class students may go to the
Data Center to fill in triangles. You
may wish to give incentives ti start
things off. For examp le. each
student who fills in 10 triangles (or
15 or 20) might receive a special
plant for his or her maxim.

Evaluation:

The science concepts introduced
in this activity will be reinforced and
evaluated in activities due will
follow. The vocabulary worth are
self-evaluatod They will filter into
the students listening, speaking, and
reading vocabularies as they continue
checking off the than throughout die
unit. They will appear in written
work towards the end of the unit.

Extensions:

This lesson asks for a lot of
concentration. You will need to
judge how well students ere absorb-
ing information and avoil over-kill.
Keep wklitional activities mfigmal,
but ride the wave if excitement is
high-

1. Have chug; or picture
diagrams of cycles that students can
take home to color.

2. Discuss the different eco-
sysums hare in Georgia. Have
students make *trues of woodlands,
mountain Wide" bogs, marshes,
swamps, or semi-aquatic ecosystems.
Georgia is a state wonderfully rich in
diverse ecosysons.



4. THE PLAY'S THE THING: DRAMA DAY

Students have heard an explanation of how a terrarium maintains life, but they
probably have not internalized this information. By acting out the cycle involved, the
stucknts will have a chance to understand the exchange of clemicals and the cycles that
keep our interdependent earth humming. This activity starts with teacher's directions
but becomes student directed.

Procedures:

Urge grow, btacher directed
Small, independent gimps

1. Using the full group, select a
first cast of players, and have the rest
of the class serve as audience. Have
the "sun" don the rays and ascend to a
chair standing gloriously above the
others. (You may wish to give this
honor to a shy child who needs
confidence.) Have the "plant" root
itself in the soil and bedeck itself
with leaves. Keep extra leaves and
tape nearby. Have the "bunny" put
on ears and wiggle its nose.

2. Of course the sun is the
energizer. Tne sun sends energy to
the leaves. Have the sun make a
funny energy move that the leaf can
copy to show that it has the energy
and is involved in photosynthesis.
The leaf takes a card labelled carbon
dioxide from the "air," pretends to

suck in some water and minerals
from its TOMS in the soil, and from
these sources adds a new kaf and
gives oxygen (turning the card over)
back to the air. Now the bunny hops
by mai takes tk oxygen with a big
breath and nibbles on the leaf. The
"bunny" turns the cards over and
gives the carbon dioxide back to the
"air."

3. This play can be acted out
witivaut talking SO shy students will
be willing a) try IL The first time
through you may wish to bell the
story while students have fun acting
it out. Then get a new cast of actors
and have a student be the storyteller.
Continue to take turns acting and
tell ing.

4. Before interest wanes, stop
the play and give the students a
picture of the oxygen/carbon dioxide
cycle. Have them fill in the words
and color the pictures.

Materials: (Students will enjoy helping to make prvps.)

Evaluation:

Each narrator will display his or
tser understanding of the cycle of
events as the telling of the story
proceeds. To check the urKlerstanding
of other students, go around and look
at their pictures. Those pictures are
really "fill in the blank" tests. You
can make them more demanding by
providing less information, or easier
by listing ar, "answer bank" of terms
on the board.

Extension:

Make another play showing the
water cycle in the terrarium. Act out
temperature changes, condenguion,
precipitation, etc.

Conant&
Sure plastic headband with pwer rays.
Pim: plastic headband with real or paper leaves.
Anima plastic headband with paper bunny ears.
Air: blue or white net "vale

Props:
Soil: poster board with drawings of dirt, water and two footprints.
Paper leaves with attached tape - or perhaps a stapled leaf necklace
Straight pins
10 index cards, "oxygen" cm one side, "carbon diordrk" on the other

Duplicated blackline master of the scene
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THE PLANT CYCLE
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5. TERRARIUM COLLAGE

By making collages, students will have a chance to review assembly procedures
before they get their hands on dwir real terrarium materials. This art project will
also provide a fun, relaxed atmosphere to encourage oral language use. Your
encouragement and acceptance will help all the students feel good about their efforts.

Pmcedures:

Small group, indual

I. In this activity, students will
work cooperatively in small groups
to produce individual results-

2. Draw a large scale oudine of
a jar on the board.

3. Working flom the Wizen of
the jar on up, have students take
turns showing what the steps are in
the construction of the terrarium.
(See sample below.) Have them
draw on the board and label their
conuibu-tions. They may want to
sign their work.

4. Have studems make their
collaps. Suggest that they cut out
and practice positioning their collage
pleas before they actually apply the
glue.

5. Cuculate among stu(knts to
ask questions and to mourage
imeraction. Compliment student
efforts often.

Evaluation:

This activity gmhically slums
you how clearly each student
understand.; de consuuction ci the
terrarium. Always have extra
materials and cardboard around in case
of &aster. (For example, if the
student places the plant under the
sand, you'll need another plant!)

Extensions:

I. You may wish to have a few
special items that a student who
fiddles this terrarium early could
distribute to other students. FOT
exam*, should Beth finish first,
have her take some clear sequins
amund to other students. The
sequins could be used to show water.
They could be added to the soil,
hidden in the rocks or condensed on
the lid at the top.

2. Give awards to students for
wondedul wodc. The awards might
be link fake rubbery insects or
wcrms to be glued on the collage.
Have as many awards as students.
Give each award for a different honor:
beta use of cokr, happiest snail, hest
sand, most stones, etc.

Material: Scissors (one less than number of students per table).
Glue (one hot& per five students).
Crayons.
SwSches of fabric (Hawaiian prints for leaves, grey felt for rocks,

Mae felt for water, etc.).
Magazines (to cut up for pictures of itants, sand, soil cm).
Cardboard squares (four to a poster board - each with an outline of a jar on it).
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6. COLLECTION DAY

In collecting plant life for your terrariums, make sure you do not decimate the school
yard, the forest or Dad's garden. Carefully stmcture the collection activity. Even
weeds are part of the ecosystem, so help the students proceed with caution. Some of the
collecting will be done at school, but other items can cane from home. If many of
your students are aparttnent and city dwellers, get in touch with a nursery, plant shop,
or the city park and ask for cast-offs or inexpensive plants and skip the Homefun
activity. Although cities don't always abound in plant life, we are lucky in Georgia.
Even our largest city is known for its greenery. And right in the heart of the city,
green plants, trees, weeds and, yes, even poison ivy, grow abundantly.

Procedurec

Small groups

Preparadon:

1. Check with the gmund aew
at your school. Ask where there may
be weeds thre need to be cleared.
Clover may txx be appealhm beside
the flag pole, but it wall be *banning
under glass. Ask pennissice to
remove a little moss frcen a tree
trunk. Scout the territory before you
twins on the troops. Know the
location of poison ivy!

2. On C.ollectkm Day, write this
poem on the board. (kcaiusfnMnan
erivi1011211011tay Male teaCIZT 601111
my elementmy school days.)

Pick, you must, one flower farz,
If nine more are he in place.
Tusi9 fees square mum hold this many.
Otherwise, look and don't pick any.

Author Unknown

3. Have fun wbh the poem. Try
choral reading, assigning Ikea, read-
ing in paha, snanceizthg one lbe
only, acting out while you read, etc.
After a few Wayne the poem will
isobably be nemodzed. Encourage
students to and folbw its rule.

4. Preview the field trip. You
will be identifying (but not toucling)
potion ivy. Newcomers to Cam*
may not know how important it is to
how about this mew vine. Explain
that where you find moss (on the
northern side ci a tree trua) you will
try to take only a tenth. When you
see weds, you will take them all (if
the ground crew has appoved).
WI= you see other weeds, you will
apply the rule of the poem. Count
ten, take one. Remember, you need
to remove roots!

Flekl Trip Procedures:

5. Cc4lection begins. If you
have an aide and/or parent helpers,
assign each adult to a small group of
students. If you are on your own, as
usual, enjoy the whole csowd.
Check out poison ivy first. Explain
that the cil on the leaves raodwes
the rash. Move on to known
locations of dandy specimens. Apply
the advice of the ground crew to
weds and where you see other
specimens apply the rule in the
poem. Only take weeds. Have
students go about in groups of four.
When each student has a bag with
scenething in it, return to the
classroom.

6. On the way indoms, stop by
the tearooms for serious hand
washings with soap and water, just
in case a few of the students have
closed in on scene poison ivy.

Matabgs: Plastic ins.
Nen took,
Shallow pans.
Potting so&
Toothpicks.
Pcer.
Reference becks fa pilot Meow. catkin.
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Mgr the trip:

7. Once in the classroom, you
om identify and classify your plams.
Using reference books when
necessary, make a pictum gra0 on a
poster bond to show how many
specinens you have of each type
(five patches of moss, seven little
clover plants, four small clumps of
honeysuckle). Post the graph.

8. Put students' names on
toothpick flags and label tlw speci-
mens as you plant them overnight in
the shallow pans which serve as
holding tanks.

9. Honr..fim: Preview the
Hconefim wavily with the students.
You may wish to make individual
copies of the guidelines. Ask
students to solicit the help of their
parents in selecting weeds for their
teriariums. This is a chance for
parents to get students to weed flower
beds! Make sure that they do not go
to the woods and rob Georgia of its

wildflowers and roe ferns! The wild
strawberries growing in the velptable
garden, the cbver, the =brass, and
the dandelions will be fine speci-
MIMS. Suggest that students taing
their phuns to school in phis*
merged= tubs cc old peanut butter
jars. (If you soul homework lists
home at the beginning of esch
send word about this Mmeftm
activity and have =dents bring in
their fmds over the first fou days of
the unit)

Evaluation:

This activny really does not bear
a rigid evaluation approach. You can
consider yourself successful if these
are no poison ivy rashes on finger%
no wins damaged, and no students
withoo some green plants. It is
such a joy to Ste how students truly
love nature. Just calling a dandelicm
one's own can Icing a smile to a
child.

4-21
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Extensions:

I. In an urban environment, a
preananged trip to a nursery that has
suppliss of left over or damaged
plants would be great fun.

2. Buy sone plants fium a local
store or ftum the local Extension
Savke. Little plants tue not
expensivie. (Can you use P.T.A.
funds?) Have a plant audio) in
class. Students may bid favors or
services. bid three waste basket
emptyins!" "I bid four trips to the
office to carry messages!" "I bid one
pictuse to use as a get well card for
the cafeteria motager!" Students love
to do these things anyway, but this
will be a great chance to encourage
language use and erosive thinking.

3. Use the poem as a hand-
writing exercise.



7. TERRARIUM ASSEMBLY

This activity is tiv big event! Students will get to utilize all they have learned in the
unit. They have watched terrarium assembly and constnicted one on paper, but to
insure that they work carefully, they will be working with a partner. This activity
includes math (measurement), scierwe (layering dm components of the terrarium), and
lots of language (listening to and giving directions), as well as charting and graphing.

Procedures:

Large gmup, teacher directed
Pairs, teacher avaikdale

1. Begin with Show-and-Tell.
Have students show the class what
they found at home. Encourage as
much telling as is possble. New
English speaken will need help
identifying their terrarium pans or
remembering the names we give
them.

2. As a pulp project during
show-and-tell, make a bar graph of
the varieties ci plants, similar to the
previous picture graph. Ask a couple
of capable students to make one for
the class on a poster board while each
student makes his or her own. When
all the students have fmished, post
the graph and have students save
theirs in their folders.

3. Measuring. Assess the eve
of the jars and the amounts of each
component that will be approprbte.
Write the amounts on the board as

you proceed. Ask what will go on
tim bottom, e.g., "The bkger of the
two sizes of rocks?" "Yes. One cup
of these stones." (Demontrate.)
Write sequence and amounts on the
board as you go. Let the suspense
build. Ouldren will want to get
their hands an those measurin cups!

4. Assembly. When the
ins" on the board me
conykte, divide the students into
pas. Distillate plants. Make sum
additiceal plants are on hand. Now
for the teacher's trkk: each student
will make the other student's
terrarium according to ''blow-by-
blow" directions. (This is not the
day m let enemies wo* together.)
Snaiems may not touch the insides
a their own jars. They may only
teu timir partner what to do. if you
wish to demcestrate this, have a
student tell you what to do. (They
bve to tach the teacher.) "OK
Ms. Educator, put one cup of these
sex= on the bcetom ... Now put
one and a half cups of the little
stones on the top of them ..."
Suggest some words that will be

helgul fox the TiacemeM of plants
such as "in the middk," "to the left,"
"beside," "near,* "between.* When
all the students understand your
imam:dons, turn them loose.
taculate among students to
voubleshoot and m enjoy the fun.

Evaluation:

The charts, graphs, and terrarium
are data that show how well the
students ate absorbing the unit
vocabulary and concepts.

Edension:

After the terrarium assembly,
have students use the data recorded cal
the board to make pktive graphs and
lnir gra* to show bow much of
each ccenponent was used.

Mewls's: lap Jan (you aka* have theta labelled).
Median] and small sones.
Sand.
Poldng soil.
Plants.
Water.
Measuring cups.
Pmpared charts and dittos.
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8. SNAIL DAY

Not evetyone has a ready supply of snails in the back yard, so a few P.T.A. funds may
need to be diverted to obtain some. But what fun the snails will be! They are fun to
watch and easy to care for. Each of the students should have a living animal creeping
around in a terrarium. Today's activity puts the students in the snails' shoes. What
shoes? What f=t? What fun to observe an animal so unlike ourselves. Observation,
comparison, imitation, pmjection, and fun are key objectives of this activity.

Procedures:

Large greeP

1. Observe awl discuss the snail.
Put a snail in a small open jar with a
little war and scene green leaves.
Invite students to observe.Watch
quietly for a whik, then begin to ask
open-ended questions that encourage
children to talk and that require
observatkm and higher-level think-
ing, such as:

"What is that body hire? A worm?
A chewed gummy bear?"

"What is the shell hle? A thimble?
An acorn?"

"What would it be Woe to live in that
shell?

"Can you make a mouth like that?"

2. Snail Action. Judge when
imerest betms to wane and put the
snail away. Have students push back
the desks and sit in a circle on the
floor or go outside. Ask them who
can make a snail face. Call on more
confident stlidenn to get the ball
rolling but also include new English
speakers. Ask students what snails
do with their hands. What hands?
Ask students to demonstrate, one at a
time, how snails move.

3. Divide students into two
"snail" team% and have snail relay
races. For examplc

Crawl a course (e.g. around a
chair and back) with a box on your
backside. You may not use your
hands to keep the box in place as
you crawl, cutly to replace it wlum it
falls off.

Lightly tk hands and feet with
rope or rubber bands, and have
a cowling relay.

More daring students may wish
to try a race in which their hands and
feet are tird, and they cany a box on
their backskies as well Anyom who
can move at all gets a prize!

Have students invent snail
races,or pretend to eat like snails.

4. Sit in a circle and talk about
what it was hie to be a snaiL Is it
better to have arms, hands, legs and
feet? Why? Explain. Hand out
prizes. Snail food? Green leaves:
mint leaves, lettuce, etc.? The real
prize is, of course, a snail. Each
student may choose and name a snail
and put it in his or her ternaium.

Evaluation:

You may wish to evaluate
yourself. Did you encourage higher
kvels of thinki%? Dkl yrki
encourage all members of the gmup?
The games, they are kr enjoyment
and to help your LEP students
become part of the group. No formal
evaluation is needed.

Extensions:

1. Take a field trip to the pet
store to buy the snaib. Each student
could have a task: carryi% the
money, talking to the cashier,
counting the snarls, etc. You could
count other animals awl make charts
and graphs of de data collected. Pick
favorite animals and have students
draw pictures of them. Write a thank
you leuer to the store. Go home and
beg kw a PaPPY.

2. Whether you go to the store
or not, you can create a Homefun
assignment that Mcladas word
problems about buying snails, e.g.,
"How much does one cost?* "How
much did Mr. Educaux pay for 21
snails?" "How much tax did he
Pay?"

Materials: snails.
Cotton rope or ribbon.
Large cardboard boxes.
May clothes (tell students to war action clothes).
Mint leaves, lettuce (optional).
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9. THE BIG REVIEW

To review and evaluate the material in this unit the final activity involves a written
summary of the terrarium building pro*t. It is a large group language experience
activity. This way, even your LEP stu&nts will be able to write up their experiences.
Science, math, and language concepts, unite!

Procedure=

Large group and individual

I. Have the sup:lents put their
terrariwns on their desks. Have them
watch their mails, and observe the
water formed by condensatim on the
lid of the terrariwn. Write a title on
the bona How We Made a Snail's
Home.

2. Help students with a glorious
language experience exercise to recall
all things that went into the tenor-
ium. Sulam may write their own
statements or you may write them
for students. Ask leading questions
in order to get science cameras on
the board. After all the statements
have been made, have the pow put
numbers on each statement to show
the correct chronological order. Take
turns making sugpstions. If you
write the statements up on chart
paper, you can physically cut them
apart and paste cr tape than into the
proper ceder.

3. It will take patience, but
allow students to fill in the vocabu-
lary chart as you go. To signal that
a child has heard a vocabulary wcad,
he or &he must raise a hand alai open

and close it quickly twice. Then the
teacher can la dm first to signal
receive credit and record the words.
Any shouting out costs the student
the chance to claim the wont.

4. When the revkw is
completely *worded and numbered,
let each =lent copy the correcdy
ordered story for the plant folder.

5. Make a joyful picnue of a
favaite part of one of the activities.
Coll= all the personal graphs,
collages, etc. and have the students
organize their own work into a book.
Include the snaiTs story. Use the
collap as a cover and staple the book
kigether.

6. Hanel= Send die book and
the terrarium home to be shared with
the family.

Evaluation:

7. Have the students take out
paper. Go to the conpleted Data
Collection Cenax, and as you clear
it, ask questions aka the gm* and
charts. Have students number their
papos and record their wnwers. By
asking oral questions, you can
monitor the faces of the ESL

students v) check for comprehension
pmblems. Prepare question tailored
to your group. Ask question
such as:

Who go tlx largest percentage
of rocks?

How many types of plants did
we use?

What students wlx) used =re
than seven words on our
Vocabulary Chart?

Extensions:

I. Write a story ahota a snail.
What advauvres did Snail have
before joining us at school? What do
Mommy and Daddy mails teach
balyies? Do they have trouble
learning to *walk?" Do they hire the
taste of algae? Students might even
rum the snail into Super-Snail, and
create a comic boa page about the
Snail hero.

2. Select a special penon at
home to whom the tenon= will be
given. Make a beautiful greeting
card and write a an accompanying
message.

Materials: Chalkboard and chalk.
Thua eenter.
Papa and pencils
Crayons
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ADVENTURES IN ARCHITECTURE
OBJECTIVES

Activities

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

4- 4-- --.4-

4--
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-.--.

,

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

iii 11511
MEM 111!

Elleeleti
1 111111312111
IIIIIIIIIIIIIII
5 Null I

Objectives Unit 5 / Grades 4 - 6

MATHIMATICS

Identifies Memo names for mmaberr whole mnnbers up to one million. (CRC 45,6).*

Derermimis ordinal numbers ID 12th. (OBC 4,5,6).

Recognizes afferent names for whole mantles end fraction (GBC 45,6).

klentifies sets of points and tlutir relations and properties (GBC

Selects and applies customary or menic units to measure length, area, vohime, weight,
time and temperature (GBC 45,6).

Estimates results (MC 4.5,6).

Determines inobability (GBC 6).

Organizes data (GBC 4.5.6).

Identifies geometric relations (GBC 45,6).

Applies appmpriase units of measurement for length, area, volisme, ..apacity, with length.
area, vohune, capacity, weight, time, tempera= (MC 45,6).

Uses units of measurement for length, area, volume, capacity, weight, time, temperature
(customary and metric) (GBC 4,5,6).

Organizes data in charts, tables, graphs (GBC

Interprets data in charts, talies, graphs (GBC 4,5,6).

Determines probability of event -- like, not hlely, least lately, most hltely (GBC 45,6).

Determines shapes that are able in size and shape (GBC 45,6).

SCIENCE

Ideruifies end uses simple machines (GBC 4,5,6).

amperes objects by special characteristics (GBC 4.5,6).

Qualitatively describes mechanical advantage (GBC 6).

Predicts changes in direction of fences using simple machines. (GBC 6).

Descaes correspondence of animal habitats and animals.

Identifies and analyzes structures of animal habitats.

54
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ADVENTURES IN ARCHITECTURE
OBJECITVES

Activities Objectives Unit 5 / Grades 4 - 6

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

555111
I IBM.
II attl
ii:CC

1 23.4 5 6 7 8 9 10

ISSE
IIIIIMIC
BONI

.1E.

III
IIIIIBII
IEEEI

CIIIIIIMEMIMIMEM
.11111111uIwII
11111111
1 1 MI
11.!IIRII!II1IIIIMEM=I II
MEMO
:: MO

SCIENCE (continued)

Eieluates the telationships between geography and human =viva'.

Constructs and experiments with dyes-amnions' structure&

Applies architecnual principles end laws of physics to create structures.

Predicts outcomes of taped:nags.

LANGUAGE

Determines meal* of unknown words when hemd in context (GBC 4).

Uses oceventional language prams (GBC 4,5,6).

Matches sinsilar sounds represented by letters (GBC

hiterprets semantic and syntactic relationships (GIK 445,6).

Interprets intenuctions (GBC 4,5,6).

Makes generalinuimss and draws =elusions (GBC

Makes predictions and comparisons XIBC

Recognizes zelevance of dats (GBC 4,5,6).

Uses creative arts to interpret literalize (CPC 4,5,6).

Summarizes information from a variety of sources (GBC

Participates in the writing process: pit-writing, writing, editing, and publishing
(MC 4,5,6).

Uses synonyms.

Uses prepositions to show spatial relationship&

Identifies parts of a house.

Uses description.

Selects appropriate word usage. (GBC 4).

Uses amhitectural vocabutary.

Follows directions.

*Georgia Basic Qsrrimilinn objective for cited grade levels(s).

5-5
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1. ANIMAL HOMES

Stimulate curiosity abmit building by bringing in some animal homes: bird nests,
beehives, cocoons. Ask dm children to bring in some as well. They will be great
conversation gimulators and vocabulary expanders.

Procedures:

Lame gaup. teacher directed
Pairs, teacher waft

I. Edna in a wasp hive, bird
nest, honeycomb from a bottle a
honey, or any other animal home
you can obtain. Ask if anyone
knows what you have. Say, 'This is
a house made by a
if no one does. Show homes
or pictures of homes and mpeat the
question. Write 'espouses on the
board.

2. Say, "This house is called a
Nett to it write

the name ci the animal that builds
the house and say, "The animal that
built this house is a
Have students repeat this chant ea. ch
time they tell you another animal
name or anklet home. Give studems
exanyles to hetp them get started,
and mkt to the animal pictuies (see
illusuation below) and reference
hocks. Sorb the animals (or have
a student make a sketch) next to the
names on the board. A sang* three
column list ci scene animals: ihe
name of their banes, mid the shapes
of the hcene is included on this me.
See how many winds, homes and
shapes you mid yaw students can add.

ANIMAL HOME SHAIZ
bird nest dome
termite tunnel semi-tittle
fox den circle, cylinder
bee We bumps
mole tunnel circle, cylinder
bear den dome
*der web Wagon
wasp Mt kW§
butterfly cocoon cylinder
rabbit bunow cylinder, dome
cricket nest dome
make burrow circle, cylinder
ant tunnel circle, cylinder

3. Have MIKINIIS work
hi pairs to find pktures of
these animals and their
homes, cut them out, and
decorate boxes on four sides,
but not die top and !mum,
so they am become stacked
columns to decorate the
classroom.

4. Circulate among the
studious and ask, "What
animal is this?" and *What
animal built this house?"
Encourage students to reply:
"This animal is a ."
"A built this

house." While students me working,
circulate among them and ask the
shape of each animal's house.

5. This project Fobably can't be
finished diving caw class period.
Stu:lents' materials may be stored
inskle their boxes; label the outside
with their names. They can finish in
free time. Encourage students to
describe dwir boxes to peers.

Evaluation:

Listen ui students' descripticms of
their boxes. Note their use of terms
for atimal homes and use of the
sentence pawns tau& in the
lesson.

Extensions:

I . Have the siucients use som of
their pictures to decoraw folders,
which can become notebooks for
storin and dspiayin unit materials.

2. Read The Supreme, Superb,
Exalted and Delightful, One and
Only Magic Building by William
Kotzwinkle.

Materillitn lilegaelnes Ranger Rick, Naticoal Geogrvphic, National Wild*, Audubon.
Hocks from school or local library with pictures of these animals mid their haws.
Saloom
Cardboard cartons about the same size, one for every two students.
Ohm, page or rubber cement.
Watip hive, bird nest, honeycomb.
Drawing paper.
Pencils.
Pass.
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2. A JUST-IMAGNE HOUSE

Most cultures have at least ow myth about a human being swallowed by an animal.
This lesson turns the myth into a personal fantasy: Each child will imagine living
inside an animal! Encourage children to elaborate on the ordinary features of a house
to make the one they imagine and design unilue.

Procedures:

Large voup, teadrer directed
Inclividual with family members

I. Begin by telling the story d
Jonah and the Whale or another
"animal swallowin" story Act out
the animal swimming, show Jonah
in the boat (candy in toy boat). and
the animal opening its mouth mid
swallowing Jonah (candy). Stop the
sexy when the human gets
swallowed mei ask, "What kind of
home would Jonah fmd inskie the
whaler

2. Elicit responses (lorn die
students: dark, wet, rocking, slimy,
etc. When re have elicited many
ideas from students, bring out the
stuffed anima and bean and Intend
that this pawn is going to build a
house in the shape of this animal,
but &sign it him/herself.

3. Draw the shape of the stuffed
animal on the board or have it &heady
drawn on a piece of paper. Ask what
thinp students want inside - kitchen,
bedroom, etc., and write those on the
outside of the animal shape. Be sure
to find oat the dimensions of the
home, for exam* the distance from
the paws to the belly d a cbg. Will
they build a garage between the
paws? Do they want to include a
playroom? Will there be a Imp deck
on the wings of a "fly house'?
Might there be elevators or special
spiral stakways mound the legs?
Spend a lot d time encowaging
students to imagine and elaborate.
Send them home to di& about what
real or imaginazy animal they will
USe.

4. For Honiefun have the
children draw and des* the inside of
thek animal building. Give each
student hislher own *bean petson," a
owe a paper, and a pencil. Have
students draw the outline of their
animal as law as the paper so they
will have plenty of tom to design
the kftriar. Have them draw de*
plans inside the animal.

S. When the students brim their
drawings back to school, help them
to label the parts of their homes that
they have drawn. As you circulate
around the itimn, encourage them to
use one anodrer as resources, too.

6. Have students work in small
groups d 3 or 4 to ask each other
questions such as these:

What is your animal?
Where is the door?
Where we the wirekuvs?
Where is the kitchen?
Where is the bedroom?

Material= A bean with a face drawn tm it or other small "person" for each
student (ie. *reboot people, tiny doll, pipe cleaner cream,
plastic cowboy).

A jet/ boa or bud candy.
006-Italf abell or plastic boat.
Stuffed animal or animal puppet.
Dowbs paper.
CraycosiwOmmolotsichalktmarkerstpastels.
Notebook paper.
Pencils.

5-8
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3. FIRST HOUSES

Tlx first human shelters resembled animal homes. They were male to protect humans
nom the elements and predatory animals. In these kerns food was stored, weapons
were built, fires were kept turning, stories were told, and children were raised safely.
Anonymous architects iulapted their techniques to the geograiiik location and climatic
conditions. Their techniques for insulation (heat absoiption and reflection), weather
protection (wind breaking, rain shedding), constrixtion, and ventilation have been
consistently "borrowed" by formal architects ever !doze. This activity will teach the
basic elements necessary for survival and comfort in different climates.

Procedures:

Lary group, teacher directed
Individual, teacher available

I. hr,luded here are teacher notes
for you to study to help with explana-
don of the first houses. Par more
intimation, see Architecture
Without Amititeas and other
references mentioned in the glossary.

a. Cave= These were the fiat
human homes (found in caves of
Altamira, Spain and of Lascaux,
France). Sone caves showing
human habitation have been found
with earth filed into moulds and
posully used as a base for a bal.
Niches were hollowed out of walls to
store food bhabituns paused
animals and human hunters ce the
walls, and used stones at the mouth
ti the cave as doom.

b. Pit dwelling= The
foreman= of teems, these have
been found in southern Russia near
the river Don. 'They livere an oval
Aout 12' long, dug 3' into the
gram& They had vertical supports

for a conical skin roof, probably
mammoth hides, since many
numsnoth bones were found near pit
dwellings. Others whkh have been
found have fireplaces, storage bins,
ant climneys of imtd-daubed birch
balk.

e. Tents: Tents were used by
people living on prakie, tundra, and
steppes. M4Fant hunt= and sheep
haders bulk them. They have
wooden framewats. They can be
assembled and torn down in half an
hour and packed on an animal They
are covaed with reeds, brush, leaves.

d. Beehive Hut= The first mnd-
daubed houses war Wilt in the Near
East. A tight network of poles and
branches famed the walls. This
technkue is called "wattling: The
outside is coated with mud. Peasant
beehive houses have been found in
Apulia on the southeast coast ci
Italy. Many pee* have inhabited
time dwellings, yet they survived,
almost without change, from 2000
B.C.

e. Pigam Towers (found in the
Nile Valley): Birds' droppins were
calbacted hi special towers the work
on the same principle as a piggy
bank. What filled, they were
smashed and their feecious contents
put to use as fertilizas.

L Arches (found in New
Guinea): Arches formed the
framewoet of the men's clubhouse.
They were made of bundled bamboo
which was covered with thatch or
woven mats.

g. Silo= Miniature silos were
found on the Volta River. They had
thatched roofs, and were decorated to
look hie a human face.

b. Post and Beam: Some of the
earlkst builders used post and beam
construction. Before the arch, they
used two venical bundles (posts) to
support a horizontal beam (lintel).
The Egyptians used bundkd papyrus
plats kr posts. The later
waestlade bulge which architects
placed tin middle of columns began
as compressed, wrapped PaPrus
Wising under the weight of the
beam.

Materiakc 1Vanspareacy of fiat !mum
Ovathead pnOcto.
Duplicated copies of fiat houses fir students.
World mop or globe.
Pencils.

5-11
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I. Domes (found in the
Amazon): Domes resemble bowls
turned upside down. Domes have
no middle supports to hold them up.
The mnsion from the bent poles
keeps the framewcek up.

Igkio: This smicture was
mother ckane used on the tundra by
eskimos who were seminomadic
hunters. Igloos were built in groups
of three or four. The design hasn't
changed in 10J)00 years, and can be
built in an hour at most. Igloos
retain heat, though they are built of a
material that depends on extreme cold
to maintain its shape.

k. Sod House: This home is
found in temperate areas of of the
globe where the summer is hot and
keg and the winter is severe and
windy. Prairie dwellings using post
and beam were covered with sod.
The name comes from the sod roof.

I. Adobe: Adobe is found in
desen regions all over the wcwki. It
shields the interior from intense
daytime heat and stores heat for cool
nights. Heavy clay is moinened and
pounded into a plastic mass with
added straw. Bricks are formed by
hand or made by pouring mud him
rectangular molds made of wood or
stone. The bricks are baked in sun
for two weeks- Adobe homes
usually have fiat roofs became there's
little need for shedding rain in desert
regions.

m. Rain Forest Homes: The
rain forests are the most difficult
areas of the workl to inhabit.
Weather is hot, rainy, and steamy all
year, with no relief at night. Roofs
are sharply pithed to shed rain.
Structures have lots of ventilation.
Homes have loosely woven walls
which can be rolled up during the
day, and raised legs to keep out water
and predatory animals, and to catch
breezes.

n. Communal Hat (foinid in
South America): Hms have sitar*
pitched =lb and no walls to maxi-
mize venenion. Homes are made
entirely of vegetation: saplings or
bamboo make framework and =won
tams, grass and thatching. Jungle
architects am weavers and rope-
makers.

o. Cdonnade (Egypt, 3000
BC): The basic design has not
changed since 3000 B.C. h allowed
irchitects to suppon a roof and upper
floors with a solkl structure.

p. Vault (found in Theraen, in
South Greece): The house is a
vaulted cell. First vaults show the
transition from cliff-face dwellings
to half-dug mal eventually free-
stmiding house&

2. As you explain these first
houses, you can be vmy brief or
lengthy, depending on your students'
level of English profaiency. Use
transparency of the first houstis
blackline mid an oveshead projector.

3. Show students where the
various houses would be built, using
the world map or globe. Enannage
students to nine if any of these enly
homes are found, or have been found,
near their countries of origin.

4. Ask, "Where would people
live in caves?" "Would it be hot or
cold them?" (answer: it would be
hot and cold). Why? *Where would
people live inside the ground?

Would it be hot or cold them?"
(answer: it would be hot). Why?
Model response pauems for students
and encourage everycne to contrilute
ideas. Continue this procedure about
the other dwellings,

5-12

5. Help students to label
their own pictures of primitive
houses with tbe names of the
dwellings. Well for restlessness;
you will probably have to rki a lot
of gesturing and abbeeviation of the
inhumation. You may choose to
use two sessions to imroduce all the
materiaL Expect to have se use
reference mark& to answer
students' questions. Loa for con-
nections between first houses and
animal homes, and between rust
lenses tuid houses we live in today.
Be sure to take advantage of students'
expertise ohm the local architecture
of their homelands.

132

6. The primitive houses can
become the first pages in students'
architecture notebooks, which can
be maintained throughout dm unit.

Evaluation:

Check students labels for
accuracy and help stokes who are
having trouble. Observe students'
use of reference materials to assess
need for mcre instruction.

Extensions:

I. For Homefun, have students
make a model of a primitive home
from natural materials such as gram
sticks, rocks and mud.

2. Give the students a voca-
bulary word search with architectural
terms hid&n, and teach Limn
strategies for finding words. (e.g..
Look for the first letter of words, and
wheal you rm d it, look in all
directions for the second letter.) Ask
students to describe other strategies
they use.



4. POST AND BEAM

Posts and beams form doorways =I are the basic element of modern Western
architecture. So that students can internalize the basic idea of Post and Beam, they
must pactice building them. This activity is the first of two which teach post and
beam construdion.

Procedures:

Small group, wacher available

I. Review Mutt students
remember about first homes, and
tell thern they am going to be
architects or planners and builders
fox this activity.

2. Place students in gimps of 3
cx 4. Try to include children at a
variety ci proficiency levels in each
ilroulx

3. Give each student a Post and
Beam sheet to add to their notebooks.
Explain directions.

4. As students expert:neat with
addbe details to the post and beams,
encourage talk and sharing of ideas.

Evaluation

As you walk with students to
lunch cc other activkies, ask them to
point out evidence of post and beam
consnuction in the school building.

Extension:

For Herniates, have students
sketch buildings with duee different
roci designs. Discus the sketches
that studens bring in and display
them on the wall.

Materiakiz Post and Beam sheet (cophsd from Mack line master).
Schuss.
Markers, rayons andter colored pencils.
Post sod Boon transparency (also copied from master) .

5- 1 3
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5. CARD HOUSES

Nothing helps children understand a cowept betler than play. When play and work
can be done together, lasting learning can happen. Practice with post and beam is
one way to help students undertgand what's so amazing about this building technique.
Build one too!

Procedurec

Small grow, teaclurr available

1. Ask studems to bring a deck
of playing cards from home.

2. Allow studems to wok on
card houses in pairs. Ask them to
experiment, trying to build the tallest
card house.

3. As you circulate =mud the
ram talk with students about whkh
cards are pmas and which cards are
beams in their structures.

4. As students buikl (and
rebuild!) take pictures of interesting
siructwes. Everyone will enjoy
seeing the remits, and the *tures
wM make a great school bulletin
board to "show off' your project!

Evaluation:

Thba activity is self-evaluating:
either the cant houses stand, or they
fall, usually the latter!

Extension:

Explain the idiom "house of
cards? Assign students to use the
idiom appropriately three dines in
the next week. Try to find occa-
sions to use it yourself!

Materials: Playing cards.
Polaroid or other camera and film (desirable, but rational).

5- 1 5



BOX HOUSE DIRECTIONS

1. Cut +1.Q.p5 of box.

Z. On ihe site side or ihe vox measure and. fie ihe rnidAe..
Cai. it point A.

a Hew ninny inches is it kiln A fo 'the corner Acid Zinches---

4. Ufbe the nornber you just -had_ Medsure -fie many irtrite5 down
-horn mot corner. Kart a point thee.

Connect your ?Wit at around..

n yoyr scissors and.use 'the point to cut a.. lee into The,
rb3ht on tie lines yew made on ihe ton3 metes We call tilis focorins.

Ptark a.poEnt 2 inctbas clown -Cnarin A. Cal it B

R. Dram diaeooal tines -Prom ey -to ihe points yo0 nnee.
ift 4.

9. Have your teariier 401low your tines and cut out ihe extrtt.
oani. board.

10. Bend ut side -flaps -for roof; and. tape.

II. Decorate wAii. pafer, crayoneoln. -foi1 ribbon,
yarn, -Fmk" +towers or other fun. s.
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6. BOX HOUSES

Doll houses, which have been popular for centuries, reflect the culture of the children
who play with them. With a cardboard box, each student in your class can build a doll
house as he/slx ckvelops "household" vocabulary, practim following directions, and
learns about how buildings are constructed.

Procedures:

Large gimp, teacher directed
Pairs, teacher availahk

1. Show the students the model
doll house or pictures. Discuss what
the house is, what it is for, and whrs
children might hie to do with it.

2. Give the instruction sheets to
students. Demonstrate what the
students will do on their own, and
what you will help them with on the
boxes. (You might choose to do
some of the more difficult cutting,
depending on the age and dexterity of
your students).

3. Ask students to review the
directions by repeating them in their
own words, to make sure that they
understard

4. Divide the students into pairs,
provitimg more profmknt models for
kus cauficknt students. Pass out
materials, and circulate as a facilitator
and trouble shooter as students build
their houses.

Evaluation:

As you talk with the children,
elicit the target "household"
vocabulary for the lesson, mid check
for understanding of the instructions.

Extensices:

I. One side of the house may be
cut out and attached as a second floor.

2. Have students paint and
decorate the houses. You may wish
to have this conpleted over several
days, or at haw.

Material= cardtcurd box for each stuckut.
&Boo knife (fm the teacher).
Seisms.
Makin or duct tape.
instruction sheets.
Rukr.

Pocket We.
Model doll house, or pions of doll houses.
Paints, wallparr samples, faint snips (optimal).

T5q77



7. HOLD THE BRICK

This building activity ewourages experimentation and extends building principles one
step further. Computer cards will be altered and combined in order to support the
weight (or stress) of a brick.

Procedure=

Luse group, Szacher directed
Small group, stacker available

I. Have students sit in a circle.
As you and the students pass a kick
around the circle, ask students to
concentrase on the weight of the
kick, and to try to rememba how
much it weighs.

2. Carry out an "embedded
pattern practice" as students pass the
brick. As each student passes it to
the nut person, the student says the
next person's name and then tells the
person, "__(Nanw)_, this is a heavy
brick.*

3. After the brick is handed
around the circle, set up a second
"embedded prutern practice" on
comparatives, asking, "What in the
room is heavier than the brick?"
After a student =was with ,he
name ci some object, ask another
student to confirm the choice, Is the

heavier thrm tfie
brick?" The responses will be, "Yes
(or no) the is (is not)
heavier than the brick."

4. If students have uoubk
getting started with COMparatiVeS,
model the respcase for them. Pick
up a penal and ask, "Is the pencil
heavier than the brick? No, the
pencil is not heavier than the brick."
For students who me ready, have
them compme sevend items, mid use
the superlative. Which is the nearest
brick?

5. Tell the students that they
wM again become building designers
and builders for this activity. Have
then separate into small groups of
balanced language ability. Try to
wovide a fairly prclicient English
model for each group.

6. Each group receives 17 .

cmputer cards, l foot ckf tape, and
an unlimited number ci movies.
The aim cl the activity is to bu&I a
structure no higher than ir, using
the fewest cmds which will suppcst
the brick. Have fun!

7. Before testing the designs
against the weight of the brick,
discuss the designs and have students
inedict which ones will be success-
ful Make a chart to record predic-
tions and results. Give an award (the
brick?) for the strongest structure!

Evaluatiom

Listen to student responses
during the pattern makes to
determine which students need mare
work on descriptive or companuive
fmns.

Extension:

Have students build structures
using rolled newspapers for post and
beam framework. How much weight
will various struceues suppeet? Test
by adding weight until the structure
collapses.

Materials: Company cmds or oaktag cut into 4* x r sections.
1 ei nue Bricks.
Stapler for each small group (or as many as you can locate).
TAP&
Rulus.
Cement (if possible).



8. ARCHES

The invention of the arch in 300 BC was a marvel not to be equalled until the 20th
century invention of the cantilever (see glossary). Let's investigate this marvel by
comparing it to other structures. These constructions are used as floors and ceilings.

Procedures:

Urge group, teacher directed
Individual, teacher availabb

1. Befoie class begins, make at
least one of each of these models.
Use paper towel rolls for columns.
Be suie the sum:tures we only
resting on the towel rolls and are not
attached in any other way. If these
smictures were made of misal or
plank, heat would be used to join
the pans. Melting or weltrmg would
be tut inherent part of the structum
and not an additional strengthening
agent. The tape and giro become a
decepti% e pan of these paper sanc-
tities and add suength that is not
inherent in the structural form, so
when you must use tape or glue in
construction, use it sprit:sly.

2. Explain the constnntion ct
the forms before you begin dte
experiment. Have students pass out
data sheets, as you set up the flve
models. Explain the data sheets.

3. Have students place paper on
top ei each structure, one shed at a
dine, beeping track of how many
sheets ale used. Have two students
serve as "official paper counters" for
each structure. Tell the students to
examine the structmis very carefully
to detect when each ow begin to
buckle under the weight 41 the paper.

4. Begin with model 1 and add
sheets of paper on top of the stnic-
tine until the structme begins to
bend under the weight of the paper.
The munber og pieces of paper held
on top of the sanctum determines dm
times its own weight it could be
supported (Le, 4 pieces of paper held
means 4 times the structure's own
weight could be supported). Stop
after the fust model and ask for
predktions about the remaining
SUUCtlifeS.

S. Help studems plot the infor-
mation they obtain on a graph and
then later color in bars to make a bar
200.

Evaluation:

Assess students' performance on
the data sheets, and observe responses
in discussion.

Extensions:

1. Place blocks in an arch on top
of a board lying on dm floor. Ram
another board on top of the first one
and the blocks, and stand the arch and
bonds up. Remove the boards, and
the blocks should remain standing in
an mcb. Discuss with students how
this demonstrates how tension
contautes to the suength of a
structure.

2. If you have a very bright
group el students, you may have
them deternine the static and flexible
Mitts contained in emit structure, as
the fonn buckles under dm weight

Material= 1 Ream of ditto paper (used as a weight).
Scotch we.
Glue.
Paper towel rolls.
Data collecting sheets for students.
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9. GEOMETRIC SHAPES

If you or your students tried to make a house with straws, you would find it could not
stand by itself without tilting unless the shapes are reinforced. This activity helps
determine how flexible shapes can be made stable or static. It is really an investigafion
of triangular shapes, because they are the most stable shapes. Guide students to the
discovery of this concept by working with only one "wall" of a stmcture in this
activity.

Procedures;

Large group, teacher dizected
Individual, independent

1. Explain to studems they will
make geometric shapes today,
including squares or quadrilaterals,
pentagon, hexagons and octagons.

2. Divide studens into
groups of three, combining students
of different proficiencies and language
backgrounds when postal& Have
the students construct these shapes
using tlw straws and pins (see
diagrams on blackline master).

3. When the groups fmish
making the rust shape, ask them all
to take the squme, stand it upeight,
and push on it. They will be able to
observe that square structures are
wobbly.

4. Ask the students to add
smother straw to the square shape so
it no limiler will wobble. They will
discover that this piece will need to
be added diagonally across the square,
making two triangles. Triangles me
the most stable farm because when
force is applied all the sides work to
hold it together.

5. Each of the flexible shapes
illustrated cat be made r*id in the
same experhisental miumer.
Thanks me the elm Encourage
orients to use as few straws as
possible. Have them count the
number of straws used.

6. Save all the compkted
shapes. Make a chart showing how
many sides a figure has and how
many straws are needed to stabilize
that ripen. (4-sided . 1 straw; 5-
sided . 2 straws; 6-sickrd 3 straws;
8-sided . 5 straws) Ask students to
look for a pauem, and to try to come
up with a nile to determine the least
number of straws to stabilize a
figure. (The number of sides
minus 3).

8. Have students record results
and conclusions of the experiment,
and add this material to their
architecture folders.

Evaluation:

Check notebooks to see if
students have accurately understood
and reported on the experiment.

Extensions:

For Homefun, have each student
take a shape home, and explain the
activity to a family member.

Materials: Straw sections.

Straight Pint-
Paper and pencils, or chart paper and makers for two:ding data.
Bkickline master illustrating the geometric shapes activity.



GEOMETRIC SHAPES

1. Make these shapes using straws and straight pins.

2. Stand them up on the table or desk and give a gentle push.

3. As they are made here, these shapes are flexible. This experiment is designed
to investigate ways to make these shapes static.

4. By adding straws in certain places, these shapes become stronger. Try out
different arrangements until you fmd ways to make each shape stronger.
The aim is to use as few straws as you can. HAVE FUN! Draw in your straw
solutions as you find them on these shapes.

I MINNIM=MINIMMIMMINIMINIMUM El 10
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10. DOMES

The culminating set of activitka for this unit involves the construction of a dome by
each student. The dcene is an early anonymous building form which has been modified
and popularized by antitect and designer Buckminster Fuller. A geodesic (earth
altering) dome is made of light, straight stnictural elements mostly in a state of tension.
It is comprised of a series of triangular forms joined to make the framework. The
tension formed by conwcting time elements, as students saw earlier, actually
strengthens the entire structure.

Procedures:

Lap group, teacher directed
Individual, teacher avalable

I. Revkw shapes vocabulary
with cut out shapes and straws, using
a "Taal Physical Response" activity.
Give commands incarnating terms
that students need to know, e.g.,
"Put the triangle on top of the
square:" "Count the support suaws
in the eight-sided figure, imd give
that number to Tony."

2. The paper clips or pipe
cleaner pieces can be used fix
stnictuml suppon. (See illustration
on page 5-24.)

3. After the students have
assembled their domes, they are to be
demated. Each triangular face of the
dome can be covered with stiff white
or colored paper which has heal cut
to fit and decorated. Encourage
students to plan their decoratkan to

give an overall effect when com-
pleted. A student might choose to
coat the attire outer surface in glue
and then IOU it in sand. One mini
might be coveted with glitter to
nasal a solar collector. Colored
decoration might be placed on the
inside. Remember, dome hones
have doors and windows, tool

4. Ask the students where the
door is and where the windows are.
Have them explain their decisimn for
placement of thine features and for
decoration.

Evaluation:

Note stthients' comprehension of
terms aral directions during the
introductcry activity, and as they
explain their domes.

Extensims:

I. Have students design and
build a future city using the dome
homes.

2. Have the students make
drawings to decorate the interior
space of the domes.

Materials: Straws.
Pipe cleaners
Parer dIPIL
Stiff white paper.
Seisms.
RAT&
Construed:ma paper.
Ohm.
Sand.
Markers.
Cellophane.

5-23
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GLOSSARY

A-frame: =rural framework with steeply sloped sides
in an A-shpe

arch: moved structure that supports weaght of material
over it

architect: persen who designs and censtructs buildings
and 'bridges

architecture: an and science of design and consuuction
of buildings and bridges

beam: long, thick piece of wood, metal, or stone used as
a horizonial support for roof and ceiling (see lintel")

brace: a device for setting up or maintaining tensiom a
diagonal pm, used as a support to resist strain

Buckminster Fuller: architect and inventor of the
geo&sic dorm bom 1895

cantilever: a large bracket projecting from a wall to
support a higher flox

circle: a plane figure

classical: being a model of its kind; follows certain
traditirmal standar& of Greek and Roman style

column: a pillar; a vental, cylindrical shaft

cube: a solid with six equal square sides

cylinder: a solid or hollow rectangular form curved
rolled and rotated around a central axis; the ends art
parallel and equal circles

daub: clay mud used as plaster and seenetimes then
whitewashed with white clay and water

dome: bamispherical roof Or structure

dynamic: kinetic; able to shift in relation to other
materials (see "static" and "compression")

eave: lower eckge of a roof, usually projecting beyond the
side of a buikling

expansion: incruse in area or volume; extended (see
"courectiar)

flexible: able to bend without breaking; not rigid

foundation: supporting base, partially underground, on
whkh sonething rests

frame: basic constnicted structural support around which
something is built

heptagon: a plane figure with seven angles and seven
Wes

hexagon: a plane figure with seven sides and seven
angles

horizontal: flat, even, level, parallel to the plane of the
barizon; the line where the sky meets the earth

I-beam: steel beam shaped lilce an I in cress-section

lean-to: a simple structure that has a single slant roof

lintel: heeizontal crosspkce over a door; carries weight
above it (see "beam")

octagon: a ;gene figure with seven angles and seven
sides

ordinal: numbers expressing a specific succession: first,
second, etc.

pentagon: a plane figure with five sides and five angles

post: piece of wood, metal, etc., usually long and square
or cylindrical, set upright to support a building

pyramid: structure with a square base and four sloping,
triangular walls meeting at the top

quadrangle: a plane figure with four sides and four
angles

5-7-51



rampart: an embankment of earth

rigid: stiff, firmly fixed, unyielding

shaft: main pan of a column between the base and
capital

skeleton: hard framework of a body, but also the
framework of a building

square: plane figure having four equal sides and four
equal angles

static: reessure exened on a motionless masg
equilibrium; not moving, stationary (see "flerolle and
"tension')

structure somethiirg built, composed or ananged
that all the parts work as a whole

tension: stress on a material produced by the pull of
fore

triangle: plane figure with three sides and angles; when
pressure is applied, each side works together to hold its

Place

truss: twacket a rigid framework supporting a roof

vault: arched roof

vertical: perpendicular to the plane of the horizon:
uPright

wattle and daub: method of construction with thin
branches (waffles) plastered over with clay mix] (daub)
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PERSONAL PIZZAS

Why should you cook in class? Isn't cooking just Tecreation for the students, a "time
off task?" No way! This unit puts enjoyable activities relating to food and cooking
(even pizza-making!) at the heart of your instruction. Studying foods has an
advantage for ESL teaching: foods are concrete, familiar and interesting to everyone,
and thus can be used as an appropriate starting place for language instruction.

Although foods may be familith to everyone in a multi-
lingual class, the way these foods are prepared in students'
hams can make the results way diffesem. Learning about
one another's foods can can be an =cellos way to develop
undostanding of cultural diffensces, and to celelhate these
differences. It is our goal that the multi-I:W=21
classroom become a community in which devekOng an
awareness of, and competence in, multiple cultures is
indeed the Kemal Inman experience.

Ccoking is applied to many commit areas in this unit.
Your students will have the opportunity to acquhe and use
the language for tools, ingredients, nnasurerntsus and
instructions used in cooking in this awry. You and
your students will explore health concepts of nutrithm and
knowledge of the four food groups. You will use graphs
and charts to organize infonnatim You will use tle
information you have organized and mathematical
processes to solve problems with immediate consequences
(such wirther or not the next meal will be edible, and
whether you will have the tight amotmt of food). You
will discover and explore flow charting as an introductice
to the way in which =miners are programmed to address
and solve problems.

The unit uses processes which will strengthen
rekukaships within the class, within the school
community, and between school and hone. Simkins
partkipate in many of the activitks in pairs and in small
groups which in they will ckvelop and use cooperation
dolls. Two of the activities involve input from families
through llomefun," thus strengthening the comections
and ;hamming coomation betwetut home =I school.
Sdveral of the activities provide oppoztunities for the class
lit reach out to the school community, as studatts share
what they have created. Students will publish an
international cookbook which will be available for all to
read, and they can invite family, school, and community
person; to the publication party. SuKlents will actually
peepare food, which can be shared with selected school
personnel Finally, students reach out to the school
community to teach others what they have !maned. They
will create flow charts giving instrictions for simple
tasks, and put them on the wall for cvetyone in the school
community to see.

6-3
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Activities
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PERSONAL PrEZAS
OBJECTIVES

Objectives Unit 6 / Grades 2 -5

MATHEMATICS

Mantilla different names for whole iambus and fractians (GBC 2,3,4,5)*

Ddertilinti pairs of numbers given a telation a nib (GBC 314,5).

Identifies geometric shapes and relations (GBC Z3,4,5).

Selects and uses units of measurement and time (GBC 2,3,4,5).

Adds, subtracts whole numb= (GBC

Selects and uses operations (GBC

Chganizes and interpats data into chats, tables, and graphs (GBC

Identifies relations of numbers: factms, multiples (GBC

Uses measurement tams apFopriately.

Applies customary and metric measuremenh (MC 2,314,5).

SCIENCE / HEALTH

Identifies food groups and a variety of foods for each (MC 2).

Explains the importance of eating from each food daily (GBC 2).

Identifies nutritious snacks which promote good health (GBC 3).

Identifies foods that affect growth and development (GBC 3).

Recognizes the need for foods that contain nutritive value (GBC 4).

Evaluates a personal diet (CDC 4).

Plans a balanced meal (MC 314,5).

C01101211, mites and reals infixing:ion in tables, charts, graphs (GBC 4,5).

Solves woni problems (GBC

COMPUTER SKILLS

Follows decision making process used in prograimning computers.

Relates shape symbol to insIntolion on a flow duet
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Activities

PERSONAL P=AS
OBJECTIVES

Objectives Unit 61 Grades 2-5

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 9 COMPUTER SKILLS (coatimed)

Follows directions using a flow chart, making decisions at appropriate points.

Creates a flow chan using three flow chart symbols with at least one decision point
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LANGUAGE ARTS

Retells information presented orally (C,BC 3).

Uses listening skills in following directions (GBC 2).

Interprets oral and written instructions (GBC

Uses conventional language patterns (GBC

Uses expressive and adaptive language (GBC 2,3,4,5).

Selects appropriate word usage (MC 2,3,4,4

Classifies wards (GBC 2,3,4,5).

Makes generalizations, draws conclusions (CRC 2,3,4,5).

Distinguishes between facts aod opinions (GBC

Recognizes the relevance of data (CRC 3,4,5).

Participates in the writing process: prevailing, writing, editing and publishing (GBC
2,3,4,5).

Makes ',triclinia= and comparisomi (GBC 2,3,4,5).

Applies basic spelling rules aod patterns (GBC 3,4,5).

thes correct punctuation, capitalization, and grammar (GBC 2,3,4,5).

Reads orally, conveys meaning (CRC 3,4,5).

At.tively panidpates in oral discussions.

Uses terms for foods and cooking implen:ents.

OTHERS

Works in small groups and pairs to conmlete tasks.

Identifies characteristic recipts from a variety of countries and cultures.

*Georgia Basic Curriculum Objective for given grade level(s).

6-5
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1. COOKNG TERMS AND TOOLS: ROLE PLAY

In this activity, the tewler intmduces the cooking unit by helping smdents to become
familiar with common tools and terms for cooking. Children actively manipulate the
tools as they give and follow directions for cooldng imaginary dishes.

Procedures:

Large poop, teacher tfirected
Pairs working intkpendendy

I. Select a relatively procrekm
student to be the "guinea pig" for the
first tole play. Give the student
instruction fw prwaring a simple
dish (e.g., spaghetti). Far more
profickst students, leave out saw
explicit terms and substitute
descriptive terms and gestures (e.g.,
"kmg thin noodks" for "spaghetti."

2. Use specific measuring sem,
and have your studan cook measure
the ;mounts using sand or water.
Discuss, if necessary, dre diffwent
types of measurement systems used
in different parts of the world: swne
cultures use grams to measure flour,
some use ounces, but in the United
States, most peopk use cups.

3. Encourage class members to
guess the name el de dish the
student is pretenemg to cook. For a
litde mcse challenge, and to poking
the game, have students who think
that they have guessed the dish give
the next instructim and you can
determine if they are right or wrong
without giving away the answer.

4. Give several other students
chances to ink play before the class,
with the rest ci the class guessing
what dish is being prepared. Give
the directicm-giving role to students
as soon - they understand the game.

5. Inuochwe or review the names
of the four ibod groups, and ask
students to tell what grow or
comlination of groups is represented

by the foods that are being prepared
in the role play s: nations. Ask
students to tell from which calmly
die food originated. Pohn out that
may North American foods
originated in other countries. Also
discuss whether the food bekv
prepared has nutritional value, a is
lolchid with "empty *ries."
Explain these concepts, if necessary.

Materials: Cooking utensik a lame videty of pate, pans, and metsedull **swum Ask out student
to bib* au asstned knplement - you may need to send home a sketch of the utensil, drawn
by you or a student.

A "stove" and "oven": Students will eqloy mating a stove mit of a carton. Mon the carton on its
skle and glee paper dries fOr bums on the top. The carton lid can serve as an oven door.
A 'sink% Use amber canon, uptight. with Ituached cardicald faucets.
A sand re water tabb botrowed from a kirklagarten class, for measuring.
Chart paper aml marker.
Index cards.

6-6
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6. As students use cooking
tenns, enter them on a cooking wins
chart, leaving room for students to
illustrate the terms at a later time.
The chan below is an example.
Mitzi the terms included to the
interests and proficiencies of your
students. Leave the chart on the wall
for reference during the unit.

7. Divide students into pairs
and distribute some cooking utensils
to each pair. Provide paper circles
for students to place on tables tw
desks to reprosent burners, if you
like. Instruct students to take turns
playing the role of cock and the role
of instniction-giver.

FOODS
flour
eggs
pasta
tomatoes
soy Sauce
fish sauce
hot sauce
r ice
on ions

8. Alternately, have a student
pantomime preparing a dish and
telling about it while the other tries
to guess what dish is being prepared.
After a correct guess, partners switch.

Evaluation:

Observe students as they give
directions to one another to determine
terms and forms which need mom
practice. Obsave their accurate use
of measurement terms, as well Ask
individual students to read terms from
the chart

Extensions:

1. Put the stove, sink and
cooking utensils in a learning center,
with instructions for pairs of students
to mle play preparing a simple dish,
and then to collaborate in writing
down the recipe.

2. Place cards with names of
utensils and equipment in the center.
Have students match the cards with
the utensils. As a self-check,
children can match the numbers on
the back of the cards to those on the
utensils.

COOK= TERI:Mg:jai
MEASURMIG TERMS

cup
pint
teaspoon
tablespoon
quart
half
quarter
third

UTETISILS
saucepan

baking pan
spatula
rubber scraper
w isk
steamer
Dutch oven
burner



RECIPE FORM

Name of Recipe

,

English Name

From the Kitchen of

Serves From what country

Ingredients:

Procedures:

Serving Suggestions:

4.--,.....
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2. INTERNATIONAL RECIPES: HOMEFUN

Students will enjoy watching and helping with the preparation of family favorites at
bame, as they write down the recipes.

Procedures:

Large group, teacher-led.
Children working with family

members at home.

1. Introduce the lesson by
showing the students several
cookbooks. Ask students what these
are for, and if they are used in their
lames. Clarify, for anyone who
needs it, what a cookbook is, and
how it is used.

2. Explain that the class will
make a projed of preparing an
intonational cookbook. Discuss
favorite dishes of students in the
class, and have stir:lents make
tentstive commitments as to what
recipes they will contaute so that
you will get a variety of tithes. Ask
tawkats a) tell what food groups me
represented in the zecipes they plan to
=tribute, and try to get a balance of
foocb from the four groups. Discuss
the nutritional value of the foods
students select.

3. Review the =nes of dishes
prepared during the role p:ay, and the
tenns on the cooking tools and terns
chart You may wish to have
students copy tants into their own
personal dklionaries (small stapled
books, one page for each letter in the
atItabe*

4. If some stuttnts, new to
Enghsh, ate not comfonabk with
writing English, ask them to watch
carefidly as a family member
wpm a favorite dish front the
student's culture of origin. The next
day, have the student dictate
directions for preparing the food to
you or to another student MOM
retficient with writing. Use the
recipe form for taking dictation.

5. Students who ate beginning
to write may take the recipe form
home to complete as they watch a
family menber prepare a dish.
Discuss how patents may not
actually measure all ingtedients, and
that the students may
have to measure cw estimate the
measurement of each item.

6. Give the students hom several
days to a week to colkct recipes,
to allow for busy family schedules.

Evaluatkon:

Observe stolents' panicipatkm in
the discussion for their correct use of
cooking and food terms. Now
stands BM weakness in written
language shown cm "rough draft"

reciPes.

Extension=

1. Students (or patents) may
enjoy bringing in samples of favorite
recipes from their cultures of origin
fcr classmates to taste. Asefor a
volunteer each day to bring an item
for "a taste of culture" week.

/ Encourage students who am
not ready to write recipes in English
to bring in recipes in their native
lamp** (preferably with pictures).
These can either be included in the
cookbook in the native language, or
you can find someone to translate
them into English.

Materials: Paper, pencils.
Cookbooks, including picture cookbooks (See references).
Recipe farms (sample provided on the opposite page).



3. COOKING FOR ONE
OR A MILLION: MULTIPLES

Students can see the purpose for knowing how to multiply and divide whole numbers
and fractions when these operations are used to adjust quantities of Ircipes for
different family sizes.

Pmcedures:

Urge group, teacher directed
Pairs, teacher available

1. Discuss the fact that recipes
are often made for six w eight
servings, and many times peopk
either are only cooking fix a few or
are cooking for a crowd, and need to
find a way to chaige the recipe to
suit thdr needs. Ask students how
this night be done.

2. Select a recipe from the those
that die students have brought in.
As a student reads the recipe to you,
list the ingredients and quantities on
the chart or blackboard. Make three
columns next to this list for
quantities of the ingredients. Write
the number the recipe serves at the
op of one column, and list the
quantities in the recipe in that
column. At the top of s second
column, write the numeral 2.
Explain to the studaus that this
column is for the quantifies ci
ingredients for a very small family.
At the top of the third column, write

the numeral 24. Explain to the
students that this column is for
enough ingredients to serve the
whok class. These numbers may be
changed to make the cakulations
easier or mote difficult, depending On
the capabilities of die class.

3. Determine a formula for
chmging the quantities to a recipe to
serve 2. For exampk, if the or*inal
recipe serves 6, the formula would be
"divide each amount by 3." With
coaching frwn the simians, perform
the cakalations and enter the
amounts on the chan. Assign a
student to check your arithmetic
using the calculate.. If students have
been taught conversions of fractions
ui decimals md vke-versa, this is a
fine time to use those skills. If they
have not been taught, this is an
appropriate occasion for their
introduction. If students are not
ready for this instruction, explain
what you are doing, and pezform the
convtasions yourself, w change
recipe amounts to whole numbers
that are multiries of 2, so that
students can use operations with
whole numbers.

4. Explain to the students that
cooking is not exact, and that
swnetimes they will have to adjust
kg:tedious a little, 'minding off
mimben. Fir example, 1/8 Tsp.
divided by 3 becomes a few grains,
and 2 eggs divided by 3 can be
rounded off 03 one egg. Use
oppatunities to review convenions
of measures, as well. Eight cups
becomes 2 quarts, etc.

5. Repeat the mass, deter-
mining a formula for charging the
quantities to a recipe for 24. This
time, assign the calculations for each
ingredient to a different pair of
students. Slum younger students
who are not yet comfortable with
multiplimaion and division how to
solve the problem by addition or
subtraction. Check computations
with a calculator.

6- After students have been
sixcessful in idjusting quantities in
the group exercise, divide them into
pain, mid ask them to make similar
charts for the recipes that they
broight from home. These charts
will be used in the next activity, in
which students will make
cookbooks.

Materials: Recipes hum home (see Activity 2).
Blackhorad or chart paper.
Paper and pencils for pain of students.
Calculaus.
Language master and cards (optional).

6-10
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PEACH ICE CREAM

NnuftraLt&nthan Ingredient

2 6 24

2/3 Cup 2 Cups 8 Cups Qushed Ripe Peaches

1 /.2 Cup 1 1/3 Cup 5 1/3 Cups Sugar

Few Drops 1/2 Tsp. 2 Tsp. Almcod Extract

Few Grains 1/8 Tsp. 1/2 Tsp. Salt

2 Tsp. 2 Tbsp. 8 Tbsp. Flour

1 2 8 Slightly Beaten Eggs

1/2 Cup 1 1/2 Cup 6 Cups Milk

2/3 Tsp. 2 Tsp. 8 Tsp. Vanilla

213 Cup 2 Cups 8 Cups Heavy Cream

Evaluation:

Assess understanding of
measurement teams by having
pictures of the various quantiOn on
language masa cards. Have pairs of
stolents quiz one another on whether
they can name the term for the
picuued unit of measurement and
quantity, and check answers using the
language master.

Have widens check their own
conwutations by usim a calculator.
or check them yourself. Through
Dolts whin kind; of mistakes
students make, select students who
need mire instruction in adchtion,
stthtractkm, nuthiplication, Or

ri whob3 numbers and
fraction, muldides, and in
ccoverting freak= to decinuds.
Gmup these studems for fiudur
work

1 5 7

6-11

Extensions:

1. Expand the than and continue
with larger quantities if students are
ready to work with law nonbers.
Wks would the quantities be to feed
all the students in the school?
Everyote in the city?

2. Make a food groups graph.
Help =dents count how many
recipes include foods from each
group, and transfer the information to
a bar, line or pie graph.
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5. PrELA PREFERENCES:
GRAPHING / FOOD GROUPS

Students will review tlx four food groups by sorting and classifying pictures. They
they will apply their knowledge by selecting foods from the groups to put on apizza,
and graph their choices of toppings.

Procedures:

Small independent pimps
Large group, teacher Aimed

I. Divide the sullen into small
groups of four or five. Try to
balance the groups by language
profwkwcy. Have students review
the four food groups and food
vocabulary in general, by giving each
small group a pile of food picttues
and asIdng the studens to name the
foods and sort dte piaures inn) the
four food groups. Give students 5-10
minutes to work on this task. Tell
them to make a fifth pile for foods
they we undecided about.

2. Invite a representative from
each group to bring up the sorted
pictures, one food group at a tine.
As they put the pictures in the
appropriate box, have the
represmatives name the foods.
Other students in the class may
questkin the categorization, and give
reasons why the food &batild be
placed in anc4her box.

3. As pictures of foods fro=
each group we placed in a box,
discuss tbe contributkes of foods in
that group to the students' health,
vow* and development. Suess the
invariance of eating a balanced diet
with foods from all four poops at
each meal.

4. After all the items have been
sorted, ask groups to take tuns
hokling up foods they had trouble
deciciu* about. Discuss the fact that
many fop& are cmntinations of
foods from two or more groups.
Discuss the value of items that
contain foods from several groups.
Ask the students to name the
countries from which these
COMbillit011 foods originate.

S. Have each poop designate
we person as scribe, and ask the
groups to brainstonn for examples of
dishes that contain all four food
810aPs ham, cheese, and
tomato sandwich, lasagna, or tacos)
and list then. Ask a spokesperson
for each map to share the list with

dte class, and make a combination
list on the blackboard of all the
different items students have named

6. Tell the students thw you
have decided that it would be fun to
make a four food groups clish in
class, and that you've decided on
pizza. However, you don't know
what toppings they llire on their
pizza. Ask students to name some of
tbe toppins they lace most and list
these across the bottom of the chart
Mel%

7. Assign each topping a color
(e.g., red for pepperoni, white for
cations, green for peppers, brown fix
anchovies, yellow for cheese). Ask
diffetent studaus ("passers') to be
responsible for passing out each
color.

8. As students choose their three
favorite toppings, have passers give
them conesponding colored squares.

MaterialiC Chart of tbe four food groups.
Pictures of ix* from niagarines (assign each student to Wing in 10).
Aar boxes, Mad "bread; Vaby: 'meat: and "fruits and vegetables."
&Paw (about r) of coostuodon papa in assorted colon.
Own paper and tape or glue.
*Sticky dote of vadous calms, a other memo for coding food plains.



9. Have students take turns
twinging their cobred squaws of
paper up to the clan and pasting or
taping them on the chart, to make a
bar graph tha will look immething
hie the one below.

10. Ask studaus a few questions
which require them to use
infoimation on the graph, e.g.:
What is the am molder topping?
How many more peopk like pepper-
oni than olives? What parentage of
the "votes" went to cheese?

11. Want the students that some
of the question you might ask can't
be answered by using the infomiatiot
on the graph. Encourage them to
watch out for questions which can't
be answered with the information at
hand, that mix in questions like
these: Why &wet very many kids
like anchovies? (An opinion
question) How many green peppers
will we need? (A question that needs
more information)

12. Ask the suidems to work in
small groups again, and to think of
several questions to ask the clan

about the grapin. One of the
questkins Iran each group should be
a Irkk° question, one whith cannot
be answered by using the informatian
at the graph.

13. Discuss the question which
gnu:lents ask. Emourage students to
use the information on the mph and
minhanatical concepts to answer
question when they can, and to
recognize when the question cannot
be answeird by booking at the
informatics' on the graph.

14. Explain that the pictures
will reappear soon at the "Four Food
Grows Leaning Center."

Evaluation:

Teachers can use informal,
observational evaluation of the
quality of stolen& questions and
answen. Anecdotal records can be
kept on student rimponses. Comae
sone of the questions that the groups
tkvebped and give them to students
to answer either on papa cc on

cassette, depending on sitylents'
language proficiency. Use student
rarponses at the learning center to
asass knowledge of food names and
food grows.

Extesions:

1. Color code the food pictures
by placing coloted dots on the backs
a the *tures. Set up the labeled
boxes and the food pictures in a
learning center. Have students,
working in pairs, name and son the
pictures into the appropriate box.
When they have finished, they can
tan the pictures over and check their
imswers with the colored dots.

2. Rir students who do not yet
know the names of all the foods, the
food pictures can be clipped or wed
to language master cards at the
Wining center, and pain of students
can practice naming the items, and
can check their answers on the
language master. If you have no
language master, use a more
proficient peer to help students
practice food terms.
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6. PIZZA TOPPING DECISIONS:
FLOW CHARTING

This activity introduces the use of a flow chart as a strategy for problem solving and
decision making. In this case, the flow chart will help students to provide the right
amounts of various pizza ingedients!

Ptixedurtm

Large group, teacher directed
Independent paks

1. Remind the sunients about the
iizza project, and review the grich
made in lesson one. Tell students
that you know who hies what
toppings now, but you still need
help in deciding which toplings to
get, and how much of each.

2. Flat, which toppins should
be supplied? Should the class
include toppings that say one person
wants, or should a nwpin have at
least a few "votes" to be included?
Since the class has been studying the
four food groups, shouldn't the
trppings repiesem all the groups
(except bread)? Encourage students
to discuss which toppings to include,
and decide on a limited number, by
vote, consensus, or agreed upco
criteria (e.g., at least four 'votes" on
the graPa)-

3. Next, tell students that they
will use something called a "flow
chart" to determine how much of
each item to buy. A flow chart k a
path to guide someone in following
irstrucfions and making decision.

Show the students three shapes used
in making flow chans, and what each
shape indicates. Make a big &mond
(decision), rectangle (lnstruction). and
oval (start or stop) a) keep on the
classroom wall during the time you
will be studying and discussing flow
chars.

4, Show students the Fvnza
Topping Flow Chart. This chart
will guide stalents to compute how
much of each ingredient, in cups if
possible, will be needed fix die pizza-
making. Select an isem, and use die

flow chart to &amine how much of
the kem will be needed. Refer to
die Pizza 'Topping Reference graph
to determine how many men that
item. Add to the total for guests or
seconds.

5. Have =dents estimate the
amount of toppkig needed fix one
servkig by measuring tablespoons of
rice and sprinklin them on the small
plate. Some items, such as pepper-
cen, might need to be measured in
another way, e.g., number of slices
per serving.

6. As amounts are computed,
make a chart on tiv tilackboard or
chiut paper showing amounts needed
of each ingredient (see sample
below). Compute a few ingredients

INGREDIENTS NEEDED FOR PUZA

&Mann
Refrigerator biscuits

Sauce

Cheese
Pepperoni

AMQ1.111

40 (4 packages of 10)

4 cups (2 pint jars)

3 cups grated
50 slices

PERSON(S)
BRINGING

Tran (2)
Carlos (2)
W. Mozzarella (1)
Simon (1)
Maria
Khan

Mastoids: Pizza Toppinp Oa*
Paper, pear*.
Blackboard, chalk
Pizza topping flow chatt on chart paper or transparency.
was_ spoons.
Rice.
Small plate.



PIZZA TOPPING FLOW CHART

COUNT HOW MANY WANT THIS ITEM
CALL THIS H

ESTIMATE HOW MUCH MAKES ONE SERVING
CALL THIS 0

4,

MULTIPLY: H x 0

WRTIE ANSWER
IN CUPS

N\NN

IS ANSWER IN
TABLESPOONS?

YES NO

PUT ANSWER
IN CUPS

C16 Tabilesposis mi eniq*

6-16
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WRITE ANSWER
/N OTHER UNIT
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with the class grcup, then assign
pairs of stutkints to follow the flow
chart in compining the rest. Assign
seveml pairs the same toxins, and
compare answers to check. When
smdents have completed the task,
compare answers and clear up
misunderstandings about win the
flow chmt

7. When the needed ingredients
and amounts have been determined,
ask kr vohuneas to bring various
ingredients. Have the students write,
copy, or fill in blanks on a letter to
Limir patents inking for this ingre-
dient on pizza day. See the sample
letter below.

Evaluation:

Ask these questions of =dents'
performance (and ad*Ist teaching
accordingly) Are =Ws emms due
to inaccuracies in caromuion or to
lack of undenamding of the plocess
of using a flow chart? Me swings
intemsted and actively participating?
Does the lesson meet the neub of
begirt/ring students as well as MOM
proficiem students? Me the studenui
wining effectively in pairs?

Extension:

You can simplify or increase the
difficulty of competing amounts
needed by allowing students ai do
nave or fewer steps independently, or
by alterktg the amounts they use for
computation (e.g., for ringer or
bogs preadult mudems, use whole
munberx for older, more ptoficient
students, use fractions).

163
6-17



7. PERSONAL PIZZA DAY

Finally, Pizza Day has arrived! Smdents will make pizzas, and make choices about
topping them, as they actually walk through a flow chart.

Procedures:

Large gleaP
Small groups at center

I. Make the flow chart
instnicticms for pizza making on
table and/or the floor, so that
students may actually walk through
the steps on the chart. See the Pizza
Making Flow Chaft below.

2. Direct one cc two students in
a "dry rune through the flow chart as
the class observes. Carefully
demonstrate the pmcesses (e.g., how
to flatten the dough apt how to
measure and sprinkle toppinp) and
discuss all the decision points. Use
the decision point itgarding the shape
of the pizza to discuss the optional

shapes for razes. Ask questions that
will help students plan the pizza,
e.g., "What shape rins would have
the most ama?" or "What are the
advantages of a thick or a thin pizza?

3. Assign small groups to use
the lbw claw to prep= their
personal razzes one group at a time,
while other groups work at another
activity. Monitor oven use carefully.

4. Pizzas can be identified by
writing die name of the cook in
pencil on greased foil squates, and
placing the Ozza on the foil so that
the name shows.

5. When pizzas me finished,
have students eat and enjoy them
while dimiwsh.4 touw they made all
the right choices on the flow chart!

Evaluation:

Observe the activity, and ask
these questions: Did snsients have
fun? Was dwre much informal
langusp learning involved with tire
pizza making, with students assisting
one another when needed? Were
students able to understand and
follow the hot:ructions on the flow
chart? Students will have a chance to
demonstrate their understanding of
now charting in Activity 8.

Extension:

Invite honored guests (parents,
school personnel) to join the class to
freplue and eat pizzas. Have students
guide the guests through the flow
chart.

Materlakt: Pizza 'medians you listed on the chart in Activity 6.
Cookie sheets (if mat in kitchen is used).
S=11 taws (if toaster oven is used in class).
Foil squares, we for each student.
Grease for cookie sheets or foil squares.
Simla, knife, piva wheel.
Paper towels, pbtes, naittins.
Drinks and cups (ptional).

6-18 1 6,1



PIZZA MAXIM FLOW CHART

GO TO Taal A
OMAN

sa

FLAITIA DMA*
IMO Tws 0

00 TO TABU II

[name DOWN
luxt TM 0

TIrSA

SAM MA MOUT ID MUM
ULM MOT le STAATSIO TO MOWN

MOM UP TO S
MON TOO UST,
AMOR, ON PULA

sums NMI= sk.
T. WPM?

I T. MOM
T. %MS 1ft,
T. CI= OF

OD TO TAM 9

es. a name*
WAIT TILL mow
p AMY
OD TO TARA

1 f; 5
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10

20

30

40

HOW TO MAKE A HAM SANDWICH

CT-2.4Fri.D-

I TAKE 2 SLICES OF BREAD 1
i

I PUT ON 2 SLICES OF HAM I

-YES......-)50

1
60 160 TO 701

70

PUT ON ONE
SLICE OF CHEESE,

YES----* BO

NO
4.

90 I GO TO 1001

100

120 IGO TO 130 1

t
130 (CLOSE 8ANDWICH1

i
140 (EAT AND ENJOY )

150

/

6-20
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!PUT ON
LETTUCE.

PUT ON MAYONNAISE
AND/OR MUSTARD



8. FLOW CHARTS EVERYWHERE: HONTEFUN

Students put their new knowledge of flow charts to work to help them solve problems
or to give instructions for a task.

Procedures:

Large group
Individual with parent
Small groups

1. Ask students what tasks they
help with a home. Do they sort
horridly? Wash dishes? Cook? Take
care off link brothers or sines. Ask
students to give you the instructions
for a simple task that involva sane
decisions, e.g., washing clothes m
making a ham sandwich. As they
ttil you the instrwaiars, draw the
flow chart on the blackboard. (See
sande on pme 20 for ideas, but use
students' ideas as well.) Encourage
students to make suggestions for
revision d the chart as you go along,
and erase and make changes.

2. This flow chart intmduces the
numbering system that programmers
use to write ptograms for computers.
They often make flow charts as a
preparation for writing a program.
Explain how tie number* system
makes it easy for the person reading
the chart, or for the computer, to get
from one place to another in the
program, and how the number*
kaves space for aiding steps that
have been left out. Review concepts
of place value, and how they relate to
this mans of numbering.

3. When you imd the students rue
satisfied with the flow chart you have
created, have =dans copy it as a
model, cr have one student copy it
on a ditto and reproduce it for the
rest.

4. Give the assignment for
making a flow chart for perfmming a
simple task at Mane, stch as
maring a food item. Encourage the
Miens to watch catefully as
someone performs the task at home,
observing, and asking questions
stout the steps and decisions made.
Mug the assigmnan for your
g oup, or for individuals in the group
(t g, beginning English- speakers
migte draw the chart all in pictures,
rather than writing wads). Require-
ments might include one ce more of
these:

Watch a parsed or older person
perfoem a household task.

Make a flow chart for performing a
household task.

Mahe a flow chart kw preparing a
snack using all four bod groups.

Include at least one decision.
lime the Row dart symbols: oval fur

start and stop, rectangle for
directions, diamond for decisions.

Rewrite directions from a package or
game as a flow chart.

Include both siAndsrd and metric
measures in your flow chart.

5. Explain to the naiads that
their homefun activity is a "first
*aft" fce a flow chart so they should
concenuate on accuracy of the chart,
not on neatness or amuctiveness.
They will be revising the charts in
class.

Evaluation:

Evaluate the students'
assignments to see if they have met
the requirements. Record student
performance on a checklist.

Extension:

With the students, rmil omer uses
for the numberins system used by
programmers. the it fm outlining or
when alphabetizing, so a word or line
which Ns been left out can be added.

Materialsz Blackboatd and chalk.
Pencil and huge newsprint paper.
Poster of shape templates,

6-21
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Evaluation:

Observe the madam in small
vow to evaluate their conferencing
skills. Understand that these skills
are not developed in a day. Look at
the undue' finished products to
observe for creativity, comet
undestandMg of how to create a flow
chart, knowlefte el the numbering
sYstem used in programming, and
writing

Extendons:

I. Use flow chans to give
insuuctions in the learning centers

2. Make flow chart instructions
for usimg classroom equipment, such
as the languaw master, the tape
recorder, the filmstrip viewer, cs the
listening center.

3. Make a flow chart ci a
'47hoose Your Own Advenure"
book, showing the decision points.
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